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CHAKTER ONE: AN OUTLINE 

, 

" 

. INTRODUCTIQ.N 

"., 1I 

Diversion involves the disposition of criminal 

h "h t "t" 1 c arges w~t ou . a conv~c ~on. The disposition.does not 

imply a finding of not guilty; rather it often assumes 

a gui~ 2 It is cond.i tioned on the defendant' 5 pe'rformance , 
These may include any of the 

following--t;o make restitu,tion to the victim,- 1:;0 be-en- -.- -,---~-- ---- ----" 
.. '. 

~') 

good behavior for a ~pecified period, to accept pre-con

viction probationary supervision, to accept counseling, 

,or to enter and complete a trea1;;ment program. Most . . 
diversion programs are created under discretionary power, 

but a few are established by stat~te. 
3 .Al,though diversion has recently become popular t the 

practice of diversion has existed for many years. The 

earlier programs, many of·which contihue in operation, are 

info,rmaland rely on sgarce, already available resources 

to provide minimal supervision for the defendant. Informal 

.. diversion practices occur in virtually all criminal justice 

sys.tems. 
.? 
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,,' Mu~h of\the current enthusiasm for diversion centers 
\ 
\~ 

on the newer ~)rograms which are more structured. 4 These 
(( 
~, 

programs are s)upported by grants or statutes providing 
Jf 

resoti'i"ce-s=-;'f5'i:- intensive services to the defendant. 
" :>;}~ 

str;&c£ured programs ex.ist in more than 40 cities. 
JID 
\\ . JJ • 
'\""'llh4-~f is the final report of an American Bar Fourid~tion 

'" (). 

study of the practi9,e of diversion. It~~objective is to 

illuminate through a single report the variety in the 

practice of diversion. The intention is explication of 

the bases and rationale of diversion in action, not 

evaluation of: spE!cific programs. 
:;~ 

.,. __ .. -. __ ~ ~ ___ ........ ___ "'oor-," 

o 
RATIONALE OF DIVERSION 

The theoreti"cal structure of the criminal law is 

defined by a series of competit;g ,Philosophical posi t"ions. 5:' 

There are unresolved conflicts between contrasting sets 
~~! 

of rationales' such cis punishment and, treatm~nt., ,These 
~ 

'conflicts are mediated'" by statutes" and judicial rulings II 

which, while seldom establishing a midpoint, aonunonly 

adopt compromise)posi tions. 

(; These conflicts of theory may appear irrelevant to the 

practitioner. In fts de live, red form, 'crimil)al,justi,ce 

only vaguely resembles formal principle!;> and is shaped 

, " 
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by strong factors, in addition to the philopophical positions • 

~e practitioner deals with a real world that includes' 
iJ . _ "" " ,.". -",,,,.o-~ .... 

inadequate resources and time, pOlitical· pressti~es and 

:imper£ect programs • . ~ . 
, . The resear.cher often avoids the philosophical debates 

.because his research 'tools cannot resol ~Je the value con
(~ 

flicts and his functio~ is to describe the law in action 

in the real world. However, in a discuss,:~on of the practice 

o of diversion a brief examination of the underlying theories 

-is necessary. The use of diversion is expc-.nding, but the 

topic is relatively new to social science 'and legal literature, 

and its theoretical bases are n.ot generally understood. 6 

These bas~s cannot be ignored because to do so would leave 

unanswered the threshhoId questions of why diversion exists 

~d .why there is increasing interest in it. Criminal 

justic~ practice provides some answers to these question's • 

These will be discussed shortly. However, there are also 

:ll'lore abstract answers and familiarity wi'th this part of 

the pheonomenon of diversion is essential to an understanding 

of the whole. 

Diversion provides an alternative to prosecution and, more 
tJ ... ;~ ... 

7 ( 
'importantly, to traditional corrections 1 programs. AlthoughL ..... __ ~ 

" '.' 

SOlt\e div.ersion programs offer mediation or arbitration instead 
. \~ 

" LI 
. ,.-.w. 
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of pro~~cution, the correctional perspective is dominant, 

and focuses attention on those programs which offer counseling 

or treatment. 

The debate between the view of criminal justice as 

primarily a social service process and the view of it as 

primarily a punishment process is relevant. The socral 

service model assumes that deviant. acts rest1,lt from social 

or psychologicaa problems0and that the app,ropriate response 
, \ 

is to solve these probl~ms. The punishment model assumes 

individual moral responsibility and directs attentron to 
. 

asserting public reprehension of the' specific ,act ~ thereby 

deterring future crimes or exacting retribution for the 

current cffense. 8 The debate is commonly wag~d at the 

correctional level, and seeks to define the purpose of 

post-conviction services. This focus of debate is, in 

itself, a compromise, allowing at the minimum for punishment 
" 

in the form of labeling the offender as a criminal and 

depriving him of various aspects of liberty. 
,-

Diversion moves toward complete obeisance to the social 

service paradigm by providing counse,ling and treatment without 
~, 

conviction. Diversion's current popularity islargel,y 
~... . 

attributable to the growing dominance of the social service 

model in intellectual and policy disc,ussions. Under that 

model conviction is only marginally relevant to' any goal of 
() 

-4-
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the system and may be inconsistant with the primary goals. 
\ 

One benefit flowing from diversion is·that the defen-

dant avoids a conviction. Occasionally this is discusseCi 

in context, of the concept of over criminaliz~tion,9 a theme' 

which, in part, asserts that the criminal law extends too far 
G 

.;'into regulation of moral conduct. The_ over crimin~lization 

argument is an ele:m{~nt of the punishment-social service 

debate, defining punishment (criminalization) as inappro-

priate ,for some acts currently defined as crimes. Diversion 

provides ?l selective and intermediate adjustment of this 

over extensioni ~'!ld often occurs without the protracted 

debate and uncert.ainties attendant on legislative action. 
- -- - .. -. _ ... -- ....... _._- --.- -_ ... - .......... - .... 

More commonly, however, avoidance of a conviction is 

viewed as a benefit on the assumption that it encourages the 

defendant to avoid future criminality. As a result of this 

~iew; diversion extends to crimes and defendants who are 

beyond the limits-of the overcriminalization theme. ·CoI,lvic-
to ... ....·.ll.~, ,., .' 

tion is thought undesirable or unnecessary and competing 

social costs such as decreased specific deterr,ence are seldom 

·~discussed. The primary relevant public policy is assumed 

to be prevention of future deviance by the defendant and 

the' -appropriate approach is treatment or counseling .• 

Within this rationale, the dominant contemporary theme 

is eta provide affirmative assistance to the defendant, rather 

-5-
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than to assist him merely ,through avoQdance of conviction. 

(i) Q 

Contemporary interest centers on the structured, not the 

informal dive·rsion programs. One "d,istinction between thie§e '0' 

, S;:o 

formats lies in the quantity and ~uality of services giv~n 

to the defendant. Both informal ~nd struci;ured programs: 
r\ 

alloTIl the defendant to avoid a co~~viction. 
'\, 

However, the 

. informal programs, leave the defenfant ~i;tti'allY uns'upe~-

vised and unaided ,(wp~~the stru'btured programs provide 

intensive ser:"ice.( Avoidance of a conviction is conditioned 

on the defendant's acceptance ,;:)f a.nd sa'ci:;factoryparticipa-
, ' 

tion in these seryices. 

Diversion r,=j,:,cts th,:, traditional qC'mpromise bet~7een - . \ ' 

• 'J 

the punishment an)~ social" s.erVice models in order to 

h . ,'~ f)J . 1 . l' ' \ ac l.eve ,!lfbre ef~,.~·ct~ye counse l.n9. Mo st co,ntemporary 1. tera-

tureas~lrt9l{;at adrimi~;l conviction places a psychological 
\l--~I " 

burden anc1~6~)tal' stigma on the offend¥.lO ~his cr~'at~s 
,j 
. ') 

obstacles to successful counseling and eventual re-integra-

tion of the, individual into society. Diversion "counselin<,J 
'1 '~ 

is not forced to overCOme thesel?obstacles and has, allegedly I 
({ 

a higher probability of success. 0 

" .... ": ~. 

",,'.In theory I diversion involves two other elelJlemts' which 

are lacking in traditional correctional practices. First, 

since the defendant is r~ached shortly after arrest or the 

() 

I 
,j 0 

il I,; 
. v . ~\ 
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filing of crimina,l charges l the counseling program can take 

advantage of his unsettledstate of mind and dis;r;upted 

personal defense rnl~'9hanisms to begin effective counseling 
'.\ 

or therapy_ The delays atteno.anton proVing or obtaining 

acknowledgement" f.::>f guilt are avoided'; the issue of guilt or 

innocence becomE'!s secondary or irrelevant •. Sf=cond, th~ 

opportunit~avoid ~onviction or, otherwi~e stated, the 

threat of prosecutiQn on failure to cooperate, provides 

added incentive to cooperate with the coullseloro In contrast 

to traditional practices where convic,tion isa precondition 

to counseling, counse+ing failure is a precondition to 
J) 

In addition to these theoretical improvements over 

traditional correctional care, most diversion counseling 

programs are compatible with the contemporary correctional 

t~nd ~~ward communi t.y treatment of offenders. The community 
'\\ 

treatment rationale posits that removing an offende~ from the 

\ 

community' to a correctional institution creates an artificial 

barrier which must then be overcome on his return to the 

community.ll Also, institutional treatment leads the offender 

inter association with other criminals, -potentially further social

izing him into a deviant lifestyle. Community treatment lessens 

-7-
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these problems by providing services to the offender while 

he is ,at-large or in residence at a half-way house located' 

in the community. , 

The purpose of this discussion is not an evaluation 
c;' . il) 

. Qf 1,:he diversion concept, but an explication of it. For , ' 

th t ,;7 t d d d' . f th h a reasgp, ex en e ~scuss~on 0 e arguments t at 
" 

might define social costs resulting from diversion programs 
,'~(. ~ () 

is not necessary. Many of these relate to the P~9position 

that there is a social loss resulting from the non-ccmvic

tion of persons charged with proveable criminal offenses. 
, Q. ' 

~.> The social loss involves a weakening of the general or specific 
, 

o 

I) 

- - -- . ,,. -.. ,,~- ._ .... -....... -- .. _ .......... -- ..... "" ........ _ .. , 

peterrence effects of criminal laW or of the performance of 

its function as a moralizing influence on society.12 However, 

as the preceding discussion implies, diversion adheres to a " ~ 

'general position that regards these factors as secondary, 

if not inappropriate objectives •. 
'. 

In defining the rationale of ,diversion it is helpful 

to note one possible cost of a diversion process. This 

concerns the'argument that state control of an individual's 
" 

'conduct should not be asserted under the criminal law' in 

the- ,absence of proven guilt i."2, Since the diversion c,9uns~ling 
" 

programs restrict the individual's freedom of action and 

require his participation in a service program,thefact 

that they occur without CO~vict~0t:iS relevant. The argument 

-8- o .~ 
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t 
is often misstated as, a question of ,coercion, and the 
() 

"rebuttal ~rgument of the proponenets of d!version is that 

participation'is voluntary. r 

The more telling argumen·tconcerns the appropriate 

limits o~ state power, conviction on a specific offense 

being one defining or limiting factor. To proponents of 

diversion, this position is regarded as disingenuous. 

Diversion is construed as offering the defendant a ",break," 

and is considered a lesser disposition than would occur 

under full prosecution. Since diversion 0ften requires 
\\ 

extensive cont~,l.of the participant for periods of up to 

one year t .this c~~=ac:teri::.:lticn of di·,rGrs:ion is valid only 

in terms of formal labels and on t'~~,e assumption that con

viction is invariably the result of prosecution~ In the 

~bsence of these assumptions, the availability ofprosecu

tion rather than the fact of conviction becomes the'pre

condition for state control and an obvious extension of 

that control has occurred. The counterargument that 'diversion 
~ .. 

. cq~nseling is acceptable because it functions in the defen~ 
} 

dant's best interests, appears disallowed in light of recent 

developments in juv~nil~ court law. However, it often is 
• _/ -,.:--0'-' 

implicitly assumed to be persuasive by proponents of 

diversion. 

'-9-
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To this point our comments about the conceptual bases . 

of diversion have been limited to the programs whiph involve 

counseling or treatment. In view of the focus of contemporary 

interest., this emphasis is appropriate. However, diversion 

also includes programs which provide mediation and arbitra-
D 

tio'n rather than counseling. The rationale o~ such programs 
1\ 

is similar to that of the counseling programs!, Arbitration 
\\ '\ 

or mediation occurs when the basis of the crirltinal complaint , ' 

is a dispu.te and the assumption of diversion t~at the 

appropriate policy is resolution of the dispute', not punish

ment of the wrongdoer. The threat of prosecution provides 

incentive for a settlement, and settlements ~e described 

as less severe dispositions for the defendant. 

PRACTICE OF DIVERSION 

While a social service perspective dominates diversion 

theory, a prosecution perspective dominates diversion 

practice. The prosecution perspe9;tive contains \important 
, ~:.~ 

elements of the belief that the function of the criminal 
..:'-;:::-

j\lst'ice process includes the appropriate labeling of deviant 

behavior. The prosecution perspective is characterized by 

a necessity to establish priori tie,s among criminal cases 

o 
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and is 6ften defined b:y individualized perceptions of 

justice and fairness. 

In order to understand the manner in which cases are 

selected for diversion, it is necessary to discuss the 

criminal 0ustice discretionary system. This term has,be~n 
13 . 

used elsewhere. It refers to the informal interaction of 

all parties involved in the disposition of a criminal case, 

and suggests that .. this informal interaction, rather than 

solely the discretionary judgments of crin'.inal justice 

officials, is determinative of the nature and timing of 

'. 

the disposition •. In the practice of diversion, the relevant 
(', 

parties are the prosecuting attor~ey, the police, the criminal 

court judge, the defense (defendant and/or his attorney), 

the victim and, to a lesser extent, the legislature (through 

qriminal statutes). Additionally, when the diversion 

program involves ~ staff of persons other than those named 

above, the,staff also participates in the eventual decision. 

Diversion is applied to cases regarded as non-

serious by prosecuting attorneys and judges. The views 

of these officials do not necessarily conform to statutory ,. IJ~ .•. 
. ~' ~ cc.":_1-LiA;o..Ll'..:J:) •• ,,!.H, ..... 

definitions, but ar'e influenced by tbe imbalance r~quires -r7~, ~~~iC~~' . 1\ ':c I r ~ L/7t.(;C~r 

them to establish priorities among criminal complaints. 

-11-
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E~rly and efficient dispasitian af recurring, law priarity 

'~mplaint-types is favared and leniency induces effiq,ient 

dispasitian. , 

In establishing priorities, these offidials seek to' 
.1 

express apprap:t:iate public policy. Necessarily" their· " 
• G 

decisians reflect persanal attitudes. Decisians are 

influenced by their perceptians af the sacial cantext fram 

which the camplaint arasse, the defendant's sacial status 

'and persanality, t;he likelihaad af repetitive ar increapingly 
(', 

severe criminality, the availabil;i.ty' af alternatives" to' (( . 

convictian, the alleged act's (, pat7ipt:i~Jl:J!UOc~ causing physical 

injuries and a v~riety I;)f ather fc:tct~rs.~ _. . ... _. 

An instructi~;:re illustration is the administratian af 
'.' I' ' 

statutes dealing with marijuana. 
. t 

HistaricallY/Jpen~lties 
u .If 

:;: 

'for passession and sale of marijuana ha~e been se~ere. 

There:~is a current movement towar? leniency in statute law 
b 

and jpdicial rulings,l4 accampanied ar preceded by leniency 
i\ 

in the administration of th'e statutes • Marijuana i.s 

increasingly accepted as' an el.ement of the lifestyle of 

many persans and marijuana passession charges are frequ~ntly 
)) 

dismissed outright or "diverted. Charges involving .pale. 

are less cammonly divEirted ,or dismi$s'ed. When leniency . 

is indicated in sale cases, it is mare' often expressed in 

(r 
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ienient. sentences after conviction. ID/'general~) rna]' or sale 

l 1/ 
activity is viewed as seriously criminal and is'dealt with 

harshly. 

The victim and the defense both play important roles 

in the diversion decision. If he expresses a strong interest 
o 

in a criminal disposition, the victim can often prevent 

diversion or dismissal. On the other hand, the victim may 

induce a noncriminal disposition even if the prosecutor views 

the ?J:1leged act as ~~;rious. This occurs frequently in 

cr;i.minal comPhaints involving consumer rr.lud where a settle

mentbetween victim and defendant obviates prosecution. 

~) In,some prO~l'".::t,ms: di'tTersion is init5.ated on motion 

of the defendant. MQre often, only the defendant's acceptance 

of an offer to participate is required. Since the defens,e; ~ 

interest is in obtaining the le~\~.~ confining disposition 

.pO'ssible, theoPP9rtuni ty to avoid conviction by diversion 

,is usualry accepted. 
1.:::) '" 

In certain instances, however, the 

obligations ,imposed by diversion are regarded as more oner.ous 

than other likely dispositions,. and'the defendant resists 

diversion. 

'. 'Criminal statutes play a limited ro1\9 in the practice 

of diversion. Disproportionately high statutory pe~alties 
. 

may induce d.iversion or 9ther discretionary adjustments 

-13-
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(e·.g. dismissals or guifi:y pleas to reduced charges). 

Also, some diversion procedures are created by statutes 
• ':J f 

establishing limits and conditions for diversion. In 

,'practice g however, the.se statutes are invoked only when 
~ 

the discretionary system defines diversion as appropriate •. 

In the absence of diversion I there is a ·.dilenuna in 

.. cases defined by the discretionary system as requiring 

leniency.. Two al ternativeaqtions are available. The 

first is to dismiss charges or to refuse to prosecute 
I', 

(a response that we label "screening lt
). Scre'ening' is more 

f' 
freque~tthan.diversion. It minimizes the impact of a 

criminal complaint on the· defendant and i.'.::u.u.c-es to a minimum .. ~ 

the time spent on the case by the system. However, screening 
~ r 

invol ves no attempt to deal with the. 'factors leading to the 
-defendant's act and provides no supervision over his future 

conduct. It may encourage the defendant to believe that 

his actions have been condoned. 

The SecondO alternative is to convict and impose a 

suspended sentence, minimal probation or fine, a response 

that W{~ label "sentence leniency." Selltence leniency 

may be ~chieved through plea negot:1ation,16"the entry of 
. 

a guilty plea serving to minimize the time spent by the 
< '.' 

(:) 

.system on the case •. Although se~1tence leniency'avoids the 
l\, 

~ potential reenforcement effect vo£"'{~reening, it leaves the 

-14-
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defendant with a conviction. In many cases this is viewed 

as inappropriate. Also, since most correctional programs are 

over-worked, sentencing offers little likelihood of real 

assista~ce fo~ the offender, but merely increases correctional 

caseloads. 
; 

The informal .diversion programs are direct expressions 

of the dispositional dilemma. They are implemented by 

concerned individuals or agencies as a reaction against 

the absence of, realistic alternatives and the pressure of 

~arge caseloads. Their effectiveness is limited by the 

general lack of resources within the c!ix.ni?~l, ~~s.tic;~ .. _ 

system. In practice many such efforts are virtually. 

indistinguishable from screening. The obligati'ons imposed 

on the defendant are often vague (e.g. "good behavior") and 

supervision or counseling is minimal. However, some enlist 

the cooperation, via referral, of ' non-criminal justice 

agencies to' provide services to the-a~partment. Also, in 

complaints arising from a dispute, the mediative skills of 

criminal justiceo'ff'icials are often ,sufficient to resolve 
\,d-

the immediate problem • 
. ~. ... 

The structured service programs introduce a new eleinent 

into the discretionary system.. Offenders can be di\7erted 

with the knowledge ,that they will receive substantial 
·c l 
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services and supervision. Typically the services are more 

intensive than traditional correctional systems.' The 

grants which establish these programs allow for low counselor-
" 

client ratios and make a variety of testing and other proce

dures available. Program personnel participate in depisions'" 

concerning diversion of individual cases, promoting a treat

ment perspective within limits which they regard as'necessary 

to maintain credibility. As a result. the service programs 

can promote expanded use of diversion. 

Areas in which Diversion Occurs 

"' .. " ..... 
Although diversion seldom occurs where a. case;',fs 

defined as seriously criminal, it is not always a routine 

. c;1isposition for marginally criminal cases. Sentence 

leniency and scre,ening are more common dispositions,' and 

the fact that diversion is routine in one jurisdiction for 
\1 

~ specifip crime type does not imply that all jurisdictions 

use it for this type of offense. 

The existence ofa diversion program appears to be 
17 a hi.ghly individualized phenomenon. . Informal programs 

are characterized b,Y the presence of one or more concerned 

officials who are cognizant of the disposit.ional dilemma and 

-16-
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are wilring to exercise their discretionaxy power to 

establish quasi-legal responses to it. In the structured 

programs, the concerned party is often an organization. 

SUfficie'nt motivation has existed to complete the often 

complex task of marshalling available grant funds or of 

persuading a legislative body to enact authorizing statutes 

andcto provide' funding. 

As a result, the existing programs differ in the nature 

of the offenses or the offenders addressed and in the 
::; 

obligations impOS€ld on the defendant. The programs combine 

') in differing measure a desire to rid the criminal justice 

system of marginally criminal cases, a- wish· to -accommodate .-----

'victim and defendant interests, and an effort to provide the 

defendant an opportunity to avoid a c:r:iminal record and 

later criminality. Among the types of service provided by . 
the pro~rams are referral to vocational counseling and 

placement services, intensive pre~conviction probation, 

referral to non-criminal treatment agencies, professional 

arbitration of disputes, dismissal after a period of 

minimally supervined "good behavior,'" referral to medical 

de\oxification certters, referral to family counseling t·- . 
~~ . 

serv~ce'S· and cornrn~ tment to treatment programs. 

Diversio~' occurs with frequency in three areas: com-

plaints·...."deri ving from personal disputes, charges against -
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, 
defendants whose underlying problems are in the border 

between public health and criminal justice, and criminal 

charges against offenders who do not have an extensive 

prior criminal record. 

\)(A variety of disputes reach the attention of the. 

criminal justice system. These incluo.e disputes over 

consumer transactions (occasionally amounting-to fraud) 

and cashing checks with insufficient funds, as well as 

assaults between husozmd' and wife "and dispute-s between 

neighbors (often involving assault). 

Common to these situations is the tendency of complain-,", 
-- .' 

ants to be s_atj"sfied .ryy a disposition short of .. 'con"',,~1.ction.· 
,=" 

Restitution is often preferred to conviction in disputes 

involving money. In assaults the passage of time frequently 

l,eads to forgiveness or 'at leapt to a lessening of animosity. . ~ , 

Disputes often involve a misunderstanding and lack 
(, 

the indicia of underlying criminality. Criminal justice 

officials . tend to regard the event as nonserious or even " 

noncriminal. However, certain circumstances can lead to 
'. 

an, emphasis on prosecution (e.g. serious physical injury 

in assaults). Property disputes may be·prosecutedif the~e 
1.9 

are clear indicia of fraud I but prosecution is limi t.ed by 

a scarcity of the necessary resoUrces to prove fraud, and 

by the victims' willingness to accept restitution. , 

.. . . ' .... 
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Informal diversion settles the current dispute. How-

~, 

ever, intra-family and neighbor disputes are typically 

l;ep~titive and may have a potential for serious'injury. 

'" The short term remedy may appear inadequate, leading to 

attempts to seerk more lasting adjustments. In some 
U o· 

informal programs, dismissals are conditioned on good 

behavior during a specified period; in others, referral 

procedures bring family disputants into contact with 

counseling services. Professional arbitration is employed 

for disputes bet\"een "neighbors. 

" " 

-The second area is the interface betwe~n public health 

w,d criminal justice. t-1inor crimes symptomatic of an" under-

lying illness appear only marginally criminal and diversion 

may be employed to place defendants in contact with treatment • 

programs. Diversion of alcoholics charged with public drunken

ness, mentally ill persons and drpg addicts is frequent. Drug 

cases reflect not only the conception of addiction as an ill-

ness but, especially in marijuana charges, the growing social 

acceptance of its use. Charges involving possession are 

often diverted. 

' .. 'When the relationship between the crime and the 
C-) 
~)illness is more remote, or the act is itself considered 

seriously criminal, diversion is infrequent. Sales of 

narcotics and crimes of violence are illustrative. If 
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, 
diversion occurs 'for these more serious acts, it typically 

involves commit,ment procedures a:nd the obj'ective is not 

leniency, but often to obtain lengthier confinement. Oft,en, 

especially for drug addicts, post-conviction'treatment is 

preferred to diversion. a 

Offenders with minor prior records are frequently 
-

diverted. within this category there is an emp~asis on 

youthful offenders charged with minor crimes.involving no 

serious injury or threat thereof. Informal diversion employs 

conditional dismissals with limited counseling. It emphasizes,c 
• • •. : .~.:.~.:;;.:,. ... ,~ •. 't-.. ". 

,~voiding the stigma of a criminal conviction on the assumption 

t:hat, without the ::;b~gma, the defendant is less likely to 

'repeat his criminal conduct. It also effectively removes ~~ 

many low priority offenses from the system without taxing 

correctional or other services. 

Newer service programs attempt to facilitate the 

individual's return to acceptable cond~ct "by providing 

int'ensive counseling. Activity is especially frequent with 

respect to younger offenders whose acts are regarded as 

socially motivated and with whom counseling might produce 

irnpre·ssive'results. Participation is limit~d' to "motivated.','" 

defendants who desire to al te,r their behavior. The .most 
JJ ~ 

common format prov.ides vocational counseling and referra:I.. 
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Evaluative Comments 

The focus of our study was on describing tn"e practice 
u 

of diversion and we did not independently evaluate the 
~ ,~, 

performance ,C)f, ,the programs described. Because of ~his, 

any evaluative commentary must be tentative and restricted 

to the materials, including evaluative studies previously 

conducted, which were otherwise available to us. Examina-

tion of these materials proyides the basis for commentary 
'-,./ . 

which may serve to place the actual performance of current 

diversion programs. into a realistic context. 

Although the experience of both the informal and the 

structured programs demonstrates the feasibility of 

(i diversion, it does not demonstrate the desirability. Even 

ignoring the theoretical arguments that social costs are 

incurred as the result of diversion, the data concerning 

impact on the participants is ~nconclusive.l8 

The informal programs exist in the absence of even 

superficial demonstration of their. effect on the defendants. 

No information is available concerning. the later criminal 
. " 

. record of participants. It is.~s"o§umed .that participants 
~f ... ' . ~~, ':: ~ 

regard diversion as a beneficial disposition, but whether 

they recognize the nature of the disposition or"their 
o 

oeligations under it has never been documented. 
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, 
Data collection in most of the structured programs 0 

is more extensiv~,but the implications 6f the various 

studies of effectiveness that have been conducted are un-
I 

certa'in. It is fairly well-docum~nted that the rate, of 
/' 

crime cornrni tted while in diversion counseling i''s lm-; and 

that, wi~hin limits, many prosecutors, judges and defen

dants will cooperate with the program. Finally, based on 

currently available data, more than half of the selected 

participants can be expected to successfully complete the 

counseling terrrt. 

However, da~a is lacking concerning the comparison 
.. 

between defendants who have received intensive servi-ce's and"'· 

individuals diverted without services or simply screened 
, {' 

from the criminal process. Because these offenders often 

,have no established pattern of criminality, it fs possible 

thatrnany defendants may avoid future criminality regardless 

of co~nseling 'and other services. The extent to which this 

occurs is untested. 

There are evaluative difficulties in comparing the 

performance of structured diversion programs to traditional 

correctional procedures. Data from several such diversion 

programs suggest lower recidivism rates among successful 

particLpants.19 These differences could flow from the place-

ment of counseling procedures prior, to conviction. However, 

" 
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" , "'" .',' .' ' .-- , . . . " ';'r'" the differences may' reflect the self'-selection entry process which 

is tied to the defendant's motivation for·treatment. While age, 

crime charged and prior record characteristics are controlled 

for in some of the evaluative studies, in selecting a 

comparison group, the defendant's mol(;ivation could not. be 

controlied. 

The recidivism rates might also relate to the quality 

of the services provided. Diversion caseloads are controlled 

to maintain counselor workloads which faci.litate effective 

assistance. Program staff are typically ;:lighly uF:Jtivated 

and perceptive. Supporting services are extensive. None 

of these characte~istics are likely to obtain in traditicnal, 

over-taxed correctional agencies. 

Programs dealing with the settlement of disputes are 

effective in mediating the current controversy, largely 

due to the propensity of disputants to desire settle~ent. 

Whether long term adjustment is achieved is uncer~ain. 

t ....... 
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The Study 

(; . 

Our intention has been to survey the variety of 

experience with diversion. The approach was descriptivf. 

Research concerning specific programs consisted primarily 

of visits of varying length to the programs. Evaluations 

of performance 'were not attempi;,ed. 

The study ~nvolved over two years of research. The 

initial phase w~s devo~ed to developing, in broad outline, 

the areas in whir.;:h diversion commonly occurs. F9 J:l owing 

this preliminary phase, we turned our att~ntion;1;o an 

e~amination of how these crimes are handled in the absence 

of formal diversion, programs. Intensive
c 

analysis was made 
1:1 

of c;lisposition ,patterns and rationales in two mc)derate-sized 

~rban jurisdictions. 20 Additionally, brief visi.ts were 
'I, Q 

made to more than'ten jurisdictions to inquire cbncerning 
I 

,\ 
their handling of the crime types in question. ~rhe sparse 

existing literature' concerning diversion was surv·eyed. • Some 

of the results of this second stage research wer~ reported 
. .:~.". . 1 21 1n a(0t10r art1c e. 

"\.....":" , 

'. -;his phase provided insights into the role ~laye~ by 

diversion programs surveyed during the third phase" The 
II , 

third phase consisted of visits to selected dive:rsion iI 

I: 
programs. Programs were sele·cted which' seemed bl:st to 
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, 
exemplify the various current trends in diversion practice. 

In operation, the second and third research phases over

lapped. Many of the survey visits were made before the 

se90nd phase was completed. 

Our research excluded diversion in the juvenile justice 

system. Diversion in this area has been extensively 

discussed in other publi,.cations. 22 
j/ . 

. The jUVenilecott is, in itself, the largest and 

oldest diversion prglcedure'. However, diversion ~ the 

, '1 t' 1 23 Juven~ e cour ~s a so cornman. The juvenile court 

p~ocess has passed from high expectations to observable 

feilure~ This experience provides an. imp~~~si ... te c~utionary 

note relative to the current enthusiasm for diversion. 

We do not discuss the gro\'ling use of volunteers in 
C 

counseling positions. Several agencies are active in 
. 24 

monitering and evaluating the performance of volunteers • 
.. J 

In any event, although occasionally used in connection 

with diversion efforts, the use of volunteers is principally 

a correction-oriented innovation. 

' .. 
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CHAPTER TWO: DISPUTE SETTLEMENT 

, 
INTROPUCTION 

\,\ 

This chapter discusses diversion of criminal compla~nts 

deriving from dispu~es. Included are complaints resulting 

from assaults b1etween neighbors, consumer fraud and 

checks cashed a~;rainst insufficient funds«. 

As a result of two characteristics of these complaints, 

disposition without conviction is common;, The first is 

that the complaints often alle.ge acts which laQk apparent 
Q 

criminal intent,. Misunderstandings recurrently und~rlie 

the complaints and both parties are frequently at'fault. 

The second factc)r is that all relevant interests often 
" 

coalesce in the direction of a non-criminal disposition. 

Police, prosecutors and judges are reluctant to devote 

much time to these offenses ~nd may prefer settlement 
J'" 

of the dispute 1:0 conviction of one disputant. TheL/ 
'u 

~ 
defendant may repent, albeit under the threat of prosec:iJ,-

tion, while victims are willing to accept a disposition 

short of conviction. 

Diversion ,typically involves settlement of the 

immediate dispute. When the parties hav~ no continuing 

(' 
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relationship, this settlement is a final solution. However,. 

since husband and wife anq neighbor disputants remaJn in' 
f 

cori;tact with each other, arguments reclir and resolution 

of ,.:the current dispute is insufficient. Since criminal 

justice officials hav~ little time or training to deal with 

'. the basis. of' the"cohtinuing problems,' some 'diversion pr~grams, 

involve referral of the disputants to other a.gencies. 

Although noncriminal disposition is the norm, prosecu-,. 

tion occurs under special circumstances. In' crimes involving 
8 ,. • 

,the transfer of property I (,criminal justice officir,ils regard 
- .~'/ 

th~'~ alleged crime as seriously: criminal if apparent fraudulent 

int:;nt is present. In such cases.they prefer a crim.inal 

disposition •. In disputes causing,physical injury, serious 
,'. 

yr. 
il+jury or the us~ of a deadly weapon by the aggressor may 

" 

lead to a similar characterization and preference for 

prosecution •.. 

MONETARY DISPUTES 

'Complaints alleging thetaki~g of property by deception 

at'e' 'diverted by rest~tution or performance on a contract by 

the de'fendant.. In most cases the victim and the defendant 

share compatable interests which move toward informal 

settlement. The victim's primary interest is adjustment 

-27-
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of his monetary or other losses. The defendant desires 

to avoid prosecution in order to adjust a misunderstanding 
;;;~) 

or, more pragmatically, to avoid the uncertainties and 
" 

cos~s of prosecution. 
" 

)\ 

Prosecuting officials often desire settlement, but 

their position varies according to the·answers to two 

questions: Is this defendant a criminal? Does the complaint 

allege an apparent, fraudulent act? Both questions require 

a subjective judgment and, although they may be analytically 

distinct, the dis'cinction is seldom drawn in practice. Among 
;, \ 

the factors considered are the nature of :~:l:~he act "alleged, 
Y", ~ 
\ '\ 

the economic and social status of thedef~:hdant, .as ..well as ... 
\','J 

.I.', 

t.he defendant's reputation and prior condu(?t. For example, 

prosecution of a .reputable businessman for,:amisunderstanding .. 
resulting from inefficient bookkeeping practices is unwarranted. 
'. \:~ 

Similarly, conviction of an individual with no prior~ criminal' 
\~ 

record "for the act of cashing a small check.on insufficient 

funds is undesirable. 

,IIl .making the nece~sary judgments, prosecuting officials 

commonly act on superficial information. The available 

information consists of the allegations of the victim and, 

frequently, a brief convers,ation wi t-h the defendant. Extensive 

in..:vestigation is seldom possible due to limited prosecutorial 

resources. 
p .v o 

c;i' 
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~Rem if prosecution .is Ciesired, two factors limit 

\':) 

the extent to which the prosecutor is able to exercise 

thi~ option. The first is the recurring theme of inadequate 

resoUrces. With respect to consumer fraud complaints, the 

,resource problem is created by a necessity for more extensive 

investigative work than is required to estab~ish other 
~ 

criminal charges. The second constraining influence is 

that the victim and the defendant often reach informal 

settlement. Although a prosecutor may view an alleged crime 

as·' part of a continuing pattern of fraud, the- \rict~m views 

the problem in terms of his damages only. Informal settlement 
"' .. ' --- ... '-- _ ... _ .. 

• 

, ". • 

• 

.' 
o 

• 

• 

~) 

"'-, 

J 
.",~ .~.~ .. "~'. ' 

removes the victim's willing testimony and makes pr.osecution 

difficult or impossible. 

Worthless Checks 

Knowingly cashing a check on insuffici~nt funds is a 

criminal bffense in most states. The penalties are low, ' 

and are graduated according to the amount of the check. 25 

Diversion practices are handled by lower criminal 

li court's or assistant prosecutors. The process' typically 
\'f:'>, 
C\involves a complaint, a summons (or warrant for arrest) , 

.. , 
\,;.;, 

an appearance, and an almost immediate offer and acceptance 

of restitution. 26 
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A coalescence of all relevant interes~s directs the 

Q 
process towards disposition by restitution. Victims\\ often 

file a complaint primarily to obtain payment. Prosecutors 

and judges view the complaints more as nuisances than as 

criminal matters. Defendants desire to avoid prosecution, 

a tendency which is enhanced py the ease with which the 

crime can be established; the returned check makes a strong 

prima facie case. 

The frequency and ease with which restitution occurs 

gives the criminC'l.L justice system the appearance of a 

collection agency. Regarding this as inappropriate, courts 
. (' ... _ ............ _.c .. _ 

" cr p~osecutorsm~y- require that the-complainant ~ake a 

written demand for the I'90ney prior to filing a complaint. ,:::. ___ J 

" . 
If not complied with, this demand further establishes criminal 
~ 

intent. More important, the demands dis.pose of many cont~Q'Versies' 

without criminal complaints. 

Worthless check cases may be prosecuted to conviction 

when there are indications that the defendant acted with 

criminal (i.e. fraudulent) intent.- Among the factors 

considered are the frequency of prior complaints against 

the 'defendant and, the amount of the check in comparison' ,_ 

to the defendant's apparent ability to pay. 
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dismissal of worthless check charges if restitution is 

offeJ;:,ed within a specified period after the complaint is 

filed. Statu't.ory diversion is available if the check ·is 

under a specified,.,small amount. 27 

On the surface, the statutes apparently do no more 

than codify a1.read§~~prevalent diversion practices. In 

the absence of statute, the distinction between a quasi-

criminal complaint in which restitution is the preferred 

disposition and a complaint in which prosecution is 

justified is a discretionary decision. The statutes 

attempt to place rigid form on this decision •. 

A 'common prosecutorial reaction to such statutes 

. is to evade their provisions in a manner designed ~o re

inject the discretionary element. The practice in one 

jurisdiction is illustrative. The i~plementation of 

the diversion statute was to be accomplished by the dis

tribution of restitution demand forms to potential and 

actual victims. The prosecutor avoided the statute by 

failing to distribute the forms and by failing to inform 

. t . f th t I •• 28 
V1C ~ms 0 e s atute s·prov~s~ons • 

c') 
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, 
Consumer Fraud 

, 
Unlike worthless check cases, consumer fraud complaints 

are often handled by special prosecutor units whose formal 

. policy is to prosecute all complaints. This policy state-

ment conforms to public pressure against cons:umer fraud 

and minimizes the use and characterization of the unit as 

a collection agency. 

Regardless of formal policy, restitution is the 

customary disposition. As in worthless check case'S, vic

tims of consumer fraud are interested primarily in return 

of "their property and defendants, threatpnpd ~y prosecu-
-, 

tion, are willing to offer restitution. These interests, 

" couple~ with an inadequacy of prosecutorial resources over-

~id~~~~~~prmal policy. 

The victims of consumer fraud are often individuals 

who may be unaware of the crime, or of their potential 

recourse to the criminal justice process. The initial 

policy question is, therefore, whether the prosecutor should 

encourage v.i~tims to present grievances. In some jurisdictions,. 

there is no effort to encourage complaints. This mpy reflect 
'G 

either disinterest or a lack of resources for enforcement 

of fraud" statutes. Elsewhere, lack of publicity enables 
;P 

a fraud unit to conc~htrate its limited resources on 
-II 
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investigation and prosecution~of selected, questionable 
. ' 29 

enterprJ..ses. 

other offices generate complaints through public 

speeches and general publicity. An innovative approach 

was adopted in Cook County. Under an LEAA grant, the 

prosecutor established a mobile fraud unit. The mobile 
. 

unit was expected to stimulate the filing of consumer 

complaints by its presence in various communities. How

ever, response to the unit was low, perhaps as a result 

of an absence of advance,pubiicity.30 

Many consumer complaints are groundle~s and are 

routinely screened by the fraud units.. Occasionally,. 

'complainants are referred to civil courts to pursue their 

claim. The distinction between a complaint alleging a 

civil law claim and one alleging crimina~ fraud is 

difficult to make. Tbe standard is, subjective, with a 

requirement of intent to defraud" as the difficult distinction. 

Prosec~tion of all consumer fraud complaints 

having some merit is beyond the resources of most 

prosecutors' offices. Un~ike other forms of crime, 

fraud prosecutions require substantial investigation and' 

. t' t t' 31 Al f d d d 1n erpre a 10n. so, many rau statutes are out ate 

and irrelevant t~ current practices. 32 
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D~vers~on of consumer fraud compla~nt~ commonly occurs 

in special prosecutors' units. Often the unit encourages 

mediation and restitution. In other offices th~ formal 

policy is prosecution, but restitution is the most frequenf 

disposition. The practices of the Philadelphia Distr~ct 

Attorney's Fraud Unit are instructive. 

Consumer fraud complaints in Philadelphia are handled 

by a Fraud Unit within the District Attorney's Community 

Rights Division. The Philadelphia District Attorney's 

Community Rights Division (CRD) was established to provide 

an accessible forum for citizens to present complaints 

and obtain information. It receives compraints' concerning" 

a variety of minor crimes. Minor assaults and consumer 

fraud complaints comprise a major portion of the caseload. 

Possibly due to its connection with CRD and to an 

extensive publici~y campagin, the complaints received by 

the fraud unit are diversified. Of a sample of more than 

400 complaints, the fraudulent acts alleged included 

alleged poor repair work on automobiles, televisions and 
. , 

homes., alleged misrepresentation of actual repair co~.ts 

in a,n estimate, failure to deliver purchased goods··within 
.• - . . 

the time interval specified by the sale agreement, obnoxio~s 

bill collection practices and misrepresentation of the 
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quality of a purchased I, it-em. 33. 

Complaints are received by police detectives" :assigned 

t6 the District Attorney's Office. Approximately 100 
f, 

\ibOmPlaints are received each month and written statement 
f . -rl'..b . 

. /' of facts is taken, frCtm,~:~·:complainant. Complaints con-

Iljl! sidered frivolous are reject~d by the detectives and the 
II " 
;/ ,l complainants may be advi.sed to obtain a private atto.rney 

if t~ey wish to pursue the matter. 

An illustrat.ive rejelcted case involved the purchase 

of a used automobile. The purchase price was $700. The 

complainant alleged that the purchase price was fraudulently 

high. His evidence consi~ted of the fact that another 

dealership offered an auto of the same make and year for 

$500. 

Rejection of frivolQus complaints is only on-e'as'pect 
,J, 

of the d1scretion exercise by the detectives. Since few 

cases are immediately rejected, it is not the most impor

tant aspect:. An additional.l discre.tionary decision is in 
\" 

distinguishing between caseS to be directly referred to 

'an assistant prosecutor'and cases to be initially 

investigated.by the detectives • 

. Most complaints~~are initially investigated by a 

detective. The typical investigation involves a telephone 

convi~sation with the defendant. Overall" two-thirds of 
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the complaints are settleJi as a result of these investigations~' 

Som.e complaints involve no more than a misunderstanding 

and are readily settled by the telephone conversation. One 

such complaint alleged that a seller had failed to deliver 

$1200 of furniture five weeks after the purchase price had 

been paid. During a telephone conversation, the owner of 

the store claimed that the sale contract specified delivery 

within eight weeks ,JCiepending on when .delivery was obtained 

from the factory. The detective verified that this 

provision was in the sale agreement ~nd informed the complainant 

that, if delivery did not occur within three addit~onal weeks, 

the Di~t~ict A~tor~ey's office would examine the complaint 

in greater detail. 

A more important result of the preliminary investiga

tion is the settlement of disputes involving more than a 

misunderstanding. The investigation represents an ipter-

vention by the prosecutor's office and carries the implicit 

. threat of criminal prosecution. This intervention, itself, 
, . 

is often sufficient to induce a settlement, and most complaints 

do not result in formal charges. 

Under threat of prosecution restitution is the preferred 

disposition from the view of both the con man and the honest 

~ :lllerchant. The con man will offer restitution to avoid the 

cost of prosecution, the coilateral effects of prosecution on 

his continuing activities and the possibility of conviction .. 

-36-
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The honest merchant will readily do the same in order to 

protec~ his business reputation. In either event, the 

complainant often accepts restitution because this was his 

cgective in i~itiating the complaint. ~v 
An example of such a'settlement involved the purchase 

of an $8,000' diamond ring. After several"days the ring 

required .repairs. . The repairs were made by the merchant. 

~' 

who originally sold the ring. When returned to the purchaser, 

he noticed that the ring did not resemble the original one., 

The purchaser had the ring appraised,and it was of substantially 

lesser value than the initially purchased ring. Investigation 

of . the resultant complaint revealed that a .different. -ring .... -~.-.- _. - --- .. 

had been returned after- the repairs. The merchant claimed 

that this resulted from an inefficient record-keeping system 
\ 

and when the merchant and buyer agreed to a $4,000 reimbursement, 
" 

the complaint was dropped. 

It is unclear whether these settlements are incidental 

or direct effects of the investigators' activities. While . 
the wlit's prior policies favored restitution, the current 

formal poli9Y favors prosecution. However, daily practices' . ,,~ 

remained largely unaffected with respect to both their 
' .. , .. 

content and the results achieved. 
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Con~isterit with the formal policy, an offer to make 

rest·{tution does not automatically terminat~ pJ:·osecution. 

Rel:itution does, however, weaken the prosecution case by 
'\;, . " 

remd~ing the testimony of the victim. Prosecution may be 

continued only if other sufficient evidence and, in fa,ct 
/) 

few are prosecuted. 
() 

Occasionally, failure to make restitution is the reason 

that formal prosecution occurs. For example, one series of 
('---, 

complaints invb~\<~d several consumeJ;s who had purchased 

tombstones from a local memorial company. The purchase price's 

ranged from $150 to $600. The complaints alleged that after 

periods of from one to three years follo1W·ling payment of the 

purchase price, the company had not placed the monuments •. 

The company refused to refund the money to the purchasers and, \ 

f9llowing an investigation, warrants charging fraudulent 

iiconversation were obtained and the defendant was.prosecuted. . . 
Complaints not settled and involving criminal charac

teristics are referred to the prosecutor's staff after the ,. 

preliminary investigation. In d~termining criminality the 

investigators rely heavily on the number of complaints 

prev~ously filed against the defendant. 
(J • 

Prosecut~on 

seldom takes place unless a sufficient number of complaints 

are on file against the merchant, but exceptions occur 

y~ere the fraud lis blatant. A rough standard is ten prior 
,./ 

complaints. Q 
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The prior complaint standard serves severa~ functions. 
r:\ 

~ \,1 

The prosecutor's office is capable of prosecuting only a 

limited number of frau~ cases and in-depth investigation of 

all complaints would be impossible. The standard limits 

the need for extensive investigation prior to the decision 

\) to prosecute and serves to focus unit resources on serious, 

repetitive conduct. From the standpoint of potential defen-. 

dants, the prior complaint standard protects against prosecu

. tion for a single, inadvertent act. 

However, in Philadelphia the standard rejects prosecution 

where prior complaints have been made against 'a merchant but 

are unavailable to the prosecutor's unit. There is little 

~onununication bet;ween the District Attorney's .Office and 

private consumer groups. While the fraud unit emphasizes 

prosecution, the consumer groups ;emphasize settlement and 
. \. 

refer to the. prosecutor's office only the complaints they . 

cannot settle. As a result many complaints filed with ·these 

private groups never corne to the prosecutor';; attention and 

cannQt be used in applying the prio~ co~plaint standard. 34 
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After initial investigation, an undetermi.ned number 

of complainants are referred to civil courts. Other cases , 
not rejected or'settled are referred to the p~osecutor's 

oftice for advice or review. If the prosecutor determines 

that the complaint alleges a -criminal aC.t an additional, 

detailed investigation occurs. 

After investigation by the prosecutor's office 

restitution may be offered by the defendant. However, once 
,) 

charges are filed in.court, the complM.inant is deterred from 

dropping charges '1?Y a fine of $100. This" fine ensures that 

the case will no~"be dropped after the prosecutor's office 

has expended time and effort in preparing a criminal case •. 

The prosecutor's office seeks severe sentences in 'the 

cases it prosecutes, but Philadelphia judges take a contra-

dictory position. They believe that the consumer is.:be!3t 

served and the businessman best protected if restitution is 

emJ?hasize~ 
c: 

As a result, convicted defendants usually 

receive probation conditioned on restitution. The length 

of the probation is con~jingent on the amount 'of restitution 
v, 

. and the rate at which it can be paid. Incarceration is seldom 
' .. 

imposed. 
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DISP.UTES INVOLVING ASSAULTS 

"'"' 

Husband-wife and neighbor disputes resul"i:ing in 

criminal complaints frequently involve physical 

violence. Despite the physical violence, such acts'are 

not considered seriously c,riminal unless they invo+ve' 
{\ 

deadly weapons or serious injury. Instead·they are 

regarded as the product of built-up, i~ter-personal 

tension and are commonly screened olt dJ;ver-ced • 
. • ((, /t' 

As in property dispute cases I rlbrfcriminal disposi-
• 

tion of disputes involving a~sault is often' favored by 

the disputants. The pas~age of time mL:.Y :i?roa:'"lcc forgi ve-

ness or, at least, a lessening of animosity. In intra-family 

assaults, the victim is often primaJ::ily interested in 

": immediate protection and later, desiring to preserve 

the family relationship, withdraws the compl~int. 

Recurringincid~,nts of ,.yiolence typ.ify these 

disputes. Personality or environmental tensions between 

, the parti.es are not transient and calm~ng the current 

o conflict does not alter the pre-existing conditions. A 
.' 

current trend of 'diversion is to refe·r disJ?utants to 

agencie~ who can structure a longer-la~ting resolution. 

iJ 
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Intra-family Disputes 

Complaints conce~ning intra-family assaults aLe 

among the most frequent calls for service received by 
35 metropolitan police departments. Most complaints 

.do not result in ~n arrest and rela~ively few reach the 
.I 

(~~ 

prosecutor or the criminal courts. Those cases that 

do are routinely disposed of by dismissals, lenient 

sentenc~s or diversion. 
'I 

I~ I 

The rationale underlying enforcemel1t practices 

is that prosecution and conviction will further disrupt· 

the marital relationship. An equally important consider-
(\ 

ation is the high volume of complaints in this area. 

Cases are screened or diverted from/the process because 

:;. not all nor even most can be prosecuted with current 

resources. 

Informal diversion involves resolution of "the , 

o 

immediate conflict and a limited attempt to produce a 

lasting effect 'on the participants. Dismissals conditioned 

. on good behavior are common. Informal hearings be£o're 

as.sistant prosecutors allow the spouses to discuss their 
. \::::j 

grievances and encourage' ,them to seek counseling. In 

some jurisdictions special courts have been' established" 

with counseling and referral capacities. 

.. 42-
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The currently dominant diversion theme is the use 

of police family crisis units. Special.training provides, 

selected units of police officers with additional 

skills in settling violent disputes on the scene. The 

crisis unit officers also rece.fve information concerning 

~vailable referral resources and this training enables 

the officers to refer more families to local counseling 
\, 

'''' agencies. However, information concerning the original 

New York crisis unit suggests that such referrals are 

infrequently complied with., Referral agencies a're 

cvercrowded and focus on clientele from different 
" 

economic levels than those encountered by' t'he police. 

Disputants often do not following through on the suggested 

referral. 

Traditional Practices 

. . 
Victims of ,intra-family assaults, most often wives, 

are, concerned with ending the current fight, but are 

:teluctani: to pursue prosecution. In two cities examined 

in ~depthl>refusals to arrest and out..;right dismissal 
(:',1 

o,f charges after arrest were more frequent than diversion. 

Estimates were that less than one-fourth of the, incidents 

to which the police responded resulted in arrest and in 
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one city, the "'ife withdrew charges in 30% of the family 

assault cases in which an arrest occurred. 36 

Intra-family assaults arise in a basically dis-

rupted family relationship and recur frequently. 

is recognized by the officials in the system. One 
() 

This , 

officer expressed both a factor which prevents routine 

prosecution, and the frustration ~lhich results from 

repetition: "They I 11 probably ,b,e back a ti t tomorrow, 
37 but you can It a):rest them· all. " 

Hearings and Special Courts 

Informal hearings before prosecutors are corrunon~ 

.~ Involvement in the basic family problem varies, but the 

. hearings t~pica}_ly. consist of little more than'a discus

sion" of -the "implications of prosecui::ion. They are 

terminated by a reprimand or a threat of prosecution 

should the incident be repeated. 

On occasion, the office will exercise 
great care in judging the case and 
will guide the parties to a settlement 
of their dispute. Usually, however, 
lack of time in 'tvhich to consider the 
case,lack of knowledge of existing,. 
corrununi ty services, a,nd lack of ex-' 
perti:5e -rn'" dealing 'with complex inter
personal problems all combine to prevent. 
effective action. 38 ' 
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S"imilar factors limit the judicial response. Many 

large jurisdictions handle domestic mat~.ers i~ special 

cotirts. Because the courts often lack recourse to 
I. 

effective counseling programs, only the threat of criminal 

sanctions is available to influence the defendant's 

future behavior. 

Over half of the cases in the Chicago Domestic 

Relations Court involve intra-family assaults. In those 

cases in which the complainant does not withdraw charges, 

the court commonly imposes a peace bond .. which 

stipulates that· the husband maintain gc)od behavior 

during a specified period. The peace bond is extra-

legal, and is not recorded in court recordso Apparently, 

however, it does have at least a temporary effect on 

some defendants. 

Asked what he [the defendant] thought 
a peace bond was, he said that he had 
never "been on one II before f but he., 
assumed that if he bothered his wif~' 
again and was brought back to court 
·he'd have to come up with the $1,000 
or go to jail. 39 

Peace bonds are illustrative of a variety of informal 

de:y;ices used by many courts. Frequently, dismissal of 

the charges occurs, but explicit or implicit conditions 

are placed on future behavior. Most often the dismissal is con

ditioned on a period with no further complaints. Occasionally, 
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deferidant$ are referred without conviction to the proba-

tion department or to the social service depaDtment of 
/1 

the court. Howev~r, lack of resources ~ften mGans that such 

referrals are literally no more than an outright dismissal 
" without supervision. 

In some jurisdictions family courts have been 

established with counseling resources enabling them to 

provide a more effective response to the underlying 

family problem. These programs emphasize counseling 

byp:Lobation officers prior to court appeai·ances,. The 

counseling procedures act as both a screening mechanism 

and ~diversion procedure. Acceptance of couns~ling 

brings a continuance or termination of the complaint. 

In the New York Family Court, 80% of the complaints 

~·are self-referred and do not derive £rom an arrest. Many 

of the complaints proceed past the probation screen, 

but are dismissed due to a change of attitude on the 

part of" the wife. For cases not dismissed, the most 

frequent disposition is a 

disposition is similar to 

Chi"cago. 

"protecti ve orde:t;_~" 4 0 
<1" 

the peace bond imposed 
" 

This 

in 

These courts represent a step forward from the 

almost total lack of family counseling servic~s available 

through the criminal justice process. However, the lack 
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of resources which afflicts the criminai process generally 

is also operative in these courts. 

The most interesting impact of such courts may be 

on the ~iscretion exercised by patrolmen. Data from 

tl'lO New York" police preciActs sug.gests that referraJ.s 

'. , 

to family court without an arrest are frequent; the existance .,1 

of a family'court apparently providing patrolmen.with at 

least one readily identifiable referral resource. 

Crisis Units 

Intra-family assault complaints'require iminedi"a:fe 

intervention by the police and most compla~nts are 

screened by individual patrolmen. 
\\ 

The most\.~mportant 
·'>;.:",:::c:cc~;--cc ...... ·C,"". • 

intra-family assaults ~ element of the system response to 

is, therefore, the nature of the police reaction •. 

The police response is shaped by two factors. The 

first is fhe frequency with which these complaints .?ire ; 

received. The high frequency suggests the need for" and 

promotes the fact of, extensive screening on ,the part 

oE.responding officers. The second shaping influence 
.' 

, 

is a lack of expertise in dealing with family problems 

and a lack of knowledge, of and contact with available 

r; 
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, 
neighborhood resourc.es~ for family counseling. A 'result .. ' 

of this second factor is that much ~of the police response 

is'devoted solely to se~~ling the ~~ediate d~spute and 
/1 • 

little or no attention is paid to ithe.underlyingfamily 

problem. 

The Family Cr.isis Intervention Unit (FCIU) in New 

York City is the most frequently discussed response to 

intra-family violence. The FCIU experiment was conducted 

in a siI)gle precinct in New Yor~)City. A squad of 18 
. 41 

officers was specially selected for th~ exper~ment. 

These officers received intensive training in methods 

of dealing wit.h 0:risis situations and also received infor

,mation concerning available counseling resources in the ' 

precinct. 

FCIU functioned for approximately 22 months. 

Extensive data was collected from both the experimental 

precinct and a selected comparison precinct. Neverthe

less, it is difficult to assess the effectiveness of 

the experimental unit. 

Comparisons between the FeIU and the comparison 
' .. 

precinct are of questionable validity. In addition to 

poss:i:ble ri3.ndom variations, changes in administrative, 
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recort\ keeping and reporting practices make it difficult 

to 'identify real changes in performance. 'For example, 

while the, comparison precinct was selected because of 

apparent similarities to the Fcru precinct, during the 

22-month period, it recorded one-thir~ the number of 

intra-family assau~¢s recorded in the Fcru precinct: 

~~rther, thirty percent of all FCIU interventions were 

repeat responses to given families, while the recorded 

repetition rate in the comparison precinct. Since the 

FCIU was not less effective than traditional praciices, 

these, rates appf~:rently reflect a greater tendency to 

record events as they occurred. 42 

The data suggest that, as a result of tne Fcru 

'" training, the officers \'lere better able to refer families 
1\ eo counseling programs. Arrests in both the comparison 

. and the Fcru precinct were low (2.5% in the FCIU precinct). 

-~he significant'impact occurred with respect to situations 

in which no arrest was made. Seventy-five percent of . 
all families visited by FCIU were referred to some'agency and 

on,ly 35 percent of these were refer~ed to family court. On 

the other hand, there wap only a 55 percent referral rate 
I 
II 

in"the comp~];ison pres,ilict and .89 percent of the comparison 

precinct's referrals were to family court. 

. ' 
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~he project report suggests that only 20 percent 

of all 'referral families from the FCIU precinct applied 

for assistance a£la recomm~hded agency. It further notes 
t 

that. applications for assistanc'e were most frequent when 

concrete services were expected of an agency (e.g., 
.-

referrals to hospita1s--50.percent; to welfare agencies--

67 percent; whereas only 26 percent to the psychological 

center and only 11 percent to family court. 43 Again, how

ever, the data is unreliable. The reference is to 20 

percent'of the families about whom information was 

received from r~ferra1 a§encies. Data about referrals 

were collected by means of a follow-up form, but no informa-

tion was recei~ec ccnce~ning over 50 percent of all referred 

families. Personal follow-ups with families visited by 

FCIU were precluded by police departmental policy. 
" 

The UR~ pf referrals by FCIU was concentrated in 

the early stages of the proj ect. It was,' in part, a 

result of unreaiistic expectations of, the potential 

performance of the other agencies. In the latter stages 

of the experiment, FCIU members grew disenchanted with 

the referral agencies and the referral rate declined • 
..... .. 

, [T1he realities [are that} the agencies 
are geared to serve the middle class who 
will travel to th~ office, go through an 
application process, accept and keep 
appointments~, sometimes after long waiting 
periods ••• with minor exceptions, the 
agencies could not [\o;ouldnot?] adapt their 
policies and practices to th~ demands made 
on them by FCIU. 44 . 
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'The FCIU was allowed to terminate after the 'grant 

expired. Financial and resource allocation considera

tions were central to its demise. The only continuing 
........... - ..... 

'" : 
" ! 

f , 
I 
I 

implementation of the program is the addition of instruction 

on crisis intervention techniques fh the general training 

of police recruits. The project report predicted this 

reaction: 

If past experience is any guide, there 
will be a tendency to legitimatize family 
crisis intervention as a police function by 
curriculum insertions in present training 
programs •••• and by developing, a "how
to" instructional manual. Such an approach 
while both predictable and understandable, 
represents a rejection of the basic contri
butionof the present demonstration and 
implies. the illusion of chang,= ~1here no 
change in fact occurs. 45 . 

Nevertheless FCIU has had a major influence upon \ 

; the activities of police departments throughout the 

I1ni ted states. . Many departments have adopted simi'lar 

programs, usually reducing the intensive training 
. 46 

aspects. to save costs. 

The Oakland police department instituted a family 

crisis intervention program (FCIP) 'which was inspired 

by. .the New York project. This progr~m was also a reaction 

to the heavy burden that domestic disputes placed on the 

time of the average patrolman. During one six-month 

pe~iod Oakland officers responded to more than sixteen 
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thousand family disturbance calls resulting in an expenditure" 

of more than eight thousand man hours. 

There were two field teams in the experimental phase , 

of the) Oakland pJi(ogram. Each was assigned to one of the 

areas in the city from which a large percentage of domestic 

dispute cases originntes a~d'patroled the areas during tve 

time intervals of highest incidence of family complaints. 

Officers on the.Oakland experimental unit did not 

receive exterl'Sive training ~n criEiis intervention techniques. 

Instead they merely attended a one-day seminar with repre-

sentatives of local social service agencies. The prior 

police experience of the unit's officers was re~i/z~d on 

to calm the immediate dispute. This reduced costs and 

was consistent with the program's emphasis. 

The emphasis of the program in Oakland is referral. 

Appointments at referral agencies were made by the staf·f 

coordinator. After making the appointment the coordinator 

informed the disputants of i'!:s time ana pl,ace. The. perso~s 

involved usually spoke to an agency social worker within 

one or two weeks. Pol:i.ce invol:~ement in the appointment 

proc,e.ss was designed to motivate disputants to keep the _ 
\, 

appointments and preliminary assessment of project results 

does suggest a slight improvement over FCIU completion rates • 

.. 
. 
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Unlike the New York experiment,' the Oakland program 

was extended beyond the experimental phase and expanded. 

From the standpoint of giving patrolmen special skill~ in 

dealing 'withcrises, the Oakland program is a definite 

step back from the FCIU approach. However, in the 

area of successful referrals, the Oakl~nd approach is at 

least as effective as the FCIU program and by carrying the 
,; 

referrals to the point of an actual appoint~ent, it may 

be more effective. 

Neighbor and Community Disputes 

T~e relationship between neighbors is more superficial 

than that between members of the same family. As a result 

. these disputes are both easier and more difficult to 

settle. The parties are already separated, albeit by a 

small distance, and contact on a daily basis can be 

avoided. On the other hand, since the close emotional 

ties found wi thin families Ci'-:re absent I the complainant is 

less'iikely to forgive the defendant. 
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In the absence of serious physical! injury, criminal 
, 1 

justice officials regard neig~bor disputes as nuisances 
" . 

II 

and noncrfminal matters. The actions of the parties 

may be viewed as the product of misunderstanding' or of 

reasonable dispute aver rights. Frequently, charges flow 

from the complainant' s desi:k'~' to harrass the defendant. 
~~/ 

Counseling programs for disputing 'neighbors .are 

'inappropriate and ineffectual. Counseling implies a 

close relationship on which to build a settlement and 

this relationship is absent in most neighbor quarrels. 

For disputes between neighbors/the dispositions emphasize 

avoidance, plaoing minimal restraints on the defendant and, 

more recently, professional arbitration: .. P ... 

Traditional Practices 

As in. the . family assault, police do respond to 

many calls for assistance and end the immediate dispute 

. without an arrest. However( the underlying anililosity 

continl..les and complainants in such ~ases frequently resort" 

to private complaints against the other party. 

The most common charges f.jlrising from neighbor disputes_. 

ar~ simple assault, disorderly conduct, harrassment'a 

defamation and criminal trespass or damage to property. 
/0 

All of these are handled within the lower criminal court 
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struc-ture. A common disPQsi ti'onal device is the peace 
'~~ . ". 

A'7 
bond pr.simil~'r iicohditiorial lJ disritissal."'%' Screening 

is ii-equ<?ntly aq~omplished by delaj:ing court: proceedings 
" , 

until the complainant relents. 

Court dispositions often fail to structure a 

,reasonable. settlement and,' faced with extremely large 

caseloads, th~ courts have insufficient time and ofte,T;l 
"-

lack inclination to permit the complainant to fully 

di'sauss his problem. Both parties may leave the court

room ~'Fari'n9":·the same or perhaps greater' animosity 

toward the opposing party and further disputes and 

complaints ar~ a predictable result. 

Although mostly minor acts, 'neighbor disputes do 

have a po~ential for serious violence. ~~en the dispute 
',' 

• involves the. use of weapons or serious injury to the victim, 

the tendency ii to impose a conviction and a term of ·proba-

tion. Incarceration is infrequent, except where the 

;injury to the victim is great • 

.J-........ , 

Dispute settl~~,cent centers 

Although 'they accotlnt for a, 'substantial portion of 

the:'lower court caseload, disputes between neighbors are of 

lQw visihil,ity tobbservers of the cr:i.minal justice system 
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and have not attracted. much attention .in terms of 
" G 

. structure4 dive rs ion programs. The one .series _of , p~Q.q;-.ams-,--_~ __ , ,- ., .-,---,---,,--.-.~==~~.=.--'.~ ._-- ,---------,=== 

, di~~ected at such dis~utes and other minor complai~t~ 
~..:> 

involving members of the ,same community was initiated by 

the American Arbitration Association. The concept is 

labeled the Community Dispute Settlement Center and. is' 

currently. employed in three cities '\'d th programs planned 

in at least two additional jurisdictio~s. 
Co 

The function of the Phrradelphia Community Dispute 0 

Center is illustrative of the approach. The Philadelphia 
t. 

Center is staffed by .an administrative ~taff of five 

pe,[tsons and draws on the services of al'proximately .45 
,::::::--~ , 

professional arbitrators. 48 The program '\vp.s begun under 
(_.\ 

a grant from the Ford F~\~'h1dation and has recently received 
;--;=~) 

funds from LEAA. 

In Philadelphia most neighbor dispute complaints 

are telken initially to the District Attorneys COrnrrlunityc-' 

Rights Division. Unlike fraud complaints, the CRD screens 

few of the:se priv,ate complaints. The remainder go to ' • 

the Municipal Court. 

The acknovlledged purpose of the Municipal Court is 

to. screen, and div~rt private complaint cases from the 

criminal court system~ It accomplishes this result 

in 86% of the cases that it receives. The most frequent 

(;. 
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dispos~tions are conditional dismissals and outright 

to arbitration. , 
c 

When the Dispute Center was initiated, plans 

'0 called for r,.9£erral of cases directly front the CRD., 

Initial estimates were that 40-60 cases per month would 
• <l 

b~received from this source, but referrals averaged 

less than 10 per month. CRD referrals were" infrequent 

because, only one party \-las present at th~ '.lnit's,of·f.i:ce 

for the filing of the complaint and submission to 
# . 

arbitrat4!on requires consent of both parti~,(s. 49 The 
,< 

i' 
eRD o'fficers had' neither the time nor inC"!ejitive to seek 

r: 
out the other party to ,?btain consent for "a'rbitration. 

o . Under current practices virtually all referrals 

C) 

~ to arbitration corne from the Municipal Court. The court 

is presided over by a trial commissioner. The arbitra

tion program maintains a liaison staff in the courtroom. 

The initial referral decision is made solely by 

th~ Trial Commissioner • Although th<:) Commissioner, 

pressed for time to handle her large caseload, may 

ask brief questi~ns of the parties, the referr~l decision 

is typically premised on the facts alleged in the written 

complain'!;:,' If she views the complaint as appr,opriate 
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for arbitration, she will order arbitration without 

describing the prOcedure tofhe' d.ispufant-s"a"nd~~~there'':'~~~ 

fore, without obtaining their consent. . 

The parties ordered into arbitration are taken to 

an office adjacent to the court where the liaiso~ 

staff.descr~bes the nature of the program and obtains 

their written consent to arbitration. A major problem 

encountered in obtaining consent is" that the parties 

often do not understand what ar~itration involves. The 

liaison staff explains to the defendants that arbitra~ 

tionwill perm:L t them to avoid prosecution f complainants 

are ~nformed that arbitration gives ,them an opportunity. 

to fully explain, their grievances and, if appropriate", 

to obtain awards for the damages sustained. 

Ina small number of cases, either or both part'ies 

" 

,-" 

object to participating in the arbitration program.. Under 

such circumstances the disputants may be ta~en directly 

back to court to explain their objections. The Commis-

sioner, hO.wever, is reluctant to permit cases to b~ taken 

out of arbitration and fewc.are. A ,second possibility 
., 

for reluctant disputants is to file a letter of appeal 

with the Presiding~Judge of the, Municipal Court. 'This 

letter results in a review of the case by the Presiding 

Judge who may then order the case removed from arbitration. 
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However, few letters are a~ua~ filed '. and fewer 

withdraw~ls are permitted. 

There are a variet~ of reasons for reluctance to 

participate in arbitration. In some cases the arbitra

tion referral is viewed as another delay in ,the'progeedings 

and both parties wish to dispose of the case at thrLs . 

court appearance. "The complainant expresses a desire 

to tell his side of the dispute immediately while the 

defendal1t~esires to avoid the bother of further, format 

appearances •. However, since the Hunicipal Court can 

only dispose of· cases by agreement or dismissal, unless 

the complainant is ready to drop the complaint, a second 

appearance is necessary in any event. Another point 

,of difficulty arises in cases in which one or both 

: ... parties are represented by attorneys and the attorneys 

object to infor~al disposition. These are more serious 

cases and often involve civil suits against the parties 

in addition to the criminal charges. . 

The pattern· of referrals to arbitration indicates 
" 

an increasing use of the program by the Municipal Court. 

In~tially referrals averaged 40 cases per month, hut the :, ", 

current average is over 70 cases per month. This 

expanded use reflects growing certainty as to when 
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carbitration is potentially effective and increasing 

judicial confidence in the program. 

Currently the Trial. Commissioner refers most 
f 

community dispute cases to the arbitration proc;:rram. 

An important, but not always followed, criterion fOF 

referral is that the parties have a continuing relation-
. 
ship, if only due to geographic proximity. The bulk of 

the cases referred i~volve assaults. 

The referral process proceeds with a number of 

.. exclusions. These describe the role of the progra~ 

as viewed by the Trial Commissioner and the program 

personnel. Few consumer fraud complaints are referred 

since most are settled within the Fraud Unit 6f the 

District Attorney's office. 

The arbitration program is not used in complaints 

arising\trom domestic quarrels. This limitation "laq 

establish~d by the program personnel who regard. arbitra

tion as.ineff~)tive in suc~ complaints because it does 
9 • 

not reach the underlying personal problems. Altho~gb 

this exclusion is generally complied with by the Trial 

Co~issioner, she expressed no strong viewpoint that 

arbitration is inappropriate and occasionally does refer 

domestic disputes to arbitration. 
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Both the court and the program personnel regard 

arbitration as inappropriate in cases in which serious 

physical injury. has occurred or where a weapon is used. 

Such cases are characterized as true criminal acts, and 

are sent £orward to the criminal courts. 

An additional exclusion is also based upon the 

apparent criminality of the conduct alleged in the complaint. 

Illustrative of this exclusion, which focuses on the prior 

record of the defendant, is one case observed during our 

visit to Philadelphia. The complaint alleged that a 

woman r S son had. beaten her. Inj uries were not }3erious and 

preliminary questioning revealed that the assault: arose 

from .arguments concerning the son's employment. Initially 

the case was referred to arbitration, but the referral 

was wi thd;Lawn",hen the Commissioner learned that the 
. 

defendant had a prior criminal record involving several 

drug violations. The case "7as set for trial. 

Although all of these exclusions are commonly 

followed by the Commissioner,occas~onally cases beyond 

·the informal guidelines are referred to arbitration. This 
(( ~':.,,-- ":::''.,,~-", 

occurs when the Commissioner has been forced to base 

~"'- I . 1 f re~eu~a on ~ncomp ete acts about the case, or when she 
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believes that, despite the seriousness of the alleged 
l. 

(, 

offense, arbitration is a preferrable disp<?~.~t~on!_:t~ 

such cases, the program may return the c~se to court, 

but more often, proceeds with arbitration and'disposes 

of the case. 

Cases referred to arbitration are continued on' 

the court' s calendar for a period,; sufficient to arrange 

for and hold an arbitration hearing. Within two to 

three weeks following referral, the parties are notified 

by mail of a date f.or the hearing. Continuances of 

scheduled hearing dates are not uncommo~l, but are deterred 

by the imposition of a fee for the delay. Since the 

hearil}g office:;:-'::;,£ee 'and the administrative expense.ofo 

the program are paid by the grant, no other charges are 

imposed on the parties for the arbitration hearing. 

Approximately 20% of all cases referred to 

arbitration never hold a hearing. 50 . 
This drop-off occurs 

when complaints are withdrawn or the defendant fails to 

appear for the scheduled hearing. The withdrawn complaints 

occur as the animosity of the complainant lessens and, 

occasionally, as a result of a prior settlement,between 

the" parties. No further action is taken in ~uch cases. 
II 

However, when the defendant repeatedly fails to appear, 
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the case is returned to the Municipal Court's criminal 

docket. 

The arbitration hearings are both informal adjudica-, 

tions of fact and occasions for the parties to air 

grievances perhaps reaching a consent agreement. The 

length of the hearing varies--some last for over two 
. 
hours. The cost per case, including the administrative 

expenses of the program, is roughly $100. 

As noted previously, most of the complaints allege 

assault and battery incidents. For most, the arbitration 

hearing uncovers a prior pattern of growing animosity 

between the parties. 

Charge was as suIt and battery. Complainant 
(C) lived across the street from defendant 
(D). C and witnesses describe D and his 
friends as nuisances. D repairs auto on 
street, leaves it parked in front of other's 
homes for as long as two weeks. D's friends 
disrupt neighborhood by racing the engines 
of their noisy cars. C alleges that he was 

,; twice almost hit by rocket fired by D. Con
fronted D on street and fight ensued. D 
claims rocket incident was accidental. No 
physical injuries claimed by C. 

The (~ards in such cases appear, on their face, to 

be trivial. In the cited incident, t;he defendant was 

ordered to stay away from the complainant and to confine 

his auto repairs to his garage during specified time 
'?,! 
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periods. However, the trivial awards ~pparently have 
\ 

some impact on many of the parties. Few cases are 

returned to court because the elements of the award have 

been violated. Equally important the complainant is 

mollified by having had the opportunity to complain fR:1--mally 

and having received some redress of his grievance .• 

The award given in the case noted above might be 

described as structural. The hearing identified an 

underlying problem and set up rules which, i-f followed, 

would minimize the friction. This is the result in many 

cases. Often thr: award is reachedcby agreement of the 

parties. In other cases, prior to the hearing, the irritating 

contact has already ended because one party has left the 

neighborhood, or no longer has contact ~lith the other. 

Although the bulk of the arbitration caseload is 

~;sirnilar to the case described above, t~e program does 

receive cases in which a monetary award is necessary. 

The awards are limited to damages incurred. 

......... 

C9mplaint alleged assault and battery. The 
incident involvedJa bar room fight. 
Complainant received severe dental damage. 
Defendant alleged that he had not struck 
complainant, but that the damage wasccaused 
by others involved in the fight. After an 
adjudication of fact, award was $250 for.· 
dental bills and an order that the defen-

i~ dant avoid future contact~1i th the complainant. 

'/ 
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In such cases, a principle benefit of toe arbitration 

program is that, unlike the criminal courts, it can 

award damages to the injured party. The awards are 

enforceable in court. Further, the avlard is made 

after a full hearing of fact, an occurrence which is 

infrequent in many small claims courts. 

Unlike other diversion processes, the guilt of 

the defendant continues to be an issue during 

arbitration. The arbitration hearing is an impartial 

factual inquiry and occasionally, the claim is found 

to }:je without merit and the defendant j:s exonerated. 

Complainant alleged that respondent had 
taken over t\vO hundred dollars in bar receipts 
and rental deposi,ts while employed at complainant I s 
tavern. Respondeht claimed no knowledge of the 
missing tavern proceeds and claimed that he had 
returned the rental deposit to the tenant when 
he. discovered that a portion of the deposit was 
counterfeit. Complainant was an absentee O'tvner 
of the tavern, and his only evidence about the . 
alleged crime was hearsay with neither supporting 
witnesses nor documentation. The hear~ng officer 
informed the complainant that an award "could not 
be made in his favor unless additional evidence 
was presented. The hearing vias concluded when 
the complainant abruptly left the room. 

During the interval between the filing of the 

complain~ and the arbitration hea~ing, animosities 

frequently subside. The disputants agree that the 

·incident has grown out of proportion and that no 
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coercive award is needed. In such cases consent 

awards are drafted after the hearing. Occasionally, 

the hearing produces this recognition. Several 

arbitrators commented that the hearings may have a 

cathartic effect for the disputants, resulting in 

withdrawal of the complaint. However, since many of 

the hearings deal solely wi.th factual issues and the 

arbitration staff is untrained in psycriology and 

related skills, it is unlikely that this result is 
51 common. 

On completion of the hearing, the award is trans-

mitted to court and the case is condition~lly dismissed 
"-, 

pending compliance with the award for a stated period--often 

as long as t\'lO years. A violation permits the reopening 

~ of the original charges. Al though fe\'ler than ten percent 
,'lJ . 

of the cases involve later, reported violations, the 

lack of formal supervision of the award~ leaves unanswered 

the question of their long terrtl effect on the parties. • 

Summary 

' .. 

The most important characteristic of the crimes 

\\ ~,discussed in this chapter is that both the victim and 

the defendant are commonly interested in a noncriminal 
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disposition. Criminal justice officials' who /.regard these 
c'/ 

:offenses as not seriously criminal and who a~e hampered 
( 

by a lack of time and resources, build upon these mutual 

interests to achieve efficient, noncriminal dispositions. 
, 

The diversion dispos~tions vary in the depth of their 

response to the underlying problems. In propexty disputes, 

restitution-and related remedies are a complete response 

to thEf problem between the -two parties, but the resolution 

of isolated disputes does not deter the recurrence of 

:similar disputes where one of the parties has changed. 

In family assaults, the on-going relationship is a complex 

problem which is only supe-rficially affected by the diversion 

methods currently in use. The efficacy of peace bonds and similar 

devices used for neighbor quarrels-' is unclear. The effect of 

arbitration awards on long term relationship is also uncertain. 
, ' , 

The ~ractice of diversion in these areas is'distinguished 

by the central role of the victim. Victims can and often 

do shape informal settlements which 

despite the policies of prosecuting 

two chapters the victim's role recedes to the backgroun9 
/1-

of diversion practice. Although the victim can infludnce 

prosecutorial views of'the desirability of diversion in 

these other areas, his influence on diversion decisions is 

indirect .. 
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CHAPTER THP.EE: INTERFACE BETWEEN CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
AND PUBLIC HEALTH SYSTEMS 

INTRODUCTION 

piversion of alcoholics, mentally disturbed 

persons and drug addicts or uYers is frequent. Diver-

sion of-such defendants serves to place the.individual 

lnto a treatment or counseling program. ~he transference 
'- \ 

of the defendant from criminal justice to a treatment 
" 

program may occur under formal commitmer.t procedures 

or through informal referrals in whi.Ph prosecution is 
~ ~ 

deferred pending successful completion of the treatmefit 

program. 

Diversion is common when the offense is minor and 

there is a close relationship between the crime and the 
l~' 

'illness: For example, chtonic drunkenness is symptomatic, 
(> 

of alcoholism and persons charged with public drun,kenne$s 

are often diverted. On the other h~:md, when the'actcis 

more removed from the illness or is oth-erwis,e regarded 

as serious, diversion is less likely. Addicts who sell 

{;' 

o 
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drugs or commit robbery to obtain money to support 
o ~, 

their habit are seldom diverted. While they may receive 
, 

treatment, it is likely to occur after conviction. 

General_Ii, when diveJ;sion occurs for more serious offenses, 

it involves commitment. Treatment is obtained, out the 
(} 

defendant is not left in the community. 

Diversion is also l.f?ni,ted by the extent to which 

the criminal justice officials perceive the presence of 

anc, underlying illness and by the practical availability 

of referral resources. Lacking diagnostic assistance, 

percept;ion is largely dependent on personal experience 

wi th and awareness of the symptoms of mental disorder', 

aldoholism or addiction~ Practical availability of 

resourcE~.s, on the other hand, is :shaped by the willing

ness 'of officials to institute referral procedures. and 

the willingness of treatment programs to accept criminal 

justice ref~rrals. A ~ear of civil liability or public 

",-" recriminationand'a lack f)f time may limit the use, of 
t) ,. /~ / :' 

;refer7alsby qriminal jq,Jtice officials. 

"An additional" limitation on dive~sio~ 'in this area con-

cerns the willingn:ess of the defendant to submit to t~jeatment. 

Although, in the abstract, referral to treatment may appea~ to 
\\ 

, be. l?t='eferrable tooroseciltion and conviction ~ diversion is 
~.:-

" 
c' (j 
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abstract, referral to 'treatment mayo app~ar to be p;:-efer- ~ 

rable to prosecution and conv(}ction, diversion is 

frequ~ntly resisted by ~he defendant. A key factor is 
J , 

that many treatment programs require lengthier confinement, 

under more strenuous supervision than is likely und~r 

a ,criminal conviction. 

Public Drunkenriess 

Arrests for public drunkenness average over one 

million per year. 
\] 

men SUffering from 

Most of the ar.restsOinvolve skid rm'l 
)/~~ 

\\ 
alcoholism ar;d other personal and 

social disabilities. 

Although public drunkenness ar~ests~are frequent, 

" the arrestees are seldom vievled as serious criminEls (I 
a ~ 

,Instead, the ar;restsare commonly justified, as necessary 
, 

to protect the arrestee and ,to avoid the disagreeable 
.0 

effect that his presence on the streets has upon the 

community. 

In n:any in,stances, an arrest is the only formal 

re.sponse to the skid row' inebriate .lif~er 'spending "one 

night in jail, many men arereturned.to the streets and 

no formal,crimin'al charges are pu~sued. The objective .' 

o 

.~': 
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of clearing the city's streets has been accomplished for 

one night and the arrestee has received the benefit of 
, 

shelter and food. 

"" Despite. the frequent release of such arrestees, the 
~ 

number of men processed through the low.er criminal courts 

on' public drunkenness charges is, in many cities, extremely 
~~ 

high. For1~ost courts, the routine response is either 
-:::::::-.-1 

an outright release or a conviction, with no sentence, 

returning the defendant to the streets on the morning 

following .his a.rrest. 

In a limited number of jurisdiction,s, j ClJl .. sept,smceEL._ 

are routinely imposed. Thes~ sentences:;;comruoniy do'not 

reflect an intention to punish the defendant, but are 
o 

more appropriately described as increasing the length 

of time that the man is off of the str~ets and le~gthening 

the period in which he dries out from his over-usage of 

alcohol", 

Informal Diversion 

' ... "" 

Although there is a generally recognized need for 

social services and medical attention, no services of 

this nature are available within the criminal, justice 
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process and few are available through non~riminal pro~rams. 

The lack of services within the criminal process is an 

extension of the over-all inadequacy,tJf resouZ'ces within 

the system. The unavailability of noncriminal resources 

is a function of)7oth, an absence of a SUfficient) 

number of programs and the disinterest of eXistinq~rOgrams 
• . , k'd I' t 1 52 1n serv~c~ng a s ~ row c ~en e e. 

A number of informal diversion formats exist. Several 

police departments follow procedures under which skid 

row arrestees routinely receive medical attentiofl prior 

to formal booking. The medical attention commonly 

involves little more than first aid car,:;> nf.obvi01.ls 

physical problems. Admission to the hospital occurs 
0) 

if the physical problem is ~evere. 53" The fact that the,se 

" procedures represent an improvement over traditional 
. 

practices illustrates the typical lack of services available. 

Many lower criminal courts have adopted informal 

programs to assist the skid row arrestee. One approach, 

labeled the court school, provides di'smissal conditioned' 

on the defendant's attendance at a. series of lectures 
. ..::: 'Z~l 

corrcerning alcoholism and treatment programs in the 

".local area .S4 Cbtl:ler c(jurts have established treatment 

programs to which a limited portion of their ~kid ro,w" 

[l 
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caseload can be referred. For example, 'a program in 

Miami, Florida established a treatment ~acility providing 

defendants with medical attention and counseling 

over a period of up to one month of confinement. 55 

'These informal court programs arise from the 

presence of a single judge or other official and the 

procedures respond to tl1..q.ir frustration at handling this 

complex problem with limited resources. As a result 

of their individualized nature, the cour:t programs 

commonly terminate when the official leaves the court. 

No reliable data exists to determl.ne the effect of 

any of these informal court programs on the individual 

de)fendan ts • 

Structured Diversion 

Newer diversion programs for public drunkenness 

offende·rs provide medical attention and counseling without 
() 

judicial intervention. The diversion format is labeled 

i'~etoxification center. 

<'Since the detoxification process has been discussed 

in a prior Bar Foundation publication, we will-only outline 
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its structure here. 56 The approach is premised on the 

complementary ideas that ,the skid row inebriate requires 

long range counseling and medical attention for current ~ 

physical problems and that this atte~~ion should be deliVere~\> 
. under a noncriminal format. Detoxification centers··may 

be attached to the police arrest function or may receive 

patients as a result of the activities of civilian rescue 

units. 

In police-initiated detoxification programs, depart-
. 

mental policies and the inclinations of individual offiqers 

determine the program's performance in reaching the skid 

row population. Attitudes vary, ~ut prublems a~ise from 

the redefinition of the officer's function. The new social 
,. 
o 

service model under which an officer performs in a detoxifi-' 

'~ cation scheme may be disliked by individual officers. 

The 1;.5..me required to bring the inebriate to the 
. 

center and the officer's perceptions of the effect of 

treatment p.lso playa role'in determining whether he' 

decides to initiate a detoxification referral, ignor..g 

the inebriate, or to handle the. man infOrmally." In at 

leasttwo.citiesthese i~fluences resulted in repeated 

failure of officers to take inebriates·to the detoxi-
" 57 fication program. Q 
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~he civilian teams avoid these problems since they 
(r 

function under specified criteria which determine when 

an offer of assistance should be made. However, to the 
I 

extent that these programs are designed to end criminal 

justice involvement, their effectiveness is questi0!lable. 

In at'least one city the civilian-based process co-ex{sted 

with, rather than supplanted, an arrest process. 

The length of time that a patient remains in a 

·detoxification program varies. Although .some programs 

function with p~tient terms of over one month, most 

emphasize short terms--three to five days. Referral 

procedures prov~de the patient wi th 'l,?ng~'r ,- term 

assistance. 

The emphasis of the detoxification centers is to 

~ al~;o* the inebriate to dry out from his current bout 

of drunkenness. Diagnostic and first aid services 

occur during the initial period to ease the patient into 

sobriety and to disclose ailments other than intoxication. 

Following the initial period, most programs provide 

counseling and·referral services. Referrals are made 

to 'vocational counseling, housing and treatment p.Fogr~ms. 

Although there have been several evaluative studies, 

it remains uncertain whether any lasting benefit accrues 
58 as the result of the counseling apd r~ferral process. 

" . 
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It is clear, however, that the detoxification programs 

represent an improvement over tradition9-l criminal 

justice processes in providing medical attentio'n and 

that they do reduce criminal justice involvement in this 

area. 

Mental Illness 

Police referrals account for a large percentage 

of the total admissions to mental healt.h fa~ilities .5'9 

Many referrals do not" involve persons charged with 

criminal offep~~s; but others deal with persons charged' 

with vagrancy, disorderly conduct and similar minor crimes. 

Despi te the frequency of police di v~rsion,' many persons \ 

~ su'ffering from mental disorder are not referred. This 
. 

result is due, in part, to a failure of officers to 

perceive the existence of a diagnosable mental disorder. 
,q 

This failure is explai.nable as a function of both a lack 

of time and a lack of tra.j..ning .• 
, 

,A second important limitation 'on poliqe referrals 
() .... "'.J.: I:;· •. , .'/ 

" . -. is. tha:t; officers' may: ·be' ~nwilliri'g ;co envoke available . . . . . . 

o 

referral. mechanisms. . Most police referrals' oecur under .-. ., ',.. 
" .. '" 

,~. J. 
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" 
emergency detention statutes. These statutes permit 

the pblice to ini ti,~i;e the de:tention, hut often require 
.~ .. .. .. .. .. 

that the of!icer sign the admission papers. Potential 

civil liability for signing admission papers on an insufficient 
I 

60 
basis results in police reluctance to do SQ. Commonly, 

emergency detention is accomplished only when a th~rd party 

is willing to sign admission papers (e:g. friend of the 
"'" 

defendant or doctor at the facility), thereby relieving the" 

officer of potential liability. 

Many of the more'structured diversion programs are 
" 

a ..... reaction to these limitations on police referral 

procedures. For example, the Los Angeles Police Department 

maintains a screening and admissions unit· formentaJ:ly-

ill arrestees. Departmental orders require officers to 
f 

transport all arrestees believed to be suffering from 

mental illness to this unit. The unit works in close 
. 

cooperation with the mental hospital's staff. 

The input of medical judgment as wel~ as the acquired 

and shared experience of the unit's members alleviates the 

fear of potential civil liability. The officers on the 
(1 

unit and the hospital staff must concur before emergency 

det~ntion is invoked. When the two do concur, the unit's 

officers sign the admission paJ2ers. 

o 
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Those defendants who reach the unit are initially , 
evaluated .by the officers. Although these officers have 

no professional training, the experienc~ developed by their 

specialized function on the unit enhances their perception 

of, mental problems. Also, in evaluating individual 

defendants, they are assisted by an instructional sheet 

which lists a varil~ty of behavioria1 characteri~tics 
~ . 

suggesting 'that hospitalization :isdesirab1e .61 \~Emergency 

detention is initiated for over 40% of the more than 1000 

defendants received annually. 

A secondary function of the Los Angeles unit is to 

screen minor complaints from the criminal justice process. 

F~wer than 20% of' the arrestees are processed on crim~nrf"~""' 
62 ...;l 

charges. Of the remainder, some are referred to othJr 

ff'~ \ treatml.~nt services'~ but most are fI~:i.mplY released. 

The Los Angeles unit is only a partial solution 
~~'i.) 

\ 
to tli~ c 

limiting effect of failure to recognize the existence of 

mental disorder. The unit's intervention is initiated by 

the perception of the arresting officer that there is a 1 

possible mental disorder present. The availability of the 

unit and the existence of the departmental orders suggests 
. ~~ 

tha"t most arrestees are taken to the unit when that possiI:z1:f- 0 

ity is apparent~ However, there iscno data to>determine the 
\1 

.' 
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frequency with which mental disorder goes unnoticed by the 
., . 

arrest~ng officer. 

Cases proceed in ~he criminal justice system beyond 

the police level because of reluctance to initiate proceedings, 
• I:::' J 

failure to perceive the mental disorder, or because the crim~ 

charged is more serious--i.e. is not a viqtimless, symptomatic 

offense. 

Diversion of mentally ill persons a~ th~ prosecutorial 

and criminal court level is less frequent, but it does 

occur. A number of prosecutor's offices require that the 

defendant obtain mental h~alth care as a condition of 

dismissal. Such practices are informal, and involve 

n(ij'"C effort to ensure that treatment is obtained. 
Ii 

,:I 

In s'ome lower cr=i:~inal courts, psychiatric units 

.evaluate selected defendants for Vossible commitment under 

.civil proceedings. In Chicago ,over 6000 misdemeanor cases 
1.\; 

are evaluated by the Psychiatric Clinic. Many of the 

cases referred for evaluation reach the court because, while 

the arres.ting officer was reluctant to peti tionfor direct 

admission to a mental hospital, he was equally reluctant 

to simply release an individual whose conduct was abnormal 

and.~otentially dangerous. 63 In such referrals and the 

res~ltant commitments, a judicial commitment procedure 

substitutes for inadequate police referral mechanisms • 
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Referrals for evaluation also occur if the judge 

observes that a mental disorder may b~ present. Th~se 

referrals occur when the alleged crime is appa~ently 

symptomatic of mental disturbance. Persons charged with 

conduct that is more typically criminal are seldom 
~ 

referred because their mental problems are selgom 

discovered in the brief court hearings. 
\( 

Over one-third of the cases evaluated result in the 

insitution of proceedings for civil commitment. The 

evaluations are brief and inquiry into the defendant's 

background is superficial. Evaluative resources are 

insufficient for the clinic's caseload.' 

On the filing of commitment proceedings, civil 

h"earings are held. Most result in voluntary commitment. 

Th . d . b d' h ubI . . 64 \ e process ~s escr~ e ~n ot er p ~cat~ons. 

Defendants, charged with felonies or serious mis-
. ~ 

demeanors occasionally obtain diversion by raising competency 

or insanity issues. 65 Successful insanity defenses Q 

produce diversion in the sense that criminal charges are 

defeated, but the defendant is committed to a state mental 

health facility. Empirical evidence suggests that the 

insanity defense is seldom used 66 becaus'e the commitment 

terms can be more lengthy than th~ sentence after conviction. 
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[Tlhe median confinement at 
saint Elizabeth Hospital [the receiving 
hospital for committed defendants] appears 
to be greater than the median confinement 
of District [of Columbia] felons, in prison 
in every crime type category with the very 
important exception of homicide and the , 
less important exceptions of forgery (which 
includes embezzlement and fraud), 'other 
felonies', and possibly narcotics •• •• 
Whereas th~ maximum prison sentence for a 
misdemeanor is 12 months or less, the 
median length of confinement for released 
misdemeanor patients is 15.8 months. (emphasis 
added) (67) 

Equally important, while a criminal' sent:nce specifies 

a maximum term, 'cornmi tment i~ often ind·s:fini te and the 

length of confinement i p at the discret~ .. on of the hospital 

staff. Also, diversion under insanity or competency 

tests requires the defendant to accept the labels of 

'-; "insane" or II incompetent. .. The relative desirability 

of remaining in the criminal justice system is greatest 

when the crime charged is one in which screening, informal 

dIversion 9r a lenient sentence,i'is likely. 

As a resul~ defendants often resist diversion procedures 

requiring coromi tment. On the other hand, s,everal case 
i\ 

histories ,cited in a study of insanity defense procedures 

suggest that prosecutors and judges occasionally seek to 

obtain the lengthier copfinement and the treatmept services 
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availabi~ under commitment. 68 " The resultant process has 

been described by one corr~entator. 
).', ,', 

[P)eople wi~h mental problems do 
not go to Saint Elizabeth with as much 
frequency as the D.C. Crime Commission 
\,lQuld like because, for most accused or 
convicted offenders, commitment there is . 
worse than being sentenced to jail. Despite 
attempts by judges, prosecutors and psychia- ' 
trists to cut back the accused' s options~l in 
this regard, many offenders still manage to 
get hospitalized only if they prefer it to 
imprisonment. 69 

One non-statute diversion program ~n Washington, 
,,:.') 

D.C., referred selected defendants to o,;ut-patient treat

ment programs. The District of Columbia program ~las 
,J 

condudted under a three-year grant from the National 

Institute of Hental Health. Unlike other programs 

.'discussed in this report, the District of Columbia project 

~as experimental in nature. Its projected life span did 

not extend· beyond the period of the inittal grant. "It 

was designed primarily to test the feasi~ility of diversion 
.. 

of mentally dist~)rbed defendants into community based 

treatment programs and not to establish an on-going 

diversion program. 70 During ·the three-year grant period, 
I~ . 

the. project accepted only 163 defendants and, following 

expiration of the grant, the project wasterrninated. 

o 
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_ During the course of the three-year p:t:oject ,procedures 
"\ 

to identify subjects for diversion vaxied. Iriitially, 

recommendations were made by individual Assist:~~~t u.s. 
,} 

Attorneys; members of the Corporation Counsel staff and 

defense ~ttorneys. Due largely to a lack of knowledge 
1/ 

of the program and confidence in it, this proce~ure 

c"prbducedinsufficient referrals. It was supplanted 'by 

the assignment of a liaison per,~6n to the U. S. 'Attorney's 

office. The liaison person screened al). complaints and 

initiated diversion procedures by interviewing potential 

subjects and d;(.scussinQ the possibility of diversion of 

appropria te' d,:::fendants with members of the prosecutor' s 

staff. 
~\J/ .... ......... '. ~ -.-- -....... 

After 'several months under ,this procedure, the 
W 
prosecutor I s staff became _ aWi3.re of the diversion program 

.. ... 
and gained confi,pence in its performance. When the l~a~son /;/ ',\ ' 

pbsition wasdi~continued and referrals again made by 
o ~ 

individual, attorneY':$~ the refe~ral rate continued at a 
() ,~ 

level acceptable tb the, experimental nature of the p~t~;gram. 

The project accepted persons charged with misdimJanors 
87\1 :> 

:within four crime groupings: minor sex offenses, minor 

narqoticsviolations, intra-family assaults and non-violent 

,prope-:tty ,of~enses. The limitation to four crime .. types 
\", . 

') wa~made to facilitate recidivism research. Defendants 
'" ,;:p-; 

• 0 -if: 

>!--'"l' 
~~f 

n, 

G 

\'l 
'.' 

. . ' ' 
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were accepted when there was au.indication of mental 

disorder. overall:6~ort'Y-seven percent of all defendAnts 

accepted were charged with minor sex crimes, twenty per

cent with ~rug violations, sixteen percent family"assaults 

and the remainder were non-violent property offenses'.' 

Because treatment referrals were to con'JIlUnity-based programs, 

only defendants not in.custoq,y or likely to be released 
\'::J 

on bail were eligible. 

Eligible crime tYPES were agreed upon by negotiati~n' . 

bet'\'leen the project staff and cr:lminal justice officials. 71 , 
() 

Initfally the standards were restricti,ve. Fpr example, 

only first offenoprs werp. eligible. Also, marijuana 
\' :) 

charges were initially not referred by the u.s. Attorneys 

office, because the offic~ regarded possession of marijuana 

'; as ser,iously criminal. The history of the program exhibits 

l,imited expansion. The first offender restriction was 

abandoned shortly after the program be.gan. Overall, 61% 

of the de·fendants diverted had a prior arrest or conviction ," 

record. 
. 72 

Marijuana cases were ~ater referred. . 

On the other hand, persons addicted to hard narc2~!cs 
',. 

or.,charge'd with sale of narcotics were not referred~ Both 

'prosecutorial and judicial orficials refused to per,m~ t 
(J 

, ()" .-, 

dive5';'3ion o~::~~felony or' viol,~nt crime chaT,ges (except 
.;:,'- , ) 

j.., 

intra-familyas$aults). 
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MOst sex offense cases were referred by the Corporation 

Counsel's Office. At the close of the project, a,ll minor 

sex offenses coming to that offic~ were referred. Even 

before the inception of the project, the Corporation 

Counsel had informally di vertedsome sex offense cas,es. 

This office was, therefore, more receptive to this 

element~of the new program than was the U.S. Attorney. 
, " 

Initial screening involved brief interviews ''lith 

defendants and conferences between defense,'prosecution 

and proj ect;, representati "Yes. This was followed, by a more 
o . 

extensive evaluation of the individual's problem, conducted 

::'~"1""'--'-- _. _. by the social 't'lork Cand psychiatric staff of the project. 

• 

• (i, 

.' 
• " 

\) 

• 
II 

'f Q' 

i • .q' 

'" 

The thrust of the second interview was to determine whether 

,mental health referrals would benefit the defendant. Fifteen. 

percent of defendants intervie'Yled were rejected. 
~ . 

Referral and other program activities with defendants 

accepted for diversion were conducted primarily by the 

social w9rkers on the project staff. Charges w~re continued 
If 

on defense motion for 90 days and individuals ~ere referred 

into community-based mental care programs. Placements were 
r; 

achi.eved for 8,0% of the clients. Although most placements 
', . 

were to mental care facilities, ,some involv~d otherc:)service 

programs. The staff also provided group therapy for 

" persons ~harged with sex offenses. 
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l'he proj ect developed a working reHc;t tionship with 

a, variety of local men~al' 

were initially reluctant to receive patients from the 
t 

criminal system, a reluctance stemming from prior 

experience with complicated and ti~e-consuming -judicial 

procedures. Diversion referrals, however, were made 

with little time-consuming formality.73 

Defendants will elect c1.iversion only is there is 

sufficient incentive for them to do so. In Washington. the, 

incentive 't'las tha virtual certainty that, on entry ~nto 

a 

the program, re';ferral to a treatment facility and participa-

tion in treatment, charges would be dismissed-.' Only-one -.-.-. -.. -. ',,,," . 

defendant who corn~~eted the program did not. receive a 
- . \\ 

d ' . 1 D' . ~ 1 h' d' 90 d d ~sm~ssa. ~smJ:s(s~). s were ac J:eve J:n ays .an 
\~ 

without the for:mal lab~'l of "ipsanity" or "mentally 
;) 

,disturbed. " 

The project compared post-program perfor~ance of 
-":"-; 

its JJuccessful participants to a selecti~n of 100 similar 

non-participants. 74 The comparison revealed slight~y 

lower recidivism among the participating defendants q3% 
o 

di;ferenqe). Comparative costs were evaluated. Over-al,_~, 
" . 

the per client costs of the 'project were substantially 

higher than the cost of processing the comparison group. 

l-1uc;::h of this related to research expenses.. Computed for . . 

~86-
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the period of greatest use of. the program and deleting 

research expenses I the project costs per par1;icipallt were 

12% lower than per defendant costs f;6r the comparison 

group. 

The dispositiops of the 100 comparison defendants are 

" 
signifi~ant. These defendants received relatively lenient 

... •. , , .• ·~.;..t ",," '" 

dispositions without formal diversion. Thirty-eight were 

. either convicted or committed to a mental hospital. Most 
'~~, 

, ~. '\\ 

of the.·.rernainder were disIni~ss(Jd by the prosecutors. While 
z~G~::,'\.., 

15 of 38 convicted defendants r~'i;eived jeLil sentences, none 

of the sentences,were in excess of one year. 

Drug Offenses 

,/-:; 

~in the ,cu~rent'p~blic policy debate relating io drug 
(-t.\ 

,~) .......... 
offenses the polar positions are criminalization, whiqh 

calls for harsh penalties for all drug offe:nses, and 

treatment, which regards the addict and drug dependent 
. 75 

person as ill. 

Although the debate is unresolved, the outlines of a 

compromise are apparent in both statutes and the administration 
'~ " '. 

of criminal justice. Law enforcement now focuses on drug traf

fic. Cases involving possession o~ use, especially of the "soft" 

(0 drugs, increasingly are screened, diverted or receive lenient 
I!l 

,.' • ,t;~'~ ,~.;~ -1>"\-:,1 .. . , '1 ) 
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sentences.' W.l;despread use of drugs and questionable 

~J current knowle'\~ge of the long range impact of soft drugs 

. (: 

lead to a perce'ption of possession and use as social 

rather than crii~1inal. 
, 

Informal d\~.version of defendants charged with, 
1,\ 

possession or us€.\ of marijuana and other sof~ drugs is 

frequent. Freque~ltly , diversion of drug offenders is 
" 

one portion of a more general program for diversion of 

young adults. 76 

In several jurisdictions addict rehabilitation 
.. 

statutes contain diversion provisions. These statutes 

apply to marijuana and hard drugs and ir~01ilde lal:ger, 
,;"j:) 0 

possession cases and even charges" involving sale. In 
\) 

operation, however, statute diversion is mihimized by 

";the interplay among the judges, prosecutors and defense. 

Statutory treatment perlods, whether by commitment' 

or in a non-institutional setting, are lengthy. In 
r\ 

cases characterized (as margiIlq:lly criminal the defen-

,dant can expect a shorterte:,im of supervisiona~ter 
LI I', 

1/ 
conviction than during trefitment. For that reaso~ diversion 

,~ 

isbften 9;voided by defeI,ldani:s. In more serious crimes 
\ ~ 1"-.:''' ;l 

prosecu~ors and judges exercise their discretion to PFeven~ 

,diversion, preferring instead to use post-conviction' 
~, I, 

treatment programs. 

(; 
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Traditidnal Practices 

Historically, drug offense stat.utes provided severe 
77 

penalties for all crimes involving drugs. 'Re,cently, some 

jurisdictions have reduced the sentences for marijuana 

offenses. 78 Others have enacted post-conviction t~'eatment . 
. .~) 79 

provisions for addicts.' 

There is increasing leniency of disposition in cases 

of possession and use. Both sentence leniency80 and 

screening are c()Jt1.mon. For example, in Albuquerque, New 

Mexico, few drug possession cases are prosecuted to 

conviction. In a sample of 179 cases, over 80% were 

.> 

Q.is~issed by interaction of the lowe'r court and the prosecu- ,.,.. 
.., . 81 . tor s off~ce. 

In Albuquerque most defendantR in possession cases 

; were college students or Chicano youths. They were charged 
. 

with possession of small amounts of drugs, usually marijuana. " 

Presumably possession was solely for personal use. The 

prosecutor and ~udges regarded minor drug usage as a 

.. prevalent part of the f,.!ollege and youth culture so that 
~ . 
:i 

. conviction would be iriappropria te • 
1/ . 

"., • Ii 
In New York state a recent statute provides ·that·mis-

demeanant, fi.rst offense, marij uana possession cases may 

. d' t ' tIt' f d' . 1 82 recel.:ve an a Journmen ~n con emp a ~on 0 ~sm~ssa. 

~ il 

I' 
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Fol~~wing a period (90 days) of no rearrest, charges are 

dismissed. The 90 day period is unsupervised. In 

~assachusetts,probation i.P the required sentence ;01:- con

viction on a .first offense of possession of marijuana., By 

statute, the cr~minal convictiqn is expunged from the 

record following" successful completion 
, 

of -the probationary 
, 83· 

p~r~od •. "' 
',""- ." 

. On the' ot~er' hand,' :there i,s, increasing. pressure; 

typified by recent proposals by the Governor of Ne~l York 

and President Nixon, for harsh dispositions in sales 

cases. The New York proposal included mandatory life 

imprisonment for persons convicted of .major sales of 
, ." •. ' 84 
hard-narcotics. Despite this pressurp some statutes-

.. make diversion avaiiable in sales cases. 85 

Informal Diversion 

i! 
I 

\ 

II 0 

In urban areas there are many non-criminai~ treatment 

f d d a~) , Ii 11 ,', 1 programs or drug epen ent persons. ccas~onlf y cr~m~n,a 

justice officials establish working relatiOnShrps with 

these programs, and continue crimina~ charges bending 

defendant participation in th~ treatment PrOgJl""o F,zll~ng 
successful participation,othe charges are dismlassedfsuccess 

If" 

II 
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is either defined as avqi~ing further use of narcotics, 
" '"'>~", , 

or simply in terms of attending a specified number of 

meetings and counseling sessions. , 

One such program is currently' in operation in Cook 

County, Illinois. Initiated with contige~cy funds of 

, . the Cook CO~1)ty' State,s Attorney I s Office, it has recently 

.received support from a comprehensive federal grant to 
o 

the Illinois States Attorneys Association. 

Th~ Cook County program diverts minor charges, 

typically possession, involving soft.druys. The counseling 

aspects of the diversion program are establishrd by a 

working arrange~e~t .:Vlith the Gateway House treatment 

progr'am in Cook County. 

The Cook' County Drug Abuse Preventipn Program makes 

'; ini tial contact with defendants in the narcotics preliminary 

hearing courts in Chicago. If a defendant appears potential-

ly eligible, he is informed of the program in court. 

Defendants interested in the program are interviewed 

by a member of the staff who describes the program to the 

defendant. The staff member also evaluates the extent to 

which the.de.fendant meets eligibility requirements. The 

. GJ' I!, 

. ~ ~ ..... '" .. ~ .~." .; 
5::' >::!¥.·~~r~j~~ 

'. 
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drug abuse program currently employs law students to conduct 
,.\' 

these interviews. 

The program has five eligibility requirements. The 

program is limited, to persons charged with possession of .. 
a "small amount ll soft drugs, 30 years of age or younger, 

-, without prior convictions on drug-related or serious crime 

charges, charged with a criminal offenses with. no aggravating 
, II 

II 
~:~circumstances, \~nd properly motivated to accept counseling. 

"'.:, 

and treatment. 

Since the drug abuse program was iriit,iab~d by the 
/. 

States Atto~ney's office, these requirements describe those 

cases which the prosecutor felt to be of marginal criminal 

status; they are strictly enforced. Over 95 percent of 

-t'. the participants in the program were charged with marijuana 

possession. 

, The program seeks only those defendants whose drug 
. 

involvement is relatively recent. The age and prior record 

requirements reflect this focus. 

' .. 
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, '-'The program is open only to defendants not involved 

in sales of narcotics. The requirement that possession 

be of only a small amount of drugs is directed toward this 

distinction. Small amount is not defined, but in practic7(i\ 
refers to an amount suggesting possession solely fbr ( ';-j 

personal use. Staff members of the drug program note, 

however, that the standard is imprecise and often inaccurate 

in distinguishing between seller and user. Especially 

with respect toso,ft drugs, the distinction is difficult 

to~ draw objectivf~ly. 

If, ,after the interview, the eligibl~ def~n4ant_ .agree;; .. 

to participate, a continuance is granted on the defendallt's 
-

motion. It is accompanied by waiver of speedy trial, thus 

protecting the right toprosectlte on the original 
() 

6harges. 

The program is highly sought' af'te.r .by defendants. The 

supervisory period is short and there is some potential 

of receiving valuable assistance. Dismissals are routineiy 

granted to successful participants. 

The drug abuse program currently operates 16. counseling I 

groups, each ~roup consisting of 12 participants. ·TheI.·e is 

currently a waiting list of up to six weeks to join a 

counseling group.86 
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The 'counseling phase of the program lasts five weeks 

with one session of group discussion per week. Thes~, 

discussions do not focus solely on drug problems~ but 

encourage, general interaction among the members of the 

group. One of the sessions is devoted primarily to a " 

discuss:i:.on of the effects of drug usage and t.he availability 

of· local treatment prog:rams. The participant:' has only 

limited contact with the program beyond the group meetings, 
\"\ 

and individual counseling and follow-up visi t·s after 
" ,\"c 

counseling sessions are infrequent. 

Following the counseling phase, participants remain 

-_ .... __ .. __ .. -. in the:prog-ram for a period of two months with little or 

• 
",'. 

0. 

• 

• 

no. supetvision. They are not required to attend counseling 

sessions or to report to the program. At the close of the 

period, if the defendant has not violated any of the con
& '. 

ditions ,of the program, he returns to court for dismissal. 

Char~es are dismissed for all successful participants. 

Par~iciparits must comply with ))several condibions. The, 

most strictly enforced is that the defendant attend five 
" 

consecut'ive counseling sessions. Failure t,o attend a 

scheduled session' resu~l ts in dismissal' from the program '-. .. "., 

~ G 

and re-institution of charges. Of over 2,000 participants 
o 

in 'the drug abuse program, 21% haye been terminated as 

-------

. 
,; 

iJ 

,unsuccessful, most ~or failure touattend acoun~elil1g: ses$i.qIl~ 
lit -c 
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The two other;1 conditions of participa,tion are thC)(c 
f 

defendants not be re..;.arrested while in the program, And 

the 

that they do not use'drugs. These conditions a!:"e strictly 

enforced to the extent that violations come to the attentiori~ I, 

of the progr~am staff. Hovlever, reporting procedur~s for 

re-arres·ts are not thorough. The lack of supervision of 

participants outside of counseling sessions limits the 

extent to which their further use or drugs can bemonitered. 
o n 

Participants are required'to submit ,four urine tests'during 

4the counselingpbase of the drug abuse program, but the 

program personnel adm~;t that these tests are inadequate 

t~ 'determine \'ihether drugs are being used. 

" Arrest records for the current charge are expunged for 
'.' 

succes~ful participants. As a .'resul t, the successful 

participant has neither a conviction no~ an arrest record. 

A study vias made of approxim~tely 700 successful 

participants. Their crim,inal records were examined for a 

period of from six months to one year following completio~ 

of the program. Less than four percent had been rearrested 

and'convicted one any charge. These results do not demonstrate 

the 'success of the program. Th1~ analysis relys (:l,n rearr.est 

and coilViction. Given congested court calendars, the six 
\\;) 

'0' 

" to c:twel ve month period may haveh left a number of ex-partie i
/I ,. 

pants with pending charges. Moreover, no control group 
" 
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. was studied to establish how many of the_ participants' wou+d 
,-

not have'been re-arrested within six to twelve'months of 

the initial charge regardless of the counseling. 
r 

Sta~ute Diversio~ 
~11 , 

Diversion of drug offenders is established by statute 

• rnb f" d' t' 87 1n a nu er 0 Jur~s ~c ~ons~ 0 Some statutes also provide 

for post-conviction treatment programs, and extend diversion 

to heroin and other hard drug users. Use of the_ diversion 

p~ovisions in tha statutes has been low because defendants 

dislike the lengthy treatment periods provided in the 

statutes for minu.r:: charges: while l?roSecutors and judges 

prevent diversion in serious cases. 

In many statutes diversion is operative only with 

the consent of the prosecutor. One such statute in 

Connecticut establishes preliminary eld.gibility require-

ments for diversion, focusing primarily on the prior 
. 88 

record of the defendant. The defendant must have no 

prior conviction for a violent crime; must not have had 

two prior convictions for other charges with a_ sentence 
~ Q 

'0 

maximum of 10 or more years; and muist 'not have gone through 

treatment programs more than 3 times previou~ly. In 
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additiqn to having a minimal prior record, the defendartt 

must obtain medical confirmation that he is a drug 
\) 

dependent person. :E'inally, consent of both prosecutor 

and judge is necessary fo~ diversion. 
, 

J\ On entry intp the diversion procedure, criminal 

charges are continued for a period of up to one'yeai,for 
': 

m~sdemeanors and, "two years for felonies. The defendant 

participates in treatment programs operated by the Adult 

~obation Department on an in-patient basis. Following 
\, 

completion of trleatment and a statement by treatment 

personnel, the original charges are dismissed. 

The diversion procedure is selq.om 'lJsed. 'rhe, 

Adult Probation Department of Connecticut r~ported that 
, 

only three percent of criminal prosecutions for drug 

offenses were suspended pending the diversion treatment 

·~program.89 Instead, post conviction treatment as a part 

of a plea bargain is mor~ frequent. 

Defendant's reluctance to choose the lengthy treat

ment programs instead of prosecution~s joined with prosecu

torial un't'lillingnes,.'? to permi t diversion. A study of New 
1/ . 

Haven procedures under this statute notes that post conviction, 
..... " .. 

90 " treatment is preferred by the prosecutor. In part the 

prosecutor prefers post conviction treatment because 

diversion leaves criminal charges pending for one or two 
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years. This may result irt' l6~:.s': .Of records or witnesses . :" ....... 

and in any ~vent; long pe~ding cases reflept poorly on the 'I 
Ii 

'\, performance of the prosecutor! s office" . 'Post c~nV"iction :~ 

treatment is also preferred because it is more extensive. 

Finally, some prosecutors believe that drug "dependent 
o 

persons are more likely to persevere in treatment if there 
~.! 

is'a conviction first . 

. The Massachusett.s diversion st'atute, \vhich applies to 

all defendants in drug cases, attempts to limit the 
91 discretion of the prosecutor. Diversion is mandatory 

. for"<!:irst offenders charged ''lith 'offenses'" not :.invoiving 
\', ' 

sale, and discretionary for all other drug offenses. Drug-
." 

dependent persons charged with non-drug offenses (e.g. 

theft, robbery) are eligible on~y for post~)onviction ... 
treatment. 

Defendants are eligible if they are determined to be 

drug dependent (or addicted) and likely to benefit from 

treatment. They are itiformed of the availability of="~ 

diversion at the first court appearance. If a defendant 
... I} 

elects to seek diversion, an adjournment of from 4 to 8 

c,Weekp. is gr,antedin order to permi ta. medical (psychia-tric)" 
rf"" 

examination. Dur~'Fg th~)SperiOd, the defeBdant obtains 

th . t . \L . II. d . f th . t . . d' t' e exam1na1on ~:>n~'1.;~~D~m an 1 e exam1na'10n 1n 1ca es 

eligiblity,the defendant requests treatment. 
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The Massachuset'cs statute is significant for two 

reasons. The first is the mandatory div~rsion procedure 

for specific offenders. The second is the inclus~bn of 

diversion for cases involving sales of narcotics. Neither 

of these provisions is often used. 
, 

o ,.-'.:C 
A study conducted shortly after the statute was 

'. 

enacted focused on the lower criminal courts in the Boston 

area, where much of the diversion under the statute 

occurs. The study found no significant increase in 

treatment of drug offenders in comparison to prior 

years. 92 Diversion occurred in less than 2% of the cases~ 

Although this was explained as due in part: toa lack of 

understanding of the statute's provisions, later statistics 

. d . f d" 93 suggest a cont~nue pattern of ~n requent ~vers~on. 

The mandatory diversion provision is narrowly 

defined. In practice it is available only in those cases 

where a first offender is charged with possession of a 
. 

small amount of drugs. Cases of possession involving 

larger amounts are frequently charged with" ~"possession 

'(} with intent to sell. II As currently i,nterpreted, this 

cha~ge removes the case from'the mandatory provisions of 

the statute . 
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The mandatory provisions, therefore, apply only to 

cases in which there is a liklihood of leniency in the absence 

of diversion and are seldom invoked because defendants have 

little incentive to do so. For minor cases a common disposi

tion is a continuance for up to one year, after wh?-ch, time" 

the charges a;e dismissed. Jail sentences are seldom 
\J '\ 

imposed unless the. offe~der has severalc'prior' convictions .94 
-. 

On the other hand, diversion treatment lasts between 1 and 

2 years, thereby E~xceeding the length of time the defendant 

is likely to be controlled as a result of a conviction ~ 

or conditional dismissal. Also the statute requires an 

e.dmission of drug dependency (or addiction), prior, to diversion "". 

and many defendants regard this as undesirable. Finally, 

the statute limits the defendant to entry into a state- \ 

licensed treatment program. Many defen~ants. prefer to seek 

treatment in other agencies.95 
,f 

Defendants have greater incentive to request diversion 
o 

in serious cases (~.e. sales, defendants with several prior 

. convictions). Since leniency is l,ess frequenti the diversion 
. , {; 

alternative is more desirable, and there is a: higher 

examination rate in th~~e cases.96 . 'Ho'wever, the attitudes 
",::::::::..' ':0-

of the criminal justice officials limit the use of diversion 

for. serious charges. Diversion is seldom. allo(ied unless 
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, 
the defendant establishes that the charge.s involve no harm 

to others. 

For cases of intermediate seriousness attitudes and 

practices vary. Some judges favQr diversion; others do not. 

The statute has done little to change the attitudes of 

97 officials 'concerning diversion for drug offenses. 

'., Requests for diversion are also made in the felony 
'::1 

trial courts. In these courts, the rate of request for 

diversion appears higher than that disclosed by the study 

of lower court practice. This reflects the more serious 

of£enses handled by the trial courts. However, diversion 

seldom occurs in thepe higher courts and is permitted 

only in "self-hurt" situations. The District Attorney's 

Office frequently argues against diversion by suggesting 

~hat the defendant's activities involve sale. Diversion . 
decisions become essentially policy ·determinations made by 

the court and reflect individual judicial attitudes. 
" 

The medical report procedures are disliked by the 

prosecutors who feel that the reports are unjustifiably 

favorable to the defendants. The reports often state ccn-

.Cltlsions, ~ather than presenting evidence. However, the 

study discussed earlier found that 50% of the examinations 

were unfavorable to the.defendant. 
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The medical report is irrelevant to the discretionary 

decision. One prosecutor suggested a revis"ion under which 

the parties would proceed 'directly to the discretionary 

issues. The defendant ~lOuld admit addiction or dependency 

in court. The court could then proceed directly to a' 
() 

consideration of the other issues involved in the decision. . " 

Medical personnel have difficulty evaluating the 

honesty or accuracy of statements made during examinations,. 

Defendants request.ing examination are aware of the need 

to obtain a favOJ::.3.ble report. Hard data, suoh as puncture 

marks on the defendants arms, demonstr,ate .us~\, of drugs.1 

b!1t are of margir.al value in determining addi::::tion or 

dependency. 
• • ,~ .• I, 

As one response to th1s d1ff1cult¥, a clinic 

which receives frequent divers:i:on and post conv;,ic,tion 
(~ 
II 

treatment applications, has developed a 'screenii~g committee, 

composed in part of ex-addicts. . The commi ttee i~\lterviews 
, . \ 

I' 

all applicants as a supplement to interviews by :i.;:pdividual 

doctors. 

The prosecutor's office, is also .concerned abotit the 

delaying,effects of the current statute. Four to eight 

weeks are required to obtain a medical report. If \, ' 

',' 

diversion is allowed~the case remains pending for one ~o 
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two years. Post-conviction t:reatment, rather than diversion, 

is preferred by\>the prosecutoJ:-. 
'",\ 

Summary 

, 

, 
The practice of diversion in this area ,.is: ,constrained 

by· sever~l factors. First, even {f"the presence of an 

illness is recognized and a causal connection between illness 

and act established , di vers.ion is unlikely ,if the alleged crime 

is regarded as serious by the criminal justice officials. 
/! 

Their perception of community attitudes and their individual 

conception of.appropriate public policy are relevant to 

~his de~ision. If the crime is serious, but treatment is 
:; 

desirable, these officials are likely to prefer post-con-

~vic~ion treatment. For example, major sales of drugs are . \\ 

~urr~ePtly vi\~wed as serious offenses and the fact that. the 

defendant may be an addict does not imply that convici~ion 

isinappropri~te or that it c~n be s~ciificed in favor of 

treatment, but simply that treatment should occur at some 

point. 

~he second limiting factor is the availability of 

referral resources. Although appropriate treatment programs 

may not "exist, more of :ten, the progranls exist, but are not 
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conveniently accessible to criminal justice officials. 

ACCJ(SSibility is determined by the p~licies of 'the 

'''" nonc?=irninal'1It~.~a~ment programs and by ,the nat~re o'f .the 
. . ', .. ,:. // . ,. 

mechanisms.:ava:21able to place defendants into them. The 

p:ro,?;:ams\~xist'iIi isolation £rom the criminal justice 

system an~a attempts to establish referral relationships 
~ ~ , 
\\ ,,', ' . 

may"encounter a reluctance of the treatment agency to 
~'::. ')) 

accept patients from the criminal justice system. For 

example, although alcoholism treatment programs are relatively . . 
abundant,' few are willing to de,:,-l wi.th skid,jrow alcoholics. 

Referral procedures, whet~er established by statute or 

informal arrangement, might be too time-consuming for 

criminal justice offic:ial.s ,;.,hose administrative ernpha:'sis 

must be on efficiency. Finally, especially in the case of 

~ental illness referrals, procedures to place the defenc.lant 

in a hospital invo~ve the risk of public or legal 
Q 

recriwinations if the admission is initiated on insufficient 

bases. 

A third factor is the willingness of the defendant 

to choose diversion instead of other possibilities. In 

making the choice, the defendant weighs the'cornparative 

benefi ts ct, alternative courses'-of actioli. While, in the 

abstract, treatment may appear to be invariably pref~rrable 

to prosecution, in practice this is not uniformly true. 
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\ \, n Factors 'such as the length of 'confinement or supervision 

, .\( 
'~r ~_, 

and the label that diversion treatment attaches to the 

individual are crucial determinations. Diversion treat-
; 

~~nt may be resisted or avoided. 

In this area, statutes authorizing diversion procedures 

• 

• 

• 

• 

'.re> 

• 
, (::< , • 

• 
- ,;, 

; 

are .frequent. However, they playa limited role in the . , 

practice' of diversion and, especially with respect to drug 't~ 
~ Q offenses, are infrequentl,y employed. Al though the statutes' 
"',", ",. 

'( establish authority, usage is determined ,by discretionary 
'\:~-

'Uecisions: Officials continue to characterize offenses as 

serious and'~o desire conviction of certain defendants. 

The officials continue to function under time and resource 
\ '~ :' 

constraints and seek to avoid lengthy proc~~ures for diver-

sion. Defendants elect diversion only '\'lhere it is prefer

~able, in their eyes, to the probable consequences of 

pr'osecu~ion. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: YOUTHFUL AND NON-HARDENED 
OFFENDERS 

, 
. INTRODUCTION 

.. _-.... _.~~.- . -.. 

In prio~ chapters, although diversion occurred for 

a variety'of formal criminal charges, mostly minor, 

important common characteristics of the incident or of 

the defendant could be identified: 

':ciispute II or the defendant was .11 ill. II If either factor 
I, II> \. 

is basic to the criminal complaint and the alleged crime 

is not serious, diversion, screening or sentence 
, 

• .... }~niency . is likely. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

This chapter deals with an even more amorphous area. 

The--- al'leged crimes do not have apparent similarity and the 

defendants have a variety of personal or social problems. 

Although less precise, this use of diyersion may be the 

i most important. There are currently more programs for 
' .. 

this broad category than for either of the first two. 

Diversion here results from judgments of criminal 

justice offici",Ci:l:s-=about the defeiidant and about the .nature 

of the criminal act. The defendantmus~ not be a hardened 
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=9rimina1 •. There is a widespread assumption that a harsh 

penaity or even a criminal conviction channels such a 

defendant into a criminal career and should be avoided. 

Information such as prior record, age and apparent lifestyle 

playa role in this decision, and because the decision is 

highly subjective, attitudes and prejudices of individual 

officials are extremely important • . . 
98 Diversion occurs most frequently for younger defendants. 

For individuals 'above juvenile court age. but under 21, many 

of the factors whir.hled to the creation ·of the juvenile 

court system seem still applicable. However, although young 

adults predominate in all diversion only to young adults, the • 

clear trend is to include older defendants. Thus, the relevant 

point is simply that the age of a defendant is important in 

deciding to divert him. 

Prior record is equally important. First offenders ' 

are preferred; offenders with prior records are accepted; 

but defendants with lengthy recQrds are rejected. 

-,"The sEfcond judgment relates to the seriousness of the 

alleged criminal act. Does it represent serious social 

deviance? r.th;demeanors a:t"e more readily diverted than 

felonies. Does the act justify or require a criminal 
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vconvictfon? Individual attitudes and office policies are 
~J 

important in this decision, but there j.s a general tendency' 
,. . /),' 

to regard acts involving physicial injury as mo~e' serious 

than property offenses. Local policies reflecting cornmun~~y 
" " 

concerns differ on specific crimes. For example, ~n some 

i~ 
o 

. J' 
areas.all bu;rglaries 'are r~garded as serfous cr'ini'~; in others, 

store burglaries may be diverted. 

The judgment abo?t the defendant might be viewed as 

correction o:r:iented. It assesses othe +iklihood of I. future 
~ , 

criminali ty and se.eks to find the be~,,,~ay to handle the 
,-/./ \\ 

individual. The decision concerning the crime is a policy 
G 0 C to 

It excludes diversion of defendants whos.e . statement. 
" personal his'tories might make diversion othenlise ',' appropriate. 

Intensive serli.rice programs are frequ'~nt and influence 

the judgments of criminal justice ·officials. Program 
'; 

'personnel often function as advocates for divef~ion ,of 

individual defendants. Their advocacy is effective to the 

extent that the program is accepte9 as a functional and 

credible"epart of the criminal justJce system. Although 
';~I 

a-resultant pattern of expanded diversion is apparent 

in s.e:¥eral j urisdict,ions, the expal1pion does not extend 
" 

beyond the strongly held views of criminal justice officials 
. 

concerning th ' f " .~. . e ser~ousness 0 sp, errz",~l.~ cr~mes. 
. J ' o 
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Conviction Avoidance 

,. 
Several urban jurisdictions have special branch 

courts to handle young defendants within the adult 
Ir1 

criminal process. These courts are patterned on'the 

juvenile'court mode.!, with practices emphasizing 

diversion and screening. 

The Cook Coun'ty Boys Court i's ill us:tra ti ve • It has 

b~en describeq,as a "court of equity" for young defendants. 
/) 

A traditign of~-3;~"liency and the use of(~xtra-legal disposi-
,-::r' 
tions ~las assisted into permanence by one of~' the first 

judges ~ssig;~d tv Boys court. 99 Since that time, subse-
,", .;,," , 

quent judges' have continued to apply informal procedures 
.. (' . . 

" ". to dispose of defendants for whom criminal conviction 

appea:J:sunwarranted or counterproductive. Gince mo.st . 
(\.-

noticriminal dispositions resemble screening, the primary 
o 

benefit is that many young defendants -avoid conviction. 

~ The Boys Court handles each year over 20,000 "::::.;~~~:c~~:o 
defendants bet\veen the ages of 17 and 21. Initially, 

~, 

jurisdiction extended to all misdemeanor charges against 

youthynd to preliminary hearings in felony cases. 

Currently narcotics and auto theft cases 'are heard in 

other courts.' 

() 
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Outright dismissal of charges is frequent~ Many 

dismissals reflect a general attitude of leniency. Others 

" dispose of charges filed on insufflicient bases. Given 

the current limited state of data concerning Boy's Court 
~ 

operations, it is not possible ,to accurately distinguish 

between dismissals based on leniency considerations and 

those based on lack of evidence. 
v 

Boys Court employs a variety of diversion practices. 
I~\ 

Some procedures involve conditional dismissal of .c,~larges 
• H 

.. . Ii 
pend~ng a perJ.od of acceptable bel?t.:tvJ,;or by the def\~ndant. 

'" 
Boys Court has access to a number o,~ social,service 

. . ~ ~ 

agencies, which, in theory, provide gUi~·k.d~e· and support 

fore, diverted defendants .In fact;~; however ,~",~ue to inadequate 

resources and a~large caseload, the services provided are 

not extensive, and none of the procedures consistently provides 

realistic supervision or counseling. 

The bases on which diversion is invoked are unclear. 

The court has access to social service resources for pre-

disposition investigation of defendants. However, such 

investigations are seldom conducted because they imped~ 

the efficient flow of cases through .the Boys Court. The 
o ~ 

investigations require a two-week continuance of the case 

and ~. reading of the investigative. report at the subsequen~t 

court appearance. Even these minimal delays are inconsistent 
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, 
with the mass production format· of dispositions 

necessitated by the court's heavy caseload. A 1967 survey 

of Boys Court activities rioted that more than 70% of the 

cases disposed 6f by the COUl2::t are handled with no investi

gative reports and with no supervision f~llowing disposit:ion. lOO 

As a result the attitudes of individual judges and 

their first impressions concerning the defendant and the 

alleged crime are the most important facto.rs in invoking 

informal dispositi.on practices. The defendant's family 

background, employment or schooling, and prior record are 

considered, but"'only to the extent that they are ;~irnmediately 
available to the court. An additional consideration is 

whether the defendant appears "cooperative. " Finally, 

certain charges, such as robbery, are regar~ed ,as too 
: 
serious for diversion. 

'Five percent' of the Boys Court cases are disposed 

by an SOL (Stricken \"ri thout leave). An SOL dismisses 

current charges, but permits the prosecution to refile 

charges within 120 days. This dispos,i tion permits the 

prosecution to conduct further investigation, but the 

pros'ecution seldom does so. .The SOL leaves a technical 

legal cloud over the defendant, arguably encouraging 
I" ~- .'J 

good behavior. 
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SOL's are used in the·ft or burglary cases, N when the 

defendant offers restitution, or when a burglary has 
; 

taken place, but no property has been stolen and no one 

has been injured. 
, 

A second diversion procedure is the imposition o£ 

"good behavior." Conviction is deferred and the defendant 

released with the gener~l admonition that he be on good 
';/ 

behavior during a 

completion of the 

IJ 
sper!lfied period. After successful 

I( 
il. • pe r;l..od. charges are di SIfil.s sed • 

. \\ 

Good behavior is used in approxima£ely 4% of th~ . 

cases. It is given to defendants with no prior record who 

are charged with !!!.incr offenses and \'lhose parents 811m-1 

sUbstantial parental concern. Defendants in school with 

'go?,d scholastic records are preferred. 

The final diversion approach is the imposition of cour;t 
\'l • • 

supervision. Unlike the two previously des~ribedmethods, 

court supervision attempts to maintain. continued contact. 

with the defendant. 

Currently supervision is used for approximately 6% of 

the caseload, a marked reduction from a 30% rate during 

the 1950'~'>s~ The decline is attributable to a reorganization 

of the criminal court structure, under which judges are 

rotated. between Boys Court and other. j udi.cial branches. 
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As a result of rotation,. current judges on"the Boys Court 

o have less experience in handling youth cases and are more 

reluctant to rely on court supervision. , 

Court supervision provides a probation period prior 

to conviction. Conviction is deferred and the def~ndant 

c is placed in. the ca.re. of an agency, often the probation 

department, to provide counseling and assistance. The 

typical supervisory period is one year. If the defendant 

violates the condi·tions of supervision-.... most often simply 

that there be no ..lrres~s and that he' report periodically 

to the supervisil~g agency--the supervisor may petition to 

r ,...; nst· a+-e +-'ho .... h·"'rgo~ . ,_........ - j'_ :--... '-" - ..... <.,..,. '-i.:! .. 

?~ 
Sup,e'rvision is minimal or non-existent for most 

.:?) 

defendants. The criminal court Social Service Department 

to whfch most supervision cases are ref~rred, is under-

staffed and provides little assistance. However several 

small service programs accept a limited number of"de.£endants 
':.,., 

and d.o provide !)real supervision. 

Defendants and their families are· often unaware that 

the defendant has received a unique, noncriminal disposi .... 

tion: They tend to regard the disposition as an outright 

dismissalor·as a sentence to probation. 
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to systematically follow the later criminal careers of. 
, 

defendants who have received, noncriminal.dispositions. As 

" . 
" 

. '~. ~ :~. >.~ . '> .• ~~'~. 
a .resul tj evaluations of the court's performance are impres-

0.)' 

sionistic and impre'ssions vary. Some officials participating 

believe that the informal dispositions do assist the defen

daubs; others feel that they do not. Attitudes may'chg,nge: . 

over .. periods of time. . The judge who established the patte;n 

c)f leniency in Boy's Court is currently in the Cook County 

trial court? :R~t"'~ntly, he. imposed 'S,' harsh --sentence on 

a young adult f'.?lon, noting that leniency has been "proven" 

ineffectual. 

Prior to'197l statutes in New York state provided for 

. 1 h f d lt 101 spec1a court approac or young a u s. The New York 

procedures were available to defendant.s between sixteen and 

eighteen y~ars of ·age, if the charges did not involve a 

capital offenae, and if the court coneented to application 

of the statutory procedure. 

Infeiony cases, eligibility was determined shortly 
I 

after arraignment. The issue was raised on recommendation 

by the grand jury, the prosecutor, or on the court's own 
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motion.,' An investigation" into the lmuth' s background and 

personality and into the facts relating to the crime charged 

'" , was .. conducted by the probation department. The court 
r, 

determined eligibility onCthe basis of the report of this 

investigation and perhaps a hearing. The deterrninati.on 
102 was a discretionary decision and unreviewable on appeal. 

Eligible defendants were processed as yuuthful offen-

ders throughout the remainder of the criminal proceedings. 

Court proceedings were informal •. A finding cf guilty 

resulted in adjudication as a "youthful offender,"'which, 

unlike an adult felony conviction, did not result in loss 

~,,,---.---,.- .. "Of the .. right to vote and othe.r collateral liabilities. 

• Youth~ul offenders were referred· to special correctional 

• 

-programs •. 

" 
The statute was repealed in 1971. primarily because 

. . l' t' 103 it placed a heavy· burden on crJ.mJ.na JUs J.ce resources. 
.. -.. .. " ... . . 

. Decisions pertaining to eligibility were made only after 

investig~tion by the probation department. These 

,decisions--unlikecthe decisions in the Chicago Boys 

Court--were(based on reliable data. -However, the combina

tio~.ofearly decisions and investigations 'created resource 

problems for the probation departhtent ~:--=' Al though conviction 

.rates we,re high, ma~;t' defendants were foUIid, not: guil ty, and 
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investigations in these cases were considered useless 

. because they had not formed the basis for an adjudication • 
. ' 

,If a defendant was found guilty, a second probation report 

~as often sought for the sentencing decision. 
! 

Uriiformity was lacking in both recommen~ation and 

acceptance practices. No recommendation standards for (j 

youthful offender: status were developed and.decisions 

to recommend were made on unclear bases by individual 

District Attorneys and judges. 

Judges applied varying standards of accePt.ance. In . 

a sample of cas~s drawn from Kings County records, several 

patterns emerged. Youthful offender proceedings were 

favored for young persons near the lower limits of the age 
" 

category (sixteen to seventeen years), and older de fen-

. dants were more often deniedeligibili ty. Property offenses 
;, 

were frequently included, but assault cases were seldom 

accepted. 

The New York sample disclosed one additional factor. 

Under the statute a prior felony conviction barred entry 

into the youthful offender process. The Kings County court 

extended this principle to prior adjudications as a youthful 

offender when the original crime charged in the prior 

case was a felony. 
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AI though procedures such as the Boys Court and th~::-~I 

New York selective youth court are seldom ap9lied to de fen-

dants above the age of 21, a diversion court" in Philadelphia 

"receives both young adult and older defendants, though most 
, , 

of the defendants are under 25. The court diverts persons 

not charg,ed with serious offenses and who might benefit from 

a'second chance to a;8id a criminal career, and functions 

as the ~oys Court must have during its formative years. 

The pre-indictment probation court in Philadelphia 

receive,s' only those defendants for which the District 

Attorney IS offic,e recommends diversion or outright dismissal. 

Court sessions are held twice per week and the number of 

cases' assigned tu tha cou.rt each day often exceeds 100. 

Overall, this 'amounts to approximately t'V'lenty percent of 

the cases filed in the Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas. 104 
,/ 

If 
The Attorneyr's Pre-indictment Unit reviews indictable' 

i! 
'1'i 

misdemeanors and/felonies prior to indictment. Cases are 

selected for di;fersiorlbased on the p17ior record of the 
1/ 

'defendant andJhe seriousness of the current charge. The 

" 

;" 

emphasis pf 1?;he program is on defendants with limited criminal 
. " 

.F 
histories. /Defendants with minor prior records may be 

. , 
referred, ,but a prior conviction on a crime of violence, . " 

a felony tor acb.arge similar to the current charge results 

in excl·b.sion. Similarly, if the current charge involves 
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violence or threat thereof, or is a char~e of-burglary of 

a d~elling, it is considered too serious. for diversion. 
t, " ' :) . 

~4arijuana and other minor cases of drug possession may be 
• • I 

referred; drug sales cases are not. 

Roughly thirty five percent of the referred ca$es 

involve possession of marijuana or other drugs. Forty-
.. 

five percent in~olve' petty theft charges. 
c 

The court proce~ding.s are'o:inf,orrnal. The defendant, 

the attorneys, supporting personnel and the judge sit at' 

a conference table. The di ve'rsion program is explained 

to the,defendant and a waiver of speedyctrial is obtained. 

Although caseload pressure necessitates a degr~e of speed, 
" ') 

the judge does inquire into the facts surrounding.~~the 
~ :-;.) 

:, .. 

criminal complaint, the defendant's background and expresses. 
f; ,", 

',,; genuine concern for the defendant. 

Some defendants are discharged outright. Most,' however, 

are placed on pre-conviction probation. The probation can 

be for as long as two years, but three and ,six month per~ods 

are more common. Several social service agencies provide, 

assistance'to some of the defendants. A limited number 

of "drug dependent persons are placed in treatment programs. 

FOr-'the most part, however, the probationary period is 

unsupervised. 
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, , 
Approximately 20% of the defendants are denied diversion. 

Two reasons for. rejection are apparent. A number of cases 

are referred inadvertently by the District Attorney or 

are referred by judges. ~fuere the District Attorney in 

"the court obj ects to diversion in court it is, denied 
'::.>... .::..:;~. 

,sulJll11arily* Also, some defendants'are unwilli.ng to discuss 

honestly the facts of the charge and in such 'cases diversion 

is refused for lack of motivation. 

No formal studies have been made of the performance 

of defendants placed on this, form of "probation. The 

impressions of persons associated with the program are that 

recidi vism rates are ,;Low. At least this program, c3S does 

the Boys Court, avoids undesirable convictions. 

Court Employment Programs 

Informal diversion programs provide conditional dis

mis~als w~th minimal supervision to defendants with minor 

prior records w~o are charged with non-serious offenses. 

Newer, more structured diversion progr~s provide exten

si ve· services to similar types of defendants. 

The most popular new format is the court employment 

program. The approach was initiated by the Vera Institute 
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, 
in !-1anhattan and Project Crossroads in the District ofa 

Col umbia ill 05 and is now us ed in over thirty cities. Its' 
I 
1 ' utiliza t±,bn was stimulated by grant pr~grams of the U. s. 

Departmenit . of Labor and the Law Enforcement Assistance 

Administr:ation~ 

In court employment programs, potential"participants 

are identified by project screeners. Admission results 

from appliccation of formal criteria and interaction among 

project s;ta:l;f, prosecutorial and judicial officials, and 

the defendant. IJpon admlssion, charges are continued 

during a specified period of job counseling and placement. 

Dismissal qt ch~rges is customary after succ~ssful completion 

of the te:on. Unsuccessful participants are returned to 

court ~or Btosecution. 

We vi!~it~d sEiveral cs;>urt employment prtpgrams. One 
I 

program wa.s examined in depth and provides a' focal point 

for discussion. This project is Operation Df3 Novo in 

Hennepin County, Minnesota. Although there are some 
;~'''\ 

[}Jferences; between Operation De NoV? and other employment 

prog:rams, it~i operat.ing characteristics are illustrative 

Operat',iqn De Novo was begun under a"$7'~,OOO grant 
1,\ 

from the U. S .~Department of Labor. The Minnl~apoli:s Urban 

Coali tion prc'v':~ded local sponsorship. 
I 
1\ 

average of 20;-~l5 defendants per month.' 
-\\ 

) 
\ 
II 
\\ 
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, 
Selection of Clients 

a. De Novo 
Operation De Novo obtains clients for diversion by 

screening all complaints coming through the criminal 
\\\ 

cour~s, prior to and shortly after arraignment. The-

initial screening tool is a bail report prepared for 

each defendant prior to his initial court appearance. 

A summary review of these reports eliminates roost defen-

dants. For those indicated as potentially eligibl~ for 

release on bail, prior record and current employmept 

status are then considered. 
(: 

If this closer examiniation reveals t.hat thp. de fen-
. . 

cant may be eligible for De Novo, a visual observation is 

made of his actions during arraignment. This is followed 

by a review of the prosecutor's file and, for appropriate 
)'C 

\) 
defendants, an interview with the defendant and his lawyer. 

Fewer than half of the defendants interviewed are accepted. 

Cases selected for diversion by the scr~~ners must be 

approved by the assistant prosecutor involved in the case 

and by the assistant in charge of criminal matters in the 

prosecutor's office. 

All dec±sions are colored by pragmatic evaluations of 

which cases are acceptable to the prosecutor. As a result ex

clus'ion criteria based primaril-x on counseling considerations 
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are difficult: to identify. However, three admission criteria 

apPCl;rently are premised primarily on counseling factors. 
f 

First, the d'e:f.endant must be motivated for counseling and 
;:0 

demonstrate a willingness to seek better employment and 

improvement in lifest:yle. +1 Second, since counseling is 

directed at employment placement, the defendant must be 

unemployed or underemployed. Third, De Novo does not accept 

defendants with problems of drug addiction, alcoholism or 

chronic mental. disorder because the program believes that 
D 

itscounselinsr pr<?cedures would be~~~ective for these 0 
= 

defendants.l. 06 

107 The empl.oymen t. cri taria has been strictly enforced •. 

However, shortly before our visit, De Novo received pressure, 

to provide di v'ersion for defendants who were not underemployed. 
" . 

This pressure ca:n~ .!::o~ defense ~.tt,C?.:~eys wilo suggested, 

equal protection objections and from criminal justice 
(') . 

officials who believed that d;j.version was an approprJ.ate 
' .. 

disposition'for many defendants rejected by De Novo. vAs a 

result, De Novo' developed. a diversion program premised on 

restitution and available to defendants with no employment 

,i! 

'. ~ . ::': /'~ ... f~:~f1.:"~::.::, ,~ limitations. [~\ 

One criterion enforced during theOscreening process 

reflects a con~ination of program and prosecutor views. 
.'.\ 

The formal program criterion accepts defendants witpout 
(J 
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, 
a maximum'age limit, but defe~dants are more readily 

/,' 
~cepted if they ~re 

J!''-, 

under 30 y~Ars of age. In part this 

is in response to prosecutor I s views that youn!37=r individuals 

are less seriously criminal. Equally important, young 

adult offenders are more marketalblefor employment, ID.?re 

likely to be unemployed at arrest, and may be more motivated 

to'improve their employment 'status. 108 Only.IO% of the 
.. 

actual participants are above 300 // 
Ii 

In accepting a high' ratio of unemploYE\d defendants, 
D \ 

De Novo selects a high risk counseling popula'tiQ~.· ij'rom 

the perspective of the criminal seriousness of both the 
/i 

defendant and his alleged act, however, the; sc~ceeJ:'ling 

approach is gen,erallyi) cons!arvat'ive. The' conservative 
" 

approach is dictated by attitudes of local officials. 

. Nevertheless, the history of D~ Novo reflects a limited 

• 

• 

• 

expansion of applicability. 

Initially Operation D.e Novo was limited to first 

offenders. AddJtionally, forma.l criteria eX,cluded felonies, 
CI 

crimes involving violence and acts dangerous to other 

. persons. 

:. ,J}le prior record restriction was abandoned quite 
--'j" 

early!, It was found to be unnecessarily restrictive poth;' 

in terms of couris.eling objectives and, more importantly, 

iR terms of tJie seriousness of offense. and the criminality 

(,) 
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of) offender. Under" current practice, defendants with 
c' 

• c 
minor prior records are accepted. Overall, 59% of the 

') 

participants have no prior record and another 20% h'a~e .. 
only a juvenile court record~ The largest number of reported 

• I: 

prior offenses are alcohol violations and misdemeanor crimes 

against property. Prior felony records appear for only 10% 
, i 

of the participants and those seldom invol"ve crimep against 
, 

persons •. 
\ \' ~< ~,\. -, 

Surprisingly, over 40%' of the prior offenses resulted' 

in incarceration" However, although npt specifically repor~d 

, the terms of inc~r~~Lation were probabty brief. 
'" 

" , 

, Within one,.~ear of the initiation:,,;of' Opera·tion· .. · ., " ---.-- .'. -
r ~ 0 ~ 

De Novo, di v~~ ·:i.i.c;"'( 1f defendants charged" with felonies was 
\,,\ ~. r) Li<, 

permiti~d. 'l~~l.bd"'-·~tension reflects the growing acceptance \( 
I{ 

:-; ofl?2~ Novo among crimina'~~ justice officials. The J?rogram' s 

. ~services,appear to be. effective in h,~lping partigipants r "J" • ' 

',,"=,i restructure their lives around new employm~'nf" possibilities. 

.~> ' 

Equally important, De Novo requires strict compli€nce with 

program activities before recommending dismissal of charges 

and rates of 'rearrest while in' the, program ,are 10\,1., 

Screening of felony cases is more stringent than ltlis
, 109 

demeanors. Minor misdemeanant offenders are accepted if the 
, -

"qurrent offense qualifies, if the defendant" is emplqyable and 
o 
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if he has the appropriate motivation .• Selection of felony 
(:' 

defendants involves, in addition, a car~ful assessment of 
~ .... 

the defendant's personality and attitudes, as .well as the 

nature of the alleged criminal acte 

. The current felony intake of Operation De Novo is 

high. In some.months, more than :tlalf of the newly diverted 

defendants have been charged with felonies. Virtually 

=,Coc,' , all such offenses. are crimes against property, with forgery, 

,. theft and possession of stolen property predominating. 

The growing confidence of criminal justice officials 

in the program has also resulted' in a relaxation of 

.restrictions against crimes which injure or threaten injury 
'. 

to the victim. A number of de fenda:p,ts" charged ~/d th rnino;t" 

assault are now diverted. Even some robbery defendants 

hqve been diverted. In these cases, diversion occurred 

only where there was no injury to the defendant. 

In Minneapolis the courts seldom exercise discretion 
\~ 

in' p~rmitting or denying diversion. In selecting defendants, 

th~ project deals primarily with the prosecutor's staff. 

Individual assistant prosecutors apply different standards 
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for participation. This detennination which is-essentially 

subjective, is most important with respect to felony 

(y charges., Overall, however, outright refusals of prosecu-

• 

• 

tors to pennit diversion are infrequent, because of the 

care taken by screeners in selecting defendants and their 

ability to predict prosecutor policies. 

Cases selected for diversion must be appro'ved by the 
" '\ 

assistant prosecutor in charge of the case and by the 
;l 

supervisor of the criminal divis~6n. Since the supervisor n ~ 

• will seldom permit diversion of cases ir..volving physical 

injury to the victim or the use of a'deadly weapon, diver

-.--,',-- ,.' -, sion is infrequen:t;ly recommended for such crimes • 
.. /) 

• One factortendI'ng to stregthen prosecutor reluctance< 

• 

• 

• 

• 

...,.~---

·to allow diversion is the presence of a post-conviction 

~ool which permits modification of convictions. The 

procedure involves a stay of the imposition of sentence 

. . d f b' .. 110 s' pend1ng a per10 0 pro at10nary superv1s1on. uccess- " 

ful completion of the supervisi.on results in reduction of 

felony charges to misdemeanors. This proced~ure may be::;' 

preferred to diversion because it provides tighter control 
c 

of the defendant and because the ,=p~rioa of supervision is deter-

mined by the sentencing officials, not the supervisory agency. '~ 
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Defendants and defense attorneys are highly favorable 
";) , 

-to the use of De Novo. Except for 'outright dismissal or .. 
acquittal, it is the most lenient disposition f;om a defense 

perspective. It is preferable to the procedure ,which reduces 

felony charges in that successful completion of the program 

results in dismissal of charges. , 

b. Other Programs 

The patterns in De Novo are repeated in other court 

.employment progr9,ms. The trend towards expansion of general 

ca,tegories of offenses and offenders is clearly present 

in other programs. The Boston employment program, for 

example, was initially limited to young adults (17-19 years 

of age) charged with misdemeanor offenses. Th,e program now 

is per~itted to take defendants in selected felony cases. 

In the Manhattan program, initial restrictions limited 

diversion to 'young adults and minor cha:t:ges. Both the age 

and offense limits have been, relaxed. The Manhattan program, 

one of the oldest of the employment proej'rams, now receives 

some crimes of violence. 

This expansion pattern is best qescribed as the result 

of growing confidence of crimipal justice officials in 
',I 

the 'services provided. An important element is the" generally 

,high quality and intensity of services, which is oft'~::m in 
\, \ 

--'~ l, 

direct contrast to the limited services and lower quality 
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of overloaded correctional procedures. Equally important, 

in each employment program visited, parti<;:ipation in diver

sion is not a "free ride." Performance requirements are 

strictly enforce~ and many participants are returned to 

court for failure to comply. 

As· in De Novo, in other- cities visited the expansion 

is' confip:ed to situ2.tions in which the alleged act or the 
j", ~ .:1 

background of the defendant suggest the desirability of 

leniency. The expansion can result from changes ininsti-

tutional or individual perceptions. Atti1;udes of individual 

communities within a city often influence both initial 

poli,cies and the extent of expansion. Opinions of individual " 

assista.nt prosecutors and judges vary; one may perm;i..t diversion,,'; 

of a case which another will not. Despite expansion, certain 

?rimes such as armed (,rObbery, hom~cide or ~erious assault 

under aggravating cii~9,~stances are virtually neVer divsrted. 

Diversion of property crimes is most frequent. 

There are indications in other programs that counseli~g 

success is greater for defendants charged with more serious 

crimes. III In New York defendants charged with ordinance 

. violat:Lonsc, had low rates of counseling success, p:r'esumably 

be,cause they lack incentive to pa~ticipate. Also, for 

i' 
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~ minor charges, the benefits to defendants of obtaining 

a dismis~al are less and they may be reluctant to partici

pate. For example, in New York, marijuana· possession, first 
, " 

offenders are often reluctant to enter the programs. New 

York statutes allow continuance and eventual dismissal 

after a,period of good behavior for these defendants and 

defendants eligible for this procedure most o.ften refuse 

to enter an employment program. 112 

Services 

a. De Novo 
Defendants selected and approved for diversion in 

De Novo must sign waivers of speedy trial ~ights ~nd state 

a willingness to cooperate. They then appear before the 

criminal court and receive a continuance of the charges 
. 
for six months. Other employment programs typicall~ 

provide only a 90-day continuance. 

Participants are taken to the De Novo offices by the 

project screeners. A brief interview with the project intake 

coordinator further explains the nature of the program. 

The participant is then referred to one of the counselors 
,t:~~· ~· .. · .. o·~ .. ·::;.r: J':~;''fo ";. - ',; /. ·.1:~';.:!-"'·~ ":.; 

• .' who is primarily responsible for' placement and training 

activities. 

• 
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De Novo currently employs nine counselors. Five of 
, r 

the counselors are ex-offenders with no formal counseling 

training. Since the main objective of the programs is job 
, 

placeme~t, formal training is often not essential. Its 

absence is off-set by enthusiasm and an abili~y to relate to 

the clients may be more important. In addition, in Operation 

De Novo, supervision by trained personnel supplements the 

ex-offender staff. 

Counselor contacts with De NovoparticipaJts 'average 

one-half hour per week. Specific arrangements are flexible. 

Much of the activity is concentrated in thA early periods 

. ,., pt. program participation, during which, app1;i,tude tests and 
.. I. ",.";"JI.'-.,j,f:l.. ~. .J' ~ .. ,., .;.." ,,,... , • • -

personal conversations establish a program to be followed ',,

in later placement activ,ities. 

Since the bulk of the participants are unemployed at 

entry they frequently require immediate financial assistance 
<;> . 

" ' -~~' 'during evaluation and placement ?lcti vi ties. De Novo maintains 

a financial assistanCe Gfund from which small amounts of 
~ 

eI~}'gtgen~\ financial assistance are giv~n or loaned' to clients. 
{ ,,' \' .. 

O,~er one-fo~~th of the part~c~pants are referred, to outsid,e \, ' 

age~ci.es to mee~subsistence needs. Placement in part-time 

'or temporary employment, often through youth Corps programs, 

is also used for this purpose., 
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Extrants in De Novo often lack even basic vocational 

skills and De Novo utilizes educational and job training 

referrals to increase the participants' capabilities. Over 
t 

20% of the participants are referred to educational services. 

For most this is at the high school levelifor some 1;he 

educational needs are even more elementa"ry. 
·1 

Job traini'ng referrals occur for 17% of the partici~ants. 

Most such referrals involve clerical or service occupation 

training. The extent to which training programs are utilized 

1S limited by the staff "view that the benefits received and 

the likelihood of client retention of such posts are specu-

lative. In addition to referrals, De Novo'employs'two tutors 

on a part-time basis whose primary function is to teach basic 

job obtaining and retention skills. Discussions relate to 

.. ;such simple functions such as completing application forms 

and using an alarm clock to ensure punctuality. 

Job placement referrals are made for almost 70% of 

the participants. Many referrals do not result in placement, 

but mos~ of the persons for whom employment is sought are 

eventually placed • 

. Rates of job retention are low. Almost half of the 

participants for whom placement is obtained require second, 

:, fli'ird or more placements. Failure to retain a position 

results from a number of factors. Even with the incentive 
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of avoiding conviction, many clients lose interest in the 

low-paying jobs they obtain. Inadequate ~rnployment skills 

often lead to termination. Finally, many employers are willing , 

to accept such employees in principle, but do not tolerate 

them in fact. , 

In making employment. referrals, the counseling staff 

has developed a lis·t of employers who are willing to hire 

De Novo clients, and relies on certain employers found by 

experience to be more 

clients. At first De 

likely to accePt)~nd retain referred 

Novo also' utiliZe'~ the Minnes,ota Job 
)j 
':, 

Bank listing of employment openings, bu"q. discontinued its 

use when procedures of this system ,\iere altered to include· 

extensive data coll!=:ction and retention concerning individual 
}~ 

users. 

The emphasis of employment referrals is necessarily on 

low-paying positions. Most of the placements are at wages of 

under $2.50 per hour. 

b. Other programs. 

As with respect to screening fu~ctions, the operational 

characteristics of De Novo in the service area are similar to 

\ 

thos"e noted in other programs. The primary point of difference 

is that other programs utilize a standard,90-day continuance 

of charges. However, services delivered and methods of 

delivery are relatively consistent among the programs. 

· .... 131a-
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The use of ex-offenders, ex-addicts and other "street 

people" is counseling positions was initiated by the Manhattan 

• 

• 

• 

<> • I 

d . 1 d d fl' t' 113 program an ~s common y regar e as success u ~nnova ~on. 

The ability of such counselors to relate to the clie~ts and 

the enthusiasm which they bring to their tasks off-sets the 

o lack of formal training. However, several programs report 

a need for intensive screening of applicants for counseling 

positions in order to make the innovation \'lOrk. 

Similarly, thepattern of low educational development 

and low einployment ~kills is encountered in other programs. 

,-.. '--'" As in "De Novo, it results in a pattern of frequent attempts 

• 'anf failures to place clients before a final referral is 

. completed. 114 

'. 

• Measures of success 

a. De Novo 

• 
At the close of the period specified in ths:.~lnitial 

ucontinuance, successful participants are returned to court. 

• 

• 
-132-
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In some,cases, additional continuances are requested in 

order ,to complete counselin~r and placement ·work. Unsuccess-

ful participants may be ter.mined and returned to court for 
r 

prosecution at any point during their contact with De Novo. 

As with the initial decision to divert, judges regard 

the dismissal decision as essentially a prosecutori~l func-. " 

tion. The prosecutor, in tur~, accepts Operation De Novo 

recommendations in virtually all cases--there has been 

only one refusal to dismiss. This acceptance of recommenda

tions is a derivative of two factors--initial decisions to 

divert reflect prosecutorial policies and dismissal recom

menda'tions follow conservative practices. 

Decisions to terminate participants without a 

recommendation for dismissal are largely at the discretion 

of the project staff. S~~ghtly more than 30% 9f the 
' . . ' 

",participants are terminated as unsuccess.ful. The most often 
I' ~. • 

st~ted reasons are re-arrest, lack of cooperation and 

absconding from the program. The latter accounts for ro~ghly 

40% of the terminations. Re-arrest accounts for another 20%. 

However, one-third of the defendants who were arrested while 

in the program were not terminated. If the rearrest does 

not corne to the attention of the prosecutor or, when it does, 

. Oif, the prosecutor does not demand termination, the staff 'may 

~etain the defendant in the program if it is satisfied'~ith 
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the qua~ity of the client's participation. Similarly, . 
terminations('for lack of cooperation depend on subjective 

,. (" 
'1. 1 

jUdg.!ments. Despite some flexib~lity, De Novo's director 

d 'b t 't' t" 11 t' . 11
115 

escr~ es er.m~na ~on prac ~ces as conserva ~ve. 

The rate of arrest for De Novo clients during prograril 

part::icipation is over 15%. However I most of the arre'sts 

ar~ for minor charges and convictions occur for approximately 

half of these participants. No data is available concerning 

arrest rates fo,t a comparable defendant population during 

the six month perioe following filing of charges. 

De Novo's impact on recidivism is ur..c1ear. The program 

has not been in operation for a sufficie~t1y long period of 

t.ime to develop to '.lolfr-up comparisons of recidivism betw'een 

participants \~nd a selected control group. HO\,lev~r, in a c> 

three-month follow-up of successful completions, a recidivism 

~ateof roughly 10% has been noted. 
~, . 

Operation De Novo produ~~,,~d an over 30% increase in 

employment among successful participants. However, while 

71% of participants reported some employment during the 

first three months after the program, only 53% were employed 

at the end o£ the three-month period.1l6 Almost one-half 

of them were holding jobs other than those with which they 

left the p~ogram. v 

Operation De Novo costs roughly %700 per client. This 
117 

is similar to the costs for other employment programs,· 

and is less than the average cost of probation counseling. 
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b. Other pl:ograms 

As, 'in other respects, De Novo is similar to other 

employment programs visited in both the standards used 

to measure success and the program's performance along 
I 

these standards. Other employment programs visited 

terminate between 30 and 40% of all participants with?ut 

a recommendation for dismissal. The standards for unfavor

able termination are applied on a flexible, 'discretionary. 

basis by program staff and ," despi tfr the flexibility, 

application is generally described as consj"l)vative or 
,~ 

strict. Lack \ef cooperation, rather- than any firm'i.l1tandard 

such as re-arrest, is the most frequent explanation for 
. . 118 

term~nat~on. 

The pattern of compliance with dismissal recommendations 
-LJ 

in De Novo is common to most employment programs. In o 

~everal programs, the staff view the dismissals as essential 

to maintaining the integrity of the program and the client 

incentive to participate. If prosecutors or judges are 
= 

reluctan~ to comply with the recommendations, strong 
r; 

efforts are made to persuade them. The problem is minimized (l 

by prosecutorial and judicial partici~ation in the initial 

o 

\ 

(\ 

decision. Nevertheless, re:n::usals to dismiss do occur. For example, 

in one city, one judge routinely refuses to grant dismissals ,--
\:) 

believing that, despite successful p,articipation, a criminal 
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act requires a qrri.minal .conviction.. :Ph another program, 

le~s than 50% of successful participant9 receive dismissals. , 
Again, judj,.cial atti·t:udes are the important factor. 119 

Most other employment programs report lower arrest 

rates during program participation than the over 15% 

rate in De Novo. For example, the arrest rate in the 
". ", 120 

.,Manhatt:J:lU program ~s under 5%. The explanation of this 

disparity is not clear. ,Most likelYI it relates to the 

fact that De Novo participation last~\ six months, while 

other program~ retain participantil fdr only three months. 
\ I, 

Also, De Novo I s counseling services are less intense than' .. 
other programs; roughly the same amount of service ,is 

delivered In th:t'ee months in other programs as is· delivered 

~\ during the six .,'tonth interval in De ~ovo :121 

In o~her employment programs evaluative studies have 

been conducted. While these 5.Uggest I on their surface, 

:reduced recidivism among successful pa~ticipa~ts in comparison 
,\ 

to a selected comparison group of non-partici.pating defen-

dants: methodological problems make the comparisons unreliable • 

The evaluative study conducted for the Manhattan program is 
; 122 

illustrative. The re-arrest records of all dismissed 

participants from the initial 23 months of the program were 

exa:nrlned. Of the total of 247 successful clients ," ?=e-a-rres't: 

'-data could be traced for 152. Also a sample of 100 unsuccessful 

partici~ants, matched according to initi~1 entry dates with I( 
. the 152 successf~1 clients was taken. 'Of the 100 terminated 
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defendants, rearrest'data could be traced for 62, and these 

constituted the study's terminated client population. Finally, 

to. construct a comparison group of defendants who had no 

contact with the program, court record~ were examined ,for 

a three-month period prior to the program. This examination 

yielded 150 persons who might have been eligible for the 

program. Of these, arrest data was traceable for 91 persons, 

and ·these for~Fd the control group. 

Rearrest information was compared for 12 and 18 month· 

periods following disposition of charges. The 12 mont;h 

comparison is noted below. l\ 

Date of project Re",,:,arrest 
entry Group # subjArt:E) Eercent 

n v 
control ,.91 31.9% 

initial 23 
months dismissed 152 15.8% 

teJ::111irlated 62 \c, .30.8% 

'''' \\ initial 13 dismissed 76 25.0% 
months . terminated 30 36.7% 

14':"23 months dismissed 76 6.6% 

terminated 32 25.0% 

Although it suggests lower recidivism for successfu~ 
.. 

partic;:ipa~tsl t.he study results are o.f 'm?!:~ginal value. The 

study included only those persons '~·for whom the~e was a 

possibility of tracing arr~st records through police data 
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facili ties _ In practice ,this excluded d'e~endan ts charged 

with offenses where finger prints are not routinely taken. 

The excluded offenses were minor violations suc~ as dis

orderly conduct and misdemeanor assault. The significance 

of this exclusion is that, as noted in the project reports, 

counseling is less effective in cases of minor violations 

because the defendant has less incentive to cooperate. 

E~ually important is the manner of recording later 

arrests for those l.lefendants studied. The study relied 

on police department searches of their own records. 

Offenses committed later that did not involve a finger-

printable crime may have been excluded. Also, it is-' not 

certain that all defendan'ts for \'lhom a search vIas requested 

could, be fully traced through police records .,123 , r 
..,1, " 

An additional} obvi6us limit;ation on the reliability 

of the study results involves the rationale for selecting 

a control group. The purpose of a control group was to 

provide a similar defendant population against whose 

recidivism the rearrest performance of successful clients, 

'could be cpmpared. The control group had similar prior 

reco~d, current charge, age, sex and race characteristics 

as did the successfully diverted defendants. However, 

successful diversion clients were first scrGened for 
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m;tivation and late~ in fact/adequately cooperated o 
_ (i) ,'" 

with the program for the full coun\seling te~. Neither of 
~---.,;.. . 

these steps could be simulated for members of the control 
,. 

group. As a result, there is the strong possibility that 

ft.he motivational differences betvleen the two-groups-explains 
I' 

all or most of the lower recidivism. 

A related problem is that program screening in Manhattan 
J;~":~--:--' ,-':2 

eliminated defendants with drug",:iproblems because they were . ' 

regarded as poorer counseling risks. The screening proces~) 

included both interviews with potentially eligible defendapts 

and a review of their prior record. Even with this screening, 

one-fourth of the defendants accepted during the first year 
. .... ~. 

h d' d bl ~ .124~ +h tIl +h . a rug pro enL.. _or _.e con ro group, on y ... e pr~or 

record could be revie~led I and it is likely that this group 
• 

included more drug users than did the successf,ul client 

population. '. 

Operation Hidwa:y 

In the cQunseling and treatment diversion programs 

discussed previously, virtually all successful participants 
. . . 

received dismissals. These programs· involved prosecutorial 0 

.or jUdicial domination of decisions concerning program 

entry. Di versioI:l, caseloads \V'ere comprised of low.priori ty, 

nonserious offenses. 
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'.I\his section discusses a non-statute diversion program 

in which these officials play a secondary role in determining 

the eligibility of individual defendants. The program is 

entitled Operation Midway ,and 
/ J 

was developed by'the Nassau 
L 

County Probation Department 
.~j 

" . ,/ ~ f 

125 under an LEM grant. " 

Eligibility decisions are made by the counseling 

staff under guidelines formulated by the program, the 
~";-. 

District Attorney and criminal court judge. Prosecutor 

approval for specific defendants is granted pro forma. 

~lthough;the entry decision is thus essentially a correctional 

function, the counseling staff attempts to predict prosecu

torial and judicial reactions to individual defendants in 

making these decisions. 

The policy decisions of the judge and prosecutor are 

exercised on individual defendants at the dispositional 

': level. on:LY one-half of the successful participants 

receive dismissals. For the remainder, the program's 

extensive pre-conviction correctional services play an 
" . 

important role in plea bargaini~g and sentencing decisions. 

Defendant~ faced with possible felony convictions 
,,~;:-:-:::::::,:,. 

are often willing to apply for Mid\'.7ay<d/espit,e the uncertainty 
c li/ • . ',~ ( ... ) 

of 'obtaining eventual dismissal and i~the fact {hat counseling 

~ay last for more than one yea~. On the other hand, the 

prosecutor does not resist the program, largely because it 

~::~ 
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places the defendant under close su'!;?ervision of an accepted 
\ .. "j ; 

" criminal justice agency and does not preclude eventual 

conviction in serious cases. 

'Structure 

Operation l-lidway offers in:tensi ve, varied counseling 

to selected felony defendants on a non-institutional 

format. PioseC!.ution is deferred for up to one ,year for 

selected defendants. Eligible defendants must be betvleen 

sixteen and twenty-five years of age and reside in Nassau 

County. At' the outset, all felony charges other than 

homicides were considered eligible for. participation. 

Recently I at the urging of the Nassau' County Distr'ict 

Attorney, some felonious sales of narcotic drugs have been-
" 

exc.luded • 

'. Application for admission to Operat~bn Midway is made 

by formal motion of the defendant withintthirty days of 

inqictment. A Mid\,lay representative is assigned to the 
" 

court to asstst in identifying, eligible defendants. 

(1 
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The proportion of potentially defendants who 

actually apply for the program is uncertain. Estimates 

range from thirty percent to fifty percent. Reasons for 

failing to apply vary, but an important factor is the 

defendant!s expectation of lenient disposition through 

t~aditional processes. Counselors in Operation Midway 

suggested that applications are more frequent when the 

defendant has little chance of. successfully defending 
n 

against the charges or anticipates a harsh disposition. 

One defense attorney suggested that a lenient plea 
r( 

bargain offer~io~ even tpe expectation o~ such an offer, 

reduces the defendant's motivation to participate~ 

Even after a. motion for admission is filed, a lenient 

disposition offer might result in withdrawal of the motion • 
• 

Six percent of the applications for Midway were withdrawn 

'by the defendant. Some of these withdrawals were inte~ded 

to avoid the potential negative implications of a"rejec-

tion by the Midway staff. This practice occurred especially 
I' 

dpring the early period of the project. It was~discontinued 

when "defense attorneys were convinced that a rejection 

would not be ~eld against the defendant. In other cases 

the motion was withdrawn becaupe of a plea bargain. For 
, \11 

example, in a case involving possession of, a narcotic 

drug ,the' motion was wi thdra''ln and the defendant pleaded 
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guilty to loitering. 1he defendant's motion had been 

favorably received by the Midway staff. 

A motion for admission to Operation Midway ifitiates 
J:; ,. /) 

a screening process which, in theory, involves Mi:dway 

staff, the District Attorney, and the judge. In practice, 

however, applications are approved if the Midway staff so 

recommends. The District Attorney's office plays a passive 

role, resulting from the trust that has developed in the 
--I!'. 

perfoimante' of the Midway staff .. o The prosecutor IS willing-

ness to accept a Midway recommendation is also facilitated 

by the fact that admission to the program does not bind 

the prosecutor to agree to a dismis~al following successful 

completion and the fact that Midway is opcidted by the 

Nassau County Probation Department, an agency ''lith 

demonstrated competence in supervising criminals. 

Roughly fifty percent of all applications are r~jected 

by the Midway staff. The formal criteria for eligibility 

a.re th,~ age and charge limitations noted above and a 

timely filing of a motion. Since few applications are 

filed \"lhich do not comply with these formal criteria ,the 

more important reasons for rejection are the subjective 

criteria enforced by the staff. 

Thirty-five percent of all rejections occur because of 
. "" caseload considerations. The majority of these'are designed 

to maintain the low client-counselor ratio whlch Hidway 
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regards as essential to delivery of intensive probation , 
services. Initially, counselor caseloads' w'ere limited 

" 

to 25 blients per counselor, but this rat~~ was later 

reduced to 20 clients per counselor to ensure frequent 

contact. An addiiHonal caseload considertltion is the 

desire of the program to retain a balanCE! between drug-

related and other offenses. Because of the age limitations 

of the eligible population, a majority of the applications 

involve drug offenses. Rejections occur to limit the pro-

portion of dr~g offemders in the program to approximately 

40%. 

The screening process involves intezvie\""s of defendants 

by members of the counseling staff. 
o 

The intervi€:\vs, which 

are extensive and may invol,re discussions with the arresting 

officer, seek to determine the applicant's motivation for 

treatment and the overall nature of his problem. Psychiatric 

. or other testing procedu~es are occasionally used during 

screening. Applicants may be rejected for failure to 

cooperate with the interview process or because they fail' 

to display adequate motivation for treatment. Rejections 

may also occur when the preliminary assessment suggests 

ei:ther that care other than that available in 1-1idway will 

be of most benefit to the defendant, or that the defendant 

is already under the care or. supervision of another agency. 
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Operation Midway is not limited to first offenders, C:1
/ (j 

and over fifty percent of the accepted clients have prior 

records. However, if the appli':;::ant's prior record is 
r 

lengthy or indicates progressively worsening criminal 

behavior he may be rejected. 

None of these criteria are inflexib1e:1~6 The manner 

in-which they are applied in making specific screening 

decisions varies. An il'lustrative rejected application 

suggests the interplay. 
.,.':;> ..... 

Defendant A ,vas charged ,vi th possession 
and sale of marijuana. He had two recent 
convictions on drug charges, serving a . 
two year sentence in one case. Another 
drug case was pending against him. Inter
views established that the defendant exneri
mented with "virtually every kr.o;;;'1 na.rcGtic .. 
drug." No strong motivation for treatment 
was noted. Hidway reconunended that the 
court reject the defendant's motion. The 
counselor noted that "the interests of 
society and of this individual would best 
be served by confinement in a residential . 
setting where his deep-seated drug addic
tion would receive the intensive care and 
therapy indicated." 

On occasion, the judge refers a defendant to Mi~way , 

although the defendant's prior record would otherwise suggest 

exclusion.. This occurs because the judge believes that the 

defendant might, benefit from Midway's &ervices. In such 

circumstances, the '~referred defendant may be accepted by 

the program with some reluctance. 
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Application of these criteria produde a selected, 

intermediate risk caseload. Most clients are from lower 

middle class backgrounds. The median age is nineteen 
• 

years. The program is not limited to persons with minor 

prior records and participants have frequently been c~arged 

with serious felonies. l27 On the other nand, persons'with 
. 

lengthy criminal records suggesting hardened criminality, 

severe addiction problems, or serious emotional disorders 

are exluded by the counseling staff. 

Counselinc;r. 

The Mid\'lay staff consists of thirteen counselors. 

Their caseloads are limited to roughly one-third of the 

~ormal probation caseload in Nassau County. Unlike in 
~ . 
'employment programs, Midway counselors are trained probation 

workers. Cost per client is roughly twice the cost of 

probation supervision. 

The services provided to clients are varied and 

individualized. The counselors make 'extensive use of 

intelligence, vocational and other testing and frequent 

contact is maintained with the client and his family. 

Funds_are available to support clients in vocational training 
.~v 

services, Also the defense attorney is encouraged to remain 
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in close' contact with his client and the p'rog:t'am. 

Participants are required to comply w.ith five rules 

of behavior. 'J.'hey must refrain from violations of law, 
I 

maintain residence in the county, report changes of address, 

keep appointments and submit to psychiatric and medic;l 

tests as instructed. These rules are loosely enforced and 

l ' d t t t' 11 1 d t t ' , 128 noncomp 1ance oes no au oma 1ca y ea 0 erm1nat10no . 

The services produce changes in the cf1ient' s lifestyle, 

or equip him with the capacity to function in his current 

situation. Two illustrative client histor:ies d~monstrate 

the diversity of the approach •. 
f~"'--i 

. I~r-~'.y 

, . _ .. ",""" ~ ... ~ . ,., ..... <-~ .. 
'." '. 

Defendant B; Defendant ",as seventeen 
years olci. He ",as charged with burglary· 
and petty larceny. H~ had two prior adjudi-

·cations as a juvenile delinquent (both invol
ving burglary), one conviction for possession 
of stolen property and t'\'lO arrest$ (both ' 
diJsmissed) for burglary. 

His family environment ''la.s poor. The' , . 
mother was dominant and possessive. The' 
father had alcohol problems. His attitude 
was to blame others for his problems. 

Defendant entered the program while in" 
jail. Testing indica.ted average intelligence 
and attitude problems. Early p~rformance in. 
program was ,marginal. There werefaiJ.ures to 
keep appoinfments and general 4isinterest. 

.--:"'-:; I) . " 

Problems ~~ family ccntinued. 
~;-::---

Gradully, counseling built a new attitude. 
Defendant obtained employment at a gas station. 
Independence developed from parents. CQJitinlied 
assistance obtained. employment at a hospital. 
Defendant married. Participates in Fortune 
Society. 
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Defenda!:'~;'; C: Defendant was twenty-Wur 

years old. H~was single and a college graduate. 
Li ved in county for eight months. Charge \'las 

}'possession of a dangerous drug. Prior record 
of drug offenses. 

f 

Testing established C to be in the upper 
one-third in intelligence. He had some involve
ment in hippie culture. He suffered from a 
speech impediment (stutter). Future plans were 
ambiguous. 

Midway arranged speech' and hearing evalua
tions for the defendant. These revealed no 
emotional cause. Defendant was placed in an 

;;!o;raJ. communications course. His speech 
difficulty improved. 

During preliminary portions of the 
program defendant held sev~ral jobs. Testing 
and ~nterviews revealed an aptitude and interest 
in a legal career. Defendant applies to law 
school. Career plans chrystallize. Refrains 
from use of drugs. 

The initial intent of the Midway planners \'las to 

establish this program as a crisis intervention service 

utilizing the trauma of arrest as an opportunity to reach 

the defendant's underlying problems. However, proceaural 

prohlems preventec;l the program from reaching defendants 

shortly after arrest. Arraignment on an indictment was 

chosen as the earliest fea,;Sible contact point. 

The counselors adopt what they refer to as a client 
. 

advocate role. In many cases this rol~ is manifest in 

arranging dispositions for successful participants. This 

is discussed in the next sect~on. The advocate role is 

also manifest in the treatment and counseling services 

of the program. 
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Th~ basic counseling attitude is that ~he crime 

charged is a product ()f broader maladjustments in the 

individual's life. The counselors seek to remedy /chese 
IV' . , ' ~ 

maladjustments by affirm~tive(~ction. Several illustra-

tive ex~mples of the resultant practice are instructive. 

.. . 

a. Client was frightened bf his 
first contact with college. Counselor drove 
him to school and assisted him in settting 
in a dormitory and during orientation. 

b. Client discouraged by administration 
of Welfare Department •. Counselor accompa~ied 

-him to intake and secured services. 

c. Client involved in fight wi tl1\"'\' t\'l0 t) 
men and charged with assault. Receive, summons 
although police ,and District Attorney ,~garded 
charge as inappropriate~' Counselor appeard 
with client in court and explained Lo. new 
assistant District Attorney that prior District 
Attorney had promised dismissal. Client 
received a dismissal. 

d. Client's employment teriminated because 
of arrest (on \'lhich Midway entry \-las based) • 
Midway officer met ~vith employer to have client 
re-instated. (129) ~ 

The rate of successful,completions for clients admitted 0 

to Operation Hidway is high. Only thirteen percent were 

returned to court as unsuccessful. The majority of the 

te~nationswere due to lack bf cooperation on the part 

of the defendant. 
.) 

(; 
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Although +earrest is not, in itself, a sufficient basis 
\ 

for termination, it does lead to an informal reassessment 
,~,-,-(\_, " ,", -
~-of ,tile clients' progress. This assessmen~ may resu~t in 

termination. However, at the time of our study, only 4% 

, of the participants had been rearrested while in the 

counseling program. 

,~" Nidway has been in operation for slightly more than 

two years. Since the treatment program averages t\velve 

months, few participants have been out of the program for 

an exten,ded period and an evaluative study of post program 

\l performance has not been completed. The data that does 

Ii ' 

• 

• 
~ '0 • 

" <? ',-

f) 

." 
• 

• 

e~ist is, ('t~CC~~JoreJ of uncertaih value, but doessu~~est 
': ~"\\) , . 

. ~~ h :~, \' " 
":::::, .... 'a. good per=o~.inc8. Only tr,.ree" of the SC·0,ZLttl~\ coutpleted-

-::....::,..:~J? \'<~ 

, participants have been re-arrested, and each was arrested 

~" 
on a minor·cfi~ge. Also, attitude tests administered to 

-. . 
some completed participai"tts indicate positive changes i'n 

compaX:,ison to similar tests administered at the outset of 
- ,', 

" t" t' 130 program,par ~c~pa ~on. 

Dis'posi tions 

"Following completion of the counseling period, the 

<J '" participant ~unctions without supervisi.on for one to two 
~ 

months. After this period is completed, a disposition 

t 
(> 
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conference and appearance is held in court. Project·" staff 

fil~s a re.conunended di.sposition £01: 
o 

.the·, de-fe·nda-n,::t=_"" -O~ ~[lhe·-'"" - ~;=-~=.oO-'--; __ "O-'O'"-~~=~'a-:-" 

eventual disposition is a result of interaction among the 

Midway counselor, the judge, an assistant District Attorney . " 

and the defense attorney. 

The judge and the District Attorney'.s office are 

inactive in the initial screen~ng decisions; they 

rely on responsible aqtion of the Midway staff to admit 

motivated applicants who fit the general criteria for 

admission: At the dispositional point, however, they 

as'sert their personal judgments concerning state 

o 

interests. , 
C':;, -..... , 

The Midway s'caff believes that' successfuJ. participa .... 

tion in the program justifies dismissal of charges. The 

judge and the District Attorney; on the other hand, take 

the position that, if the crime charged, .is serious, convic-
IJ 

tion of some offense. is required •. Refusals to permit dis";:' 

missal occur in drug sale cases, robbery and crimes against 

. persons. They also occur in other crimes': where there are 

aggravating circumstances. Overall, .slightly more than 

fifty percent of the successful participants receive 

dismissals. 

Dismissals are never grant~d in drug sale cases. At 

the point of our visit, sale cases wel:'e newly excluded from 

.... lSl-
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Operation Midway. There is :some question as to whether 

.--cthis e;'~l~~i~n appli:,~s onl'y to persons involved in large 

sales, or to all defendants charged \,li th sale. 'I Regardless, 
'." 

in practice, 'the District Attorney requires a conviction . "~. ". ,. 

on at least a minor charge in all gale cases. 
.- . 

1 Defendant D had been charged wit-h pos-
,session and sale of LSD. He was in, t~?te. program 
'for twelve months .. The Midway re'co:rnrn(\n'da-
tion was dismissal. It de~cribed the;~efen
dant as a nineteen year old, alien youth. He 
had become involved in the drug culture. During 
the program he developed indep€ndelyce from this 

,.,influence and obtained employment ~~ / He was more 
""acclimated to our society.', I! 

// 
In .the case of Defendant D, the DistrUct Attorney did 

,I 0 

·net fol10\1. the ~1id\-'lay recoTIUl1.endation. A J?laa to di sorderly 

conduct was entered. The defendant received an unconditional 

(I 

discha~ge (disposition amounting to conviction, but with ~ 

"F ".~...., 

no sentence). 

Charges of crimes against property are dismissed if 

there are no aggravating circumstances. Crimes against 

'persons are never-dismissed. 

Most often refusal to offer a dismissal originates 

with ~he District Attorney. However, the judge"s view of 

these crimes is often similar to that of the District . 
Attorney<?nd occasionally ,is more severe-~ 

, Defendant E was char3'ed with'armed.robbery • 
. Midway repommended a .. reduced charge. The 
District Attorney ~greed to a plea to a 

, :....~ .. - . ~- . .. .... -
... ~ .. ..,...._' ,.·~o",,· ......... ...: .. -_''' ..... ,''''~,_, ~~ ...... ·_ •• ~ti·: ~'~ \. 
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\ misdemeanor. The court refused' the plea, 
reau~ r:i TIcr _i n __ ._~.+_e_",A._,- ... ;l., ~D.lP;'lt-f"J, -::\ - P,h",·:::<·'Q··-';;'-
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feiony. 

" 

, 
In disppsition proceedings l the Midway staff 

perform as advocates for the ',defendants.' The counselor 
/' ~~. 

b 'l d' 1 t' t' ·l:n.· Th d f d tt ecomes. ~nvo ve ~n p ea nego ~a ~on. e e en an s 

successful performance in Mid""ay is taken as a mitigating 

factor in both plea discussions and sentencing decisions.; 

For the successful clients who do not receive dis--

.. 
" 

missals, completiono.f Midway pro'cedures results in lenient 
+ ~ --'. •• ,. ". 

dispositions. None of the defendants were sentenced to 

incarceration and most received unconditional' dis'charges.' '", .. --

Most were permited to plead to misdemeanor or other minor 

charges. It is generally agreed that, in all cases, the 

disposi tion received ""as more lenient than vlould have '. 
been anticipated without" Midway. 

Dispositions of drug sales cases are illustrative: 

Crime on which. Convicted: 

Disorderly Conduct 6 cases 
Public Intoxication 1 case 

. . . 
Misdemeanor Possession 4 casee;"l 
Felony Possession 

0' 
2 ,,' cases ./z" 

r-;;::\~" 

13 cases 
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Sentence: 

Unctmdi tional Discharge 9 cases 

Conditional Discharge 1 case 
Probation 1 case 

Not Indicated 2 cases 

13 cases 

The project's role in plea bargaining varies. In 

some cases it amounts to little more than affirming that 
~. the defendant has progressed under HidvlaY' s guidance. In 

other. cases, the staff strongly urges leniency. 

The staff has modified its recommend:ltions in response 

to the perceived polici"es of the court and the District 

Attorney. In cases in which dismissal is unlikely. the. - .. ... .., 

staff recommend reduced charges. This occurs despite 

the fact that the staff most often believe that dismissal 

~re justified for successful participants. It occurs 

because the staff believe this modification is necessary 

to maintain their credibility in the eyes of the District 

Attorney. 

Summary 

.'. 
With the exception ,of the victims' interests, all of 

the discretionary judgmeJ;1ts which playa role in diversion 

practice are clearly operative in this .area. Judges and 
" 
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, 
prosecu~ors define some offenders and offenses as not 

seriously criminal and appropriate subjects for non-criminal 

disposition. In the absence of structured diversion programs, . 
I 

noncriminal dispositions include screening and unsupervis'ed 

diversion. When a structured program is present, similar , 

policy decisions by these officials r~sult in referral of 

non-serious cases to the progr~m~ On the other hand, 

diversion of serious cases is not common in either the 

informal or the structured programs. An apparent ~xcel?tion is 

Operation Midway and,' significantly,- in Midway the policy 

decisions are expressed at disposition. 

In the intensive service programs the project staff 

structures diversion recommendations in l~ne with the 

perceived policies of the officials. The staff also 

enforces motivational and other criteria to select and 

retain a client population.which is amenable to counseling •. 

Defendants do not invariably elect diversion. Rather, 

when the likely result of prosecution is less severe, the 

defendants avoid diversion. 

D 

The services provided to diverted defendants in the #. 

pro~~ams discussed in this chapter range from minimal 

supervision, thr~t!gh vocational counseling and placement, 

to intensive and multi-faceted counseling. In part the 

variety of approaches reflects of the amorphus nature of 
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the client population. In the absence of any single , 
identifiable cause of deviance, counseling responses among 

the various programs do<not conform to a unified counseling 

approach • I 

, 
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS 

, 

,; 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this report is to describe the current 

practice of diversion in the criminal justice system. 

In order to acco~plish this, it iS,necessary ~o look 

closely at the discretionary system which defines when' 

o 

'. .., ............ ,.- -" ,.. .. : .... -,' 
diversion is appropriate. 

DISCRETION 

.-
Discretionary decisions are :paramount in the 'practioe 

of diversion. These decisions cOhtrol entry into diversion. 

They de.termine the length of the participant I scontact wi. th 

the program. They also shape the eventual disposition 

of charges against him. 

In criminal justice literature, discretion c9llUUon).y 

refers to the decisions of officials-.... police, prosecutor 
,:~. 
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and judge. 
c· 

.In diversion, the decisions of three other 

groups are equally important. These are ~he victims, the 

defendants and the staffs of the service programs. Diver-

sion becomes an actuality through the interplay of all these 

parties.l32 

'l'his interplay is a dynamic relationship. The positions 

of' the parties vary from program to program and are constantly 

in flux. Nhen measured against traditional conceptions, the 

roles of the actors are often unconventional. Treatment 

personnel, basically committed to helping their clientele, 

play strict supervisory roles and frequently return the 

counseled person to"prosecution. Defense attorneys advise 

clients to submit to prosecution or acknowledge guilt, 

rather than accept treatment or counseling with the 

potential of dismissal of charges'. Defendants accept 

conviction instead of treatment. Prosecutors offer ,thEr'" 

incentive of eventual dismissal as a lever to encourage 

defendant acceptance of counseling. They may become 

leading proponents of establishing al ternati v.es to 

prosecution. Judges decide the issue of conviction or~ , 

non~conviction on jUdgements about the possible rehabilita

tiono! the defendant and on an assessment of public policy 

rather than on the factual question of guilt or innoncence. 

They defer to prosecutor decisions regarding dispositions. 

'. -158-
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When a judge makes an independent deci~\ion, 

II 
the rationale 

r"·--;;:" \1 

for his actions may be identical to thalt: of 
II • 

the prosecutor, 
\\ 

and occasionally re:l:_~.tS. ~arsher POlicYt 
'I 

,. 

\~ , 
\ 

Officials' Discretion \ 
\ 

" ~ 

Di·version mirrors the attitudes of offibials 
'\ 
~ criminal justice system. It does not force tli~em 

'\ 

of the· 

to adopt 

new disposition patterns. Rather, it may provihe an outlet 

for existing tendencies. 

The myth that criminal justice officials, especially 

the police u.nd the prosecutor I invariabl}-- seek conviction 
(c--~1i'~.C:.,,-: \\ 

on all criminal charges finds no support. from an examination 

of actual practice. Noncriminal disposition of criminal 

charges is a common occurrence even when there is sufficien,t 
I _ 

evidence to prove guilb. In certain circumstances there 'is 

a willingness, occasionally can eagerness, to adopt diversion. 

Outright dismissals, refusals to file charges and 

diversion take place for a variety of reasons. These 

practices may reflect a view that a defendant should be 
(c' 

handled leniently or that they will ,enhance his ability to 0 

f 
.. . /' . 

unct~on ~n soc~ety. On the other hand, the need to conserve . 
limited resources may be the dominant cO.nsideration. Faded 

with an over-abundance of cases, officials must operate () 
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under some standard of priorities. Low priority (low 

seriousness) offenses must be handled with minimal 

expenditure of time; often this requires disposition without 

conviction. Many of the defendants currently diverted 

would receive dismissals in the absence of a diversion 

. program. 

The decisions are made on an,individual basis. They 

reflect personal judgments about the alleged crime, the 

offender and the role of the crim~nal justice system. 

Perceived comrnunit.y attitudes are important. Office 
, , 

policies channel, but do not determine the decisions. 

Formal eligibility criteria provide only a rough outline. 

Common patterns do appear. Certain crimes and classes 

of offenders routinely receive non-criminal dispositions. 

Others seldom do, unless evidence is insufficient. Alleged . 
crimes involving serious physical injury, the threat of 

such injury (e.g., by the use of a deadly weapon) and 

sale of narcotics are customarily treated as serious 

offenses, not eligible for diversion. On the other hand, 
" 

the lesser crimes such as possession of small amounts of 

marij,uana may be sereene? or diverted. Similarly, defen

dants with lengthy prior records are prosecuted, while 

those with limited or no prior records are handled leniently. 
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Between these extremes, there are a large number of 

intermediate crimes ~and offender's, decisions concerning 

which ?re highly individualized. Nonetheless, concepts 

such as "seriousness," "criminality" and "motivation" 

reappear as explanations for the decisions. Despite the 

semantic similarity, application of these concepts produces j 

dissimilar results in terms of the frequency of diversion. , 
. For example, the prosecutor's staff in Philadelphia diverts 

up to 20% ~.~ its caseload while. other proseoutors, operating 

under. apparently similar rationales, divert less than 5%. 

statute Diversion 

The use of statutes to establish diversion programs 
,-~ 

has been limited. In most of the statutqr~y programs, 
".1 

judicial or prosecutorial discretion is central to the 

initiation of diversion procedures. This discretion may 

.pe mandated by specific provisions requiring prosecutor 

or judge consent to diversion. Occasionally it derives 

from the need to interpret imprecise statut"e provisions. 

In eithe,r event, the decisions made by criminal justice 

officials are similar to those that-occur within non-

statute diversion. The "seriousness" of the charge and 

the ."criminali ty" of the defendant are central considerations. 

Also involved is the time required to invoke diversion as 

compared to the time necessary for prosec;ution or other (> 

" 
dispositions, with efficient dispositions preferred for low 

priority matters. 

. } 
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Mq,ny diversion statutes specify the ~-",~r:gth of time that 

ch~rges are continued while the defendant participates in 

treatment. The counseling term is determ:j.ned by legislative 

policy. Prosecutors may resist statutory diversion because 

the procedures keep criminal charges pending too long (e.g., 

one or t~lO years). Prosecutors I offices are evalu?-ted, in 

part, on the speed "'lith which they dispose of their case

loads.' Lengthy continuances pending treatment are inconsistent 

with this evaluative perspective. Also, a long continuance 

ra!~es the possibility that witnesses and other evidence 

will disappear, t:lUS compromising the prosecutor's ability 

to obtain a conviction on failure of treatment. 

Diversion statutes often provide both troatment under 

diversion procedures and treatment in a post-conviction, 

correctional setting. Post-conviction treatment is preferred 

by sys~em officials, especially in s~riqus cases. This 
(i 

preference is explicable by two f~ctors. First, post-con

viction treatment follows an adjudication of guilt and 

avoids ,the problems of diversion delay. Second, under 

post-conviction treatment, the defendant's acts receive 

a criminal label, \-lhile diversion leads to dismissal of 

criminal c~arges. The system's function is seen, in par.t, 

as application of appropriate labels to deviant conduct. 

Dismissal is acceptable \vhen the defendant and his alleged 

crime are perceived as non-serious or only marginally 
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crimina!. For serious cases, post-conviction treatment 
" 

provides a more appropriate correctional response. It also 

attaches an acceptable label. 
~. , 

In the absence of statute, many criminal justice 

officials establish diversion programs under their discre-
~~ 0 

tiona;y.powers. Others do not. The distinction depends in 

part on the attitudes of the various off,icials, in part on ' 

the pressures of caseload in relation to resources. 

The statutes create formal authority and procedures 

as well as authorize the facilities for diversion programs. 

They do little to, alter the underlying, personal viewpoints 

involved. 

" I, 

The drC:titers assumed that providing judgeJ, 
lawyers, and defendants with the option of 
treatment \'lould reorder the priority they 
gave to treatment, and lead them to' choose 
it in most cases. The idea, however, that 
defendants will elect examination and treat
ment, la\'lyers will so advise them, and judges 
will divert eligible defendants ignores the 8' 
dynamic interplay of motivation, attitudes, 
tactics, ('$nowledge and role conception that 
characterizes decision-making "in the criminal 
justice system. ~, 

Offering a drug addidt treatment in an in
pat~ent facility is no incentive if he will 
receive probation~Y\'laYlt Nor does a 
legislative imprima.f:a~one overcome 
judicial perceptions of community needs and" 
the 'evils of drug'(}use .1-33 

o 
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However, some officials, mostly in offices or courts without 

severe caseload problems, assume that their sole function 

is limited to determination between conv:lction and non-con-

viction. The statutes create explicit autho~ity for a third 

option. Alen, non-statutory diversion into traatment is 

limited by the extent to .which treatment resources are 
\.,. 

available. Diversion statutes commonly provide such 

"resources. 

Mandatory diversion provisions are ~nfrequent. T~ey 

represent a qualified repeal of the criminal code. Without 

exception, they are limited to minor crimes and often to 

defendants with no prior criminal record~ 

In form, the mandatory statutes eliminate prosecutoria~ 

and judicial discretion in the diversion decision. It is 

clear that they are generally disliked by these officials. 

Frequently, they are subverted by the. prosecutor or "the 

judge. For ex.amplE!I mandatory diversion of 'Ylorthless check 

ca.ses is "Sometimes avoided by prosecutor failure to notify 
. 0 134 

the parties of necessary procedures and forms. The 

effect of the mandatory statutes can also be manipulated by 

charging offenses which take the ?omplaint out of the mandatory 
J 

por~ion of the statute. For the most part, the manipula-

tion is selective. Diversion for some offenders ~p not 
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viewed as inappropriate. The objection to the statutes 
:;' 

is hot that they create the possibility of diversion, but 

that th~y limit the discretion to make se'lective decisions. 
,. 

Defendant Interests 

These statutes are mandatory in the sense that, if 

the defendant invokes the statute and meets its requirements, 

the prosecutor and the ~ourt cannot (?,revent diversion. The 

defendant's decision is voluntary. He must elect between 

traditional prose'C!ution or di,~IT·ersion. The issue is whether 
\\, 

the obligations imposed by diversion are preferable to the 

2.!lticipated results of prosecution. 
G 

Voluntary submission to diversion is relevant to the 

success of treatment or correction. 
, (I . 

A, defendant c(J~pelled 

~gainst his clear wishes to accept co~n~eling or treatment 

is likely to be an unsuccessful participant in such~a 

program. In non-statutory diversion programs, voluntarinc::!ss 

is supplemel1,ted by cafeful examination of the defendant's 

motivation for treatment. Does he truly desire to solve his 

problems, or does he seem simp,ly to desir'e to avoid!, conviction? 

' .. Seme observers believe that the defendant's choice .is 

voluntary in a formal sense only. They fear that defendants 

are compelled to elect diversion to avoid the harsh results 

o 
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of prosecution. Thereby, compulsary state control of the 
, 

individu/~l, albeit through counseling, tx:eatment or enforced 

Ii " 'h f f'" 1 settle~nt of gr~evances, occurs w~t out .proo .) 0 a cr~m~na 

act: §bjectionabJ!~ corr.l;mlsion would exist if ~he i:!.nticipated 
c ... ~. II' 

'-\ "'-'"', . 
resul~s of prosecution were harsh. Th~s would preate a 

maj or imbalance between the two al terna ti ves • Howev,er, in 

current p~actice, diversion is seldom invoked for offenses 
"f 

in whiC}:l~,4he anticipated criminal disposition is severe and, 

as a result, few defendants face this form of compulsion. 

The defendant's interest frequently lies in avoidance 

of diversion, rather than in acceptance of it. For example, 

few defendants invoke the Massachusetts diversion statute 
.'i" 

f f ' t ff . h 135 or ~rs 0 ense possess~on c arges. The anticipated 

result of prosecution on' such charges is a conditional 

dismissal, largely unsupervised, or a lenient sentence. 

';Diversion, on the other hand, imposes a lengthy treatment 

period. It requires the admission of drug dependency 'or 

addiction and forces the defendant to accept a selected 

treatment program. 

The defendant's choice may depend basically on a 

comparison of the length and intensity of supervision 

expected under the t'tV'o alternatives. The preferred dis

position for him is the one that places the fewest restraints 
-;; 

/1 

on his future conduct. As a result, di'.i}ersion accomplis:b.ed 
, ~-:\ 

by conimitment procedures is s.eldom an attractive alternative 

and is 
I' 

frequently\resisted or avoided py the defendant. 

\ 
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Resistance is especially common to commitment for narcotic 

addiction or mental illness treatment~~\ 
17 

. Normally,. for the "acpused , {('win means not 
being made to go to~t.rial or to enter a 
guil ty I"ilea .or to be sent to j ail or to )) 
hospital at all r but it can also mean! 
being sent to a hospital for less time ~ 
than to jail, or to jail for less time 
than to a hospi~al; in some cases it 
means being known to pe guilty but . 
avoiding trial (and hospital and jail) 
altogether ••• T1O- ---

Defendants seldom resist informal diversion. Typically, 

the obligations imposed u~der this form of diversion are 

·minimal. Dismisaal is condi tion?d on a brief period of" 

good behavior and actual supervision is non-existent or 

infrequent. 
• '" 'too: 

-

Defendant resistance does occur in the extensive 

,service diversion programs. These programs require that 
" 

the defendant actively participate in counseling., His 

conduct is supervised and failure to perform \'1ill remove 

him from the "program and subject him once again toprosecu-

tion~ As a result, marijuana defendants in New York City, 
\ 

fo:r:.~~i"~~t;>le, opt for an llnsupervised, conditional disrni~~al, 
rather than PBrr::ticipate in a court employment program. 

~, . ,,/ " 

Defendants in Nassau County may plead guilty to a minor 

offense/rather than participate in Operation Midway for 

one year. 
.D 
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Victim Interests 

Of all the participants in the interplay which defines 
, 

appropriate cases for diversion, the role of the victim 

is the slightest and the most elusive. The victim's 
" ' 

interests become directly important only when he is suffi-

ciently concerned to express,them. Often this concern is 

lacking, or the victim is unaware of his potential access 

to and influence on the decisions. 

When'the victim, or his relatives, express an interest, 

that becomes one part of the prosecutor's assessment of the 

seriousness of the charges. An illustration from a non-

di.version setting is instructive. Felony rape charges 

frequently are filed because the parents of the girl are 

irate. Recurrently, the alleged facts of the crime portray 
. 
consensual, rather than coerced, sexual relations. In one 

city, prosecutors refuse to 'press rape charges, but do 

respo~d to the parents' anger by filing assault, battery 

or other minor charges. 
n 

For crimes not involving disputes, the victim's 

position varies widely. It is not uniformly vindictive. 

Depending on his personality, a victim may urge lenient' 

or noncriminal disposition of the defendant. 
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The victimVs influence is greatest in crimes involving 
, 

disputes. ' In such situations, .vindictiveness is occasionally 

present, but more frequently, the victim pesires an informal~ 

settlement. Two coromon raJc.ionales recur. The first is that ~\.t\ 
the victim seeks compensation or restitution for his losses. 

The criminal complaint is filed a~":J a vehicle for obt.airiing 

redress rather than punishment of the defendant. The second 

is that the victim, and often t.he defendant, may desire to 

This is a . preserve the relationship ~etween the part.ies .. 
. '" ., ..... "~~~';".".; . 

recurrent factor in the settlement of husband-wife disp1.}tes. 
\, 

Criminal complaints are filed to provide immedia'te safety 

and to give the defendant a mild "lesson"," Prosecution and 

conviction, however, are inconsistent with the continuing 
"-.\ 

ties between the parties, and are not desired by the victim. 

In complaints arising from disputes in which there is 

'~no continuing relationship between the parties, the victim's 

interests are often defined by considerations which rei ate 

. >: .~ 

solely to the immediate dispute. On,the other hand,oalthough 

criminal justice officials often promote or, at least, 

willingly accept settlements, they may desire to prosecute 

i~ the facts suggest that th~. defendartt has engaged in 

fra.udulent acts whiph might be repeated against other victims._ 
o 

. , 
. Since informal settlement bet,V'e,en the parties may mar;e . . ') ::}., ' 

prosecution impossible,' officciaIs occasionally imposefines'-
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or court costs to deter the complainant from reaching a 
, 

settlement which meets only his individual interests. 

Program Staff 

Many diversion programs include counseling staffs whose 
"'0 

activities both influence the decisions of criminal jJ'stice 
, i/ 

officials and are influenced by the attitudes of these~ 
officials. The counseling staff participate in diversion 

decisions and their participation may result in expanded use 

of diversion. However, the staff also 2pplyexclusionary 

criteria which limit diversion practices. 

The program staff approach the administration of 

criminal justice from a counseling perspective. The 

counseling perspective defines the critical considerations 

as whether the defendant is likely to benefit from the 

':program's counseling, whether he is properly motivated for 

treatme~t, whether case;load and other restraints necessary . ~. 

to maintain high levels of counseling intensity permit diver-

sion, and, finally, whether the defendant cooperates with 

the counselor. This perspective clashes with the general 

"crime" orientation of criminal justice officials (police, 

pro?ecutor and judge). The crime perspective defines the 

critical considerations as whether the defendant is a "true 

criminal," whether the crime is serious and whether it is 
'I' 

provable. In mo~~ dive7n programs not mandated by statute, 

the crime perspec£'iz'!!:e=56minates the eligibility decision. 
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Direct conflict,s of vie\';1point are infrequent. Diversion 

programs tend to avoid serious. crime situations and, therefore, 

deal primarily with situations in which 6fficials are pre-
I 

disposed toward a non-criminal disposition. The program 

staff,function under guidelines pre-determined by negotiation 

with criminal justice officials; they also apply ipfbrmal 

cri teria for diversion which seek to predict prosecutorial" 

or 'judicial reactions. 

, Prediction of the reactions of criminal justice offici~ls 

to individual defendants is essential to create and maintain 

" credibility. Credibility and the cooperation which can 

flow from it are important to the performance of a program. 

The program must deal with the criminal t:6urt.and the prosecu

tor on a daily bais and frequent recomme~dation of unacceptaBI~ 
" 

defendants would \veaken its position. 

The diversion programs promote their perspective within 

limi ts. Al though the policies 0.£ crimina,l justice officials 

dominate the decisions, diversion of marginal defendants 

is occasionally prop~sed by, the program staff. If the 
, .. ", ~ :1 

,recoo.mendatio,ni's resisted, ~nformal debCl:tes occur ill which 
, ! 

:the ,program"staff' advocatef; dive'~sion.· As a result of . '., '. . ~ '; . . ~ , . . . -, " . 

r'epeated. ,and restrainedbar'tering 'o~er. an extended period, 
, . ' .. 

:) . 
percepticins...,o~ c'riin;i:nal ju,stice~ offi,c~als can be altered';l ' 

. - .. ," ) .#... ~ I.-

",:' "and;·restricti'6A.~, relaxed. ',', 
." .. ' 

" ',,'J" • 

" .,' "', 
.:~ '. 

',: " .. ,,:; (':j'/\ 
',', . ,.,":, 'Q/ " , , 

.. ·'tf" 
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In their dealings with criminal justice officials, 
\ 

the program staff function in a manner not'unlike that of 
. 137 

defense counsel, according to recent research. That 

role involves both advocacy and cooperation. As one la~y~ 

commented during our study: "I push hard for what I believe 
-:--'/ 

in, as long as I don't have to step on· the toes of.too ma~~ 

pe~ple that I will h~ve to work with again." 

Cooperative advocacy is one manner in \'lhich the pattern 

of diversion decisions is altered. A second factor is the 

mere presence of ain extensive service program ahd its 

apparently succe£3ful performance with clients. Unlike 

informal diversion or screening, the extensive service programs 

provide substant':'al s.uper,rision and assistance to t.he defen-

dants. As a .result, judges and prosecutors are less likely 

to regard diversion as essentially a "do-nothing" response. 

The availability of supervision ca~ lead to the diversion 

of marginally serious cases. For example, in Operation 

Midway, diversion often occurs for serious offenses. The 

court and the prosecutor are largely passive in individual. 

entry decisions, in part because pf their conf~dence in the 

program's counseling and supervisory performance. Significantly, 
t 

Midway is operated by the probation department, an agency to 

whom supervision of criminals is commonly entrusted. 
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In 'other extensive service diversion ,programs, perfor

mance and supervisory standards are enforced in order to 

maximize counseling success and to avoid the 'characterization 
" 

in the minds of officials that diversion is a "free-ride" 

for the defendant. The enforcement is both more and less 

than routine reporting. The defendant must cooperate and 

exhibit motivation for improvement" as well as attend 
/-

£.. 1) 

counseling sessions. However, enforcement is fle~ible and 

lies within the discretion of the counselor. This discretion 

is exercised subject to the overall policies of the program~ 

which may be rather strict, and failure to adequately P7torm 

frequently results in termination from the" project 'and I,e'", 
return to court. Termination r'ates, are generally high ... -~<f, J 

\,</ 

to 50% of all participants. 

The administration of diversion programs is not a 

constant struggle between aggressive staff and recalcitrant 

officials. In many cases in which diversion occurs, officials 
(', 

would prefer noncriminal disposition even if diversion were 

not available. Occasionally, judges or prosecutors seek 

diversion of defendants regarded by the program staff as 

beyond the approprr.atEl seriousness standards, or! otherwise 

inappropriate for the available counseling. In some cities, 

officials have advocated that the diversion progrCl:In expand 

a~d diversify its services. 

~ • JI. 
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Defendants acceptable to criminal justice officials 

are sometimes rejected by a formal program in an effort 

to control its caseload. '.~ One-third of the applicants of 
I 

Operation Midway were rejected because their entrance would 

increase counselor caseloads beyond established limit?_ 

Others were rejected because they would create an imbalance 

between clients charged with drug offenses and those charged 

with other crimes. In otaer programs, explicit caseload

control rejections occur less frequently because intake is 

initially controlled by project screening staff. But 

intake is managed to prevent overloads on counseling 

Clients are not accepted by the formal programs unless 

they are properly motivated. This is a discretionary 

decision or, at least, one without objective standards, but 

criminal justice officials seldom question such rejections. 

The decision to terminate a participant because of failure 
" 

i\ to perform adequately wi thin the program is also highly 

subjective, and it also is generally accepted without 

question, by officials. 

'"It is interesting that in this major aspect of the 

administration of diversion programs, the decisions of 

program staff based on subjective considerations prevail 

over the decisions of the officials. In none of the 

programs visited did rejection of a defendant or his 

() 
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Summary.' 

The practice:'of diversion is a complex I dynamic process. 
, 

Any attempt to define a limi t,ed set of discrete rationales 

to fully explain the practice would obscure this complexity. 

The explanations differ depending on the participant 

perspect~ve from which the practice is vieweq, and assume 

still different colorations when all perspectives are 

considered. Diversion is not simply an alternative to 

corrections, nor solely an alternative to prosecution, but 

it may be both, or more, or less. 

Diversion occurs because it provides a response which 

meets various interests of the participants. This does not 
.::::' 

imply that all of the purposes for which it is used are in 

fact achieved. Although those objectives defined in terms 
. 

of immediate results are often clearly attained, no reliable 
Q 

existing data confirms that the longer term intended effects 

of diversion occur. Diversion does permit a number of 

defendants to avoid conviction; it does provide disposition 

of low priority offenses with minimal'prosecutorial and 

judicial time involvement, and it" does satisfy victim 
'.' .' 

interests by ensuring restitution in property dispute cases. 

However, whe.ther peace bonds, arpitration awards or ref~Jrrals 

to family counseling resolve grievances between neighbors 
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or remeay the defects of a disrupted marital relationship, 

an~ whether court supervision or unsupervised pre-conviction. 

probation has any substantial effect on the future behavior 

of informally diverted defendants is uncertain. Obviously 

since such informal diversion occurs, some officials assume 

that these procedures do have long term impact. Nevertheless, 

no' data other than impressionistic exists to confirm or to 

demw the assumptions • 
. ~-.J,.~'" 

On its surface, the assumption that intensive counseling 

does have a long term effect appears to bE! more reliable. 

The impressions of officials, program staff, defendants 

and observers are supplemented by the intensity of services 

available to div~LLed def~ndants. The impressions are 

apparently confirmed by evaluative studies which suggest 

low recidivism rates for successful participants. Hm'lever I 
'; 

the studies are methodologically deficient. Some of. t~e 

studies make no attempt to cohtrast participant recidivism 

to any comparable defendant population. Others select 

comparison groups of defendants, but the ,pontrol groups are 

not screened for motivation while successful diversion 

participants are not only screened for motivation, but must 

also retain their motivation and cooperate in counseling 

during the entire diversion interval. The study results 

are, therefore, inconclusive and the effect of counseling 

procedures remains unclear. 
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Des'pite this uncertainty diversion is::"a significant 
~ 

and exciting topic for criminal justice research and 

experimentation. Contemporary trends suggest that its use, 

especially in the structured, extensive service form, will 

continue to increase. Also , diversion represents ,Si'signifi-
,\ , 

cant addition to traditional options in criminal jristi~e 

pr~ctice--options which have repeatedly failed to achieve 

desired results. , Through continued exp~~J:'imentation, guided 

by knowledge of the experience of other programs and under

standing of the informal interaction::; which define the 
", 

practice of diversion, diversion might eventually be shaped 

into an integral, on-going and significant portion of all 

criminal justice systems. 

" I,' 
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FOOTNOTES 

J/ 

1. Despite growing use of the te~7n, definition of 

diversio'n presents some problems. See Vorenberg and 

Vorenberg, Early Diversion from the Criminal Justice 

System: Practice in Search of a Theory, in Prisoners in 

America (197~). 'rl1ere is a tendency to' regard any program 

which deals with persons who might otherwise enter the 

criminal justice system as a diversion program. This is 

~specially true with respect to juvenile delinquency programs. 
\~~: 

Yputh SerVice Bureaus are seen as an alternative to current 

juvenile courts. see generally S. Norman, The Youth Service 

Bureau: 
", 

, 

A Key tfb;Delinquency Prevention (1972). 
/

1 
,_I 

However, 

the rela tionsh:i.p of these bureaus and oth~r general 

'couoselingCprograms to criminal justice caseloads isques

tionable, except as they receive'referrals of defendants. 

See <1;:Jwmert, Instead of Court: Divers:!-on in Criminal 

Justice (1971). They are likely to create co-existing 
-;:::-

rather ,than alternative processes. See R. Nimmer, Two 

Million Unnecessary Arrests (1971). 

In any event, this broad definition is unworkable 

.J in rl?search terms. This definition would require review 

of fJ~]..jl pro,grams' geali'ng \'lith deviant behavior 
1 ,; < l ' !/? ", 

o 'wi.t;~lout the orHrt~nal j usticeprocess • 
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It was necessary for our purposes, therefore, 

to elect a definition forcing closer relationship to 

criminal justice cases. During the earliest phases of' 

the project, a variety of definitions were suggest;ed. 

Diversion could be defined as any disposition ",hieh avoided 
,~ 

or mitigated the effects of criminal conviction. This 
CJ 

could include processes such as plea bargaintng, See Note, 
~ . 

Addict .Diversion: An Alternative Approach fbr the criminal 

Justice ?ystem, 60 Geo. L.J. 667" (1972). Out-right dis-
\~ II, 

missal of charges in the interests of jU3tige might also 

be included. 

As the research progressed, it became clear that 

relevant distinctions could be dra\vn among dismissals 

(including decisions not to arrest or not to prosecute) 

'';without conditions, dismissals '(again including arrest and 

prosecution nonaction) conditional on performance of an 

obligation and convictions with lenient charge or sentence 

conditions. The second of these categories encompasses 

most of the newer programs around which current interest 

in the process of diversion is focused and'has received only 

,I) 

operational definition for the study. 

o 

(J 
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, 
Diversion from the Criminal Process: Informal Discretion, 

'Motivation and Formalization, 48 Den. L. J. 211 (1971). 

In focusing our research on this definition, we excluded 

illicit obligations which might be made the condition of 

dropping criminal charges, such as payment of a b~~?e. 

'-2. Fait most programs t the issue of the. defendant's 
U " 

guilt seldom arises unless he is terminated as unsuccess-
? 

ful and,-{,ieturned <- ~ i; 

hOW~ te~d to 

to court. Criminal justice officials, 

view the process as giving a "break" to 

'l.t../J a gu~ ~,;y pers on • 
~;~ 

Their implicit assumption of guilt here 

corresponds to (l similar presumption which prevails in 
(::, :-. I 

most administrat.ive Practices ~'lithin criminal justice. 

See generally A. B1urnberg p Criminai Justice (1963). 

When diversion involves the inpu·t of new counseling 

';services, the staff of the program 'seldom considers ,the 
: \, . 

issue of guilt. Participants are viewed as persons in 

need of assistance. 
" "", ); 

In one diversion program discussed in Chapter Thre~, 

,; no assumption of guilt is made. In thi~ program~ cases' 

are referred to arbitration processes. During the arbitra-
.:-.' 

tiori, responsibility for the act ,7.s lit:-icJated • 

The presumption of, guilt has troubled some observers. 
w 

The fear has },Jeen that the attractiveness of the diversion 

altern,p.tive would induce some innocent .defe:l1dants not to 

0' -, 
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contest the issue. Thus state control over the individual 
r 

occurs without adjudication or admission of guilt. 

However, as will be apparent in later chapters, this 

problem has not developed in current diversion programs. ~~ 

Diversion occurs primarily in non-serious crimes and 

defendants who otJ,oose not to enter do not commonly face 

serious pen~ltie~. In several programs, the problem has 

been a rack of defendant incentive to enter, not an over-

whelming desire to enter. 

3. The term diversion was apparently first used iff 

the reports of t-hl=> Presin,ent I s Commission on Law' Enforce-

menta See l e.g~, President's Commission on Law Enforcement 
fr' 

and the AdministratIon of Criminal Justice, Task Force 
II 

Report~ correctiflns (1967). Prior to that Com,:miSB.io~ and 
:f -"/ ;!' 

fqr $.everal yeays thereafter I comments concerning processes 

we now defirie i~s diversion ~lere limi~ted ~~ off-lland commen-
;/.. . - ' . -.; . , 

tary in mor~ne~al discussions of aspects of the adminisj:ra~, 0 

tion of crimi~1 j.ustice. See F. Miller, Prosecution C(1~(j9); 
\": ~/ 

Kaplan, The Prosecutorial Discretion-:-b CO!r1ll1ent, 60 ~ U.L. 
<) 

'. ~ Rev. 174 (1965)~ Goldste1.n, Police Discretion Not to Invoke 
\) 

/?-~:e Criminal Process\I' 69 Yale L.J. 543 (1969). 
y • 

,) 

/1 

ij~ 
\:;;J o 
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rn recent years, the literat~re concerning diversion 

has mounted. See Brakel & South, Diversion from the 
~I 

Criminal Process in the Rural Community, 7 Am. Crim. L. Q. 
I 

122, (l969); Robertson, Pre-trial Diversion of Drug Offenders: 

A Statutory Approach, 52 B.D.L. Rev. (1972); Note, Addict 
-

Diversion: An Alternative Approach for the Criminal 

Justice System, .60 Geo", L.J'I' 667 (1972r; LeInert, Instead 
"., 'i 

- " ;? 
(I". 
\~f Court: Diversion In JtiV~i\:~!,~e Justice (19':71); Brakel, 

Diversion from the Criminal Process: Informal Discretion, 

Motivation and Formalization, 48 Den. L.J. 211 (1972); 

Harlow', Diversion from the Criminal Justice System, 2 
-

Crime '& Delinq. Let. 136· (1970); Vorenberg, supra, note 1. 
" 

\\ 

4. See Vorenberg, supra, note 1, at 152. 

5. See, e.g., H. Packer, The Limits of the Criminal 

Sanction (1968) and source~ cited therein. ' 

6 '0 See Vorenberg, supra, note 1. 

7. The Report of the Courts Task Force of the 

(f President I s Commission on La\" Enforcement ~"as, perhaps, I' 
, \! ,I 

the first to disc'uss in any depth the" disposition patter~ 

we now refer to as diversion. Its comments portray the 

~ interre1atio~ of the correctional and prosecution,oriented 

r, 
\t 

il 
.. II 
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bas~s of diversion. 

A major difficulty in the present system 
of nontrial pispositions is that when an offen-· 
der is dropped out of the criminal process by 
dismissal of charges, he usually does not 
receive the help or treatment needed to prevent. 
recurrence •••. Whether mental illness, youth, 
or alcoholism is the mitigating factor, there 
rarely is any follow-up ..••• In some places 
attempts are .made to refer offenders i'n need 
of treatment to appropriate community agencies . . 

P~resident' s Commission on La\,l Enforcement 'and the Administ:t:'a-~' " 

tion o~ Criminal Justice, Task Force Report: The Courts 6 

(1967). 

8. See generally Packer, supra, note 5. The concept 

• of' deterrence has been much di~cvssed in cont~,mporary 

literature. For one of the mOGt recent (Ji~cu!?sions, see 

F. Zimring & G. Ha\,lkins, Deterrence (1973). 

9. See I . e. g. I Morris & Ha~lkins I An Honest Politician t S 

;Guide to Criminal Law (1971); Schur, Crimes Without Victim? 

(1969); Allen, The Borderland of Criminal Justice (1964). 

10. See Task Force Report: The Courts, supra, note 4; 

s. Dinitz (ed.), Deviance: Studies in the Process of 

Stigmatization and Societal Reaction (1969); K. Menninger. 

The Crime of Punisnment.(l968) i N. Mm;ris & G. Hawkins, An 

Honest poLiticians Guide to Criminal J:;aw (1969); A. Goldstein 

& J. Goldstein (eds.), Crime, Law' and Society (1·971). 
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'11. The "cormnunity treatment" concept has been much 

('discussed and experimented with in a variety of.· settings. 

See generally, NIMH, Center for Studies of Crime & Delinq", 

Community Based Correctional Programs: Models and Practices 

(1971); N. Johnston, L. Savity & M. Wolfgang, The Sociology 

of Punishment and Correction (2nd ed.) (1970). 

12. See Vorenberg, supra, note I, at 177-183. 

13. See Nimmer, A Slightly Moveable Object: A Case 
-

Study in Judicial Reform of the Criminal Justice Process, 

48 Den. L. J. 179 (1972). 

14. See, e.g. 1 21 USC ~.840 eta seq. (1972); State v. 

Hudson, 276 NE 2d 345 (Ill. 1971), cert. qen. 40 USLW 3416 

(1972). 

15. Concerning the relation between statutes and the 

> ';necessity of discretionary enforcement practices, see 

Remington and Rosenblum, The Criminal Law and the Legis-

lative Process, 1960 U. Ill. L. For. 481. 

16-. See American Bar Association t-1inimum StandardG 

for Cr~mina1 Justice, Standard Relating to Pleas of Guilty, 

(approved draft, 1968J. 

[T]he plea provides ~ means by which 
the defendant may acknowledge his guilt and 
manifest a willingness to assume responsibility 
for his conduct . . . . Pleas to lesser offenses 
make possible alternative correctional measures 
better adapted to achieving the purposes of 
correctional treatment, oand ,pften 
prevent undue harm to ~he defendant from the 
form o~ conviction. 
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Id. at 2.. Of course, the plea bargaining process is0subject 

to subst~ntial abus~, and often fs unrelated to the concept 

of what is in the best interests of the defend3.nt. 

17~ The'r61eofindividual II moral entrepreneurs" in 

social reform has been discussed in other contexts. ; See 
.. ' 

,~} 

Becker, Outsiders (1963). 

18. See Vorenberg, supra, note 1, at 182. 

19. See, e.g., Vera Institute of Justice, Pre-Trial 

Intervention: The Manhattan Court Employment Project (1972); . 

de Grazia, Pre-trial Diversion of Accus~d Offenders to 

Community Mental" Health Treatment Programs (1972). 

20. Th~s aspe~t of the project occurred during the 

early portions of the second year of research. A sample 

of 1200 cases w'as selected for each of t,,,o cities from' 

;the pOlice arrest records. The cities were Albuquerque, 

New Mexico and Ch.arlotte, North Carolina. Co-operation was 

ohtaineQ .frpm pol~ce, court, prosecutof and correctional 

personnel in each' city. Research ~laS conducted \"i th .the· 

assistance of the Pilot Cities staff in the two cities. 

S'amples of cases v1ere selected to be 

include cI;'ime types for tv-hieh diversion is 

,. '--------' weighted tc---v/ 
, 1"1,., 

a t:onuno~~ d~spos~-
" 

tion. We pla,nned to follm" the case from the police records 
" .,through the cour;t and ~ when appropriate, to the correctional 

'level. ,The purpose 'vas to examine disposition patterns 
o 

,:;. 
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and rationales. 

The selection of a sample from police records was 

not a major problem. However I \<{hen court and correctional 

records for the selected c,aseEl were sought, major difficulties 

in locating and recording reliable information ensued. 

Our original plan was ~o record substantial amounts 

of information concerning offender and crime characteristics 

and ,dispositional information. However, much of the 

requisite data was lacking, and after extensive effort, the 

information collected was adjudged to be marginally reliable. 

The entire PJ:.oblem of coordinating records between the 

various .criminal justice agencies is a sC:i:'ious impadiment 

to research and basic upderstanding of the function of the 

syste~. It has been discussed extensively in connection 

':with a Justice Department funded effort to develop coordinated 

statistics systems. See, e.g., Project Search, Designing 

Statewide Criminal Justice statistics Systems--The Demonstra-

tion of a Prototype (1970). 

21. Brakel, Diversion from the Criminal Process: 
.......... ~ .. 

Informal Discretion, Motivation, and Formalization, 48 Den. 

L. ~. 211 (19720. 

22. See President f s Commission on La\v Enforcement 

and the Administration of Justice, Task Force Report: Juvenile 
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Delinquency and Youth Crime (1967); s. Norman, The Youth 

Service Bureau: A Key to Delinquency Prevention (1972); 

California Youth Authority, Youth Service B~reaus in 
'.~ . ~ , 

'California, Progress Rep. 3, (1972). 

23. Pre-judicial determination of 
qriminal charges in particularily common . 
:'Ln the juvenil e courts • • • • In many 
J:~venile courts more than half of all 
cases are disposed of at the intake stage. 

Task Force Report: The Courts, sup~~, note 4, at 6e See 

also Task Force Report: Juvenile Delinquency, supr~, note 

16. 

24. Two publications of the U.S. Department of 

Juvenile Delinquency present a comprehensive picture of 

the use of volunt~ers. U.S. Office of Juvenile Delinquency 

and Youth Development Using Volunteers in Court Settings . , 

(1969) ; --Volunteer Programs in Courts: Collected Pape:t's ~ " 

on produ~tive Programs (1969). 

25~ See, e.g., N. Car. Ann. Stat. ~14-l07 (1969). 

26.' See, Subin, Criminal Justice in a Metropolitan 

Court 31-32 (196S)~ Diversion on payment of restitution , . 
also is the most fr~quent disposition of crimin~l complaints 

~ . 
alleging a failure of, a father to make support payments to 

his children. These ~omplaints may not involve a prior or 

continuing legal marriag~. 
f. 

The ease of obtaining restitution 
I' 
11. 

once the father has beerl taken into custoqy in non-support 
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cases p~aces the criminal justice agencies in the position 

of collection agencies. Such complaints are typically not 

solicited by the criminal justice system~ Those that do come 
,. 

to its attention must demonstrate that serious efforts to 

obtain the payments \'li thout the use of the criminal process 
, 

have failed. 'I'he diversion process in San Joaquin County 

is illustrative. 
When a woman applies to the'Public 

Assistance Department for AFDC, the Social 
Worker attempts to determine the location of 
the absent father and his ability to contri
bute to the support of his family., If the 
father :l.s,located and agrees to make the pay
ments, the matter is dropped. If he is not 
located, if he refuses support, if he fails 
to abide by a support agreement, or if paternity 
is in question, the case is referred to the 
Family Support Division, District Attorney's 
Office. 

That Division, using information provided 
by the social \'lorkers and after discussing the 
conditions of non-support with the mother, 
attempts to locate and secure a support agree
ment from the absent father. If the Division 
is, successful, payments are made to the Divi
sion and forwarded to the Public Assistance 
Department as r.eimbursement for the AFDC grant3. 

When a financially able father refuses 
support, he can be prosecuted .,. . After 
conviction • • . • the father is in effect 
p~aced on probation to the Family Support 
Division and makes p~yments through that 
Division. 

Institute for the study of Crime and Delinquency, Model 

Community Sg",rrectional Program, Report II 92 (1970). 
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2.7. See, e.g., Minn. State. Ann. ~ 609.535 (1963). 

See generally, F. Miller, Prosecution, The Decision to 

Charge a Suspect with a Crime 272-73 (1969). 
I ,_, 

28. See Brakel, supra, note 21, at 230. 

29. In Charlotte, N.c. the investigation of consumer 
J 

fraud complaints is the responsibility o~ the Criminal 

Investigation Bureau (C.I.B.) fraud unit, located within 

the police department. Most .,;~omplaints received by the 
d.i. ' 

C.I.B. are the result of referrals from the Piedmont 

Better Business Bureau which functions as both th~ local 

B.B.B. and an informal screening point for consumer complaints. 

> On referral to the C. I. B ~, consumer complaipts are =n 

initially reviewed with the intention of ascertaining the 

liklihood of a fraud having been committed. Since 0 

investigatory resources are scarce, the fraud unit seldom 

investigates complaints to the extent required for ~rosecu

tion. Complaints are seldom filed with the prosecutors 

office. Instead the fraud unit pressures th~ suspected 

business or individual to close down operation and move 

out of town. In the words of the ch~ef of the fraud unit, 

"l-1ost of the time [fraud suspects] are merely rul). out of 

Ch.arlotte to become somebody else I s problem. II 

30. See R. Nimmer and D. McIntyre,Report on the 
(" 

-
Comprehensive Grant to the Illinois States Attorneys 

\7) 

Association (1973) (lJ.npublished). 
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\ 
o 

, f) 

, . 

Moreover, tn:e crime itself may be 
difficult to identify. It is often· committed 
in the} course of ordinary busine,ps activi,ty 
anQ'J may not be significantly d'istinguishGj,ble 
froin non-criminal business conduct. Especially 
where financial offense~ are involved, the crime 
may be so technical that discov~r.y is possible 
only after detailed and lengthy audit or economic 
analysis by specially trained enforcement person-, 
nel with-expertise in such fields as accounting 
and economics~ Careful scouting of a huge mass 
of data for:t'leeks or months may be necessary 
to produce the required evidence of criminality. 
A complicated seGurity fraud investigation, 
for example, may involve several years of 
investigation by a team of law enforcement 

: personnel. 

President- IS COITlIIlissi.on on Law Enforcement and Administration 

of Justic~, Task Force Report: Crime and Its Impact--An 

Assessment 106 (1967). 

The elaborate cases alluded to abc~e are not 

representative of the bulk of the fraud cases a criminal 

justice1?'system encounters. The routine cases require much 

',: 1essexpertise than do those in the commission's example. 

However, the elements C'of expertise and in-depth inv"est'ig::,)tion 

are necessary for all investigations into complaints about 

possible consumer fraud. 

32. It is impossible to frame definitions 
which embarce all unfair practices. There is 
no limit to human inventiveness in this 
field; Even if all known unfair practices 

0" are specifically defined, and prohibited, it 
would be at once necessary to begin ov~r -
again. If Congress \lJere to adopt the m.ethod 
of definition, it would undertake an endless 

'task. It· is also practically impossible to 
defi~e unfair practices so that the definition 
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will fit every business of every sort in 
every part of the country. Whether competi
tion is unfair or unfair generally depends 
on the surrounding circumstances of the .. 
particular case. What may be harmful under 
certain circumstances may be beneficial under 
different circumstances. 

H.R. Rep. No. l14f,/ 63rd. Congress, 2nd Sess. 19 (1914). 
o 0 

33. These are results of a 1969 unpublished study 

undertaken by the Philadelphia Ombudsmen Program. .The 

study selected approximately 400 consecutive complaints 
() -~ 

filed with the unit.·- The purpose of the study was to 

achieve, a better understanding of the types of complaints 

th~ unit was deo,.Ling with, not to describe the unit I s 

overall caseload. 

34. The Fhiladelphia Consumer Fraud Unit considers 

education of the consumer to be a primary function. Members 

of the unit engage in developing and educating consumer 

groups. vlliile consumer groups are considered important by 

" the unit they are not intended to funct~on in a way 
\: 

which causes cases to be diverted from the att'ention of 

the prosecutors office. Ideally they functi'on as focal 

,points for the dissemination ot; consumer information. 

However it was indicated by at least one member .9;l{f"the 
(l 

Unit that there were some consumer groups. who were' actually 
',( 

settling complaints which should have been called to the 

attention ,. of the fraud unit personnel. . .Since the goal of 

., 
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tl1e District' Attorney is prosecution, such dispositions (/' 

by outsid,~ consumer and mediation groups are disliked by 

the fraud unit. 
r 

35. In surveying practices concerning intra-family 

disputes we were fortunate to have the serv;i.·c~·s of 
\). ." ,~ . 

, Pl;,ofessor \!)aymond Parnas of .~he Law sch?oloi 'the' unt versi ty 

of California at Davis. His background \vor~ and preliminary 

reports ",ere vi tal to the formulation of the material dis

cu~ed in this section. His prf9r 'Vlork in the area and 

the )data he developed during the Bar Foundation survey 

have been reported in several publications. See, e.g., 

Parnas, The Judicial Response to Intra-family Violence, 54 

Minn. L.Rev.585 (1970);' Parnas, The Police Response ,to 

"Deomestic Disturbances ( 1967 Wis. L. Rev. 914. 

36. 'We selected a general sample of cases from police 

arrest records in Albuquerque, New Mexico. These cases 

were followed through disposition. See note 20 supra. The 

sample included 90 intra-family assault cases. Of these 

cases, 30% were disposed of when the wife (complainant) 

withdre'w charges. Mpst of the remainder were disposed 

. of ~it~out conviction. A diversion device, entitled 

"advisement,1I was used in roughly'20% of the cases; Under 

this disposition, the husband is released without conviction, 

but charges can be re-instated if a further corP.plaint is 
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filced against him. No data was available conce'!:'ning the , 
fr.equency of violation of '! the advisement condition (typically 

~ ~ '" 

l~sting six months to one year). 

37~ Brakel, supra, note 21, at'223. r 

38. Subin, Criminal Justice in a Metropolifan Court . 

40. (1966). The informal hearing process is used exterisively 
o 

in many jurisdil~tions. However, i t~ use is probably most 
". ~ 

extensive in California. There the Bar Association con-

tinuing education,materia1s provide information concerning 

the nature and purpose of such hearings and the defense 

attorney's role. Cal. Continuing Education,' Californi~ 

Criminal Law Practice ~ 3.15 (1964). 
.\-," 

_,.:..1 '," 

y= 

39. See Parnas, The Judicial Response to Intra-family 
'J 

Violence, 54 Minn. L. Rev. 585 (1970). 
o 

40. The order of protection sets forth "reasonable 

' .. conditions of behavior to be observed for a period not in 

, excess of one year." Specifically it may require a ptl.rty 

(a) 

(b) 

, (c) 

Cd) 

(e) 

to stay away from the home, the other spouse, 
or the offspring; _ 

to permit a parent to visit the offspring at 
stated per-iods; 0 

to abstain from offensive conduct against the 
offspring or against the other parent or against 
any person to whom custody of the offspring is 
awarded; 

o 

to give proper attention to the care of the home; 

to refrain froni': acts of commission or omission 
that tend to make the home not a proper place 
for the off0pring; 

D 
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(f) to notify the court or probation service 
immediately 9£ any change of residence or 

. empl oymen t ;" •. 

(g) 

, D 

to cooperate in seeking and accepting meclical 
ahd/or psychiatric diagnosis and treatme~t, 
including family casework or child guidanbe 
for himself, his family, or offspring. . 

S?me judges ref\15e to include item (g) (:::':tn an order o:E 
'\ 

protection~ feeling it fruitless to "oi\'der" unwilling 

parties to licooperate in seeking and accepting II treatment. 

41. See M. Bard, Training'Police as Specialists in 

Family Crisis In t.erven tion (1970) • 

42. Id. at 19. 

43. Id. ct 32. 

44. Id. at 32. 

45. Id. at 33. 

46. The list would be lengthy. It extends from 

relatively small departments such as Louisville, Kentucky 

and Charlotte, North Carolina, to large cities such as 

Chicago. The Seattle police department ~as recently proposed 

a modified format similar to the Crisis Unit approach which 

entails placement of a professionally trained psychiatric 

worker on police patrols. No information was available 'at 

this"writing concerning the status of this experiment. 

47. GenerallYi disposition patterns at the judicial 

or prosecutor level ,for these complaints are similar to 
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those ~or family assault charges. Informal prosecutor 

hearings are common. In Detroit these hearings are 

conducted in a quasi-judicial manner by a police officer, 

and most resu1i in out-right or cOnditional dismissal. 

[The prosecutor] may warn the person 
complained against to stay away from the 
complainant or face prosecution. He may 
suggest the return of property • • • • 

• i.) 

Subin, supra, note 38, ~t 54. See geneial1y D. Newman, 

Convict,ion--The Determination of Guilt or Innocence Without 

Trial ch. 11 (1966). 

48. See B. Herbert, Report on the Programs'of the 
,0.' 

Philadelphia Center for Dispute Sei:tlement (1971) (unpublished) .,; 

49. In addition to the absence of the responding 

party, the low referral rate is also attributable to a 

misconception concerning \\'hich cases could be referred. 

:_. The initial emphasis of the referral effort \'lason consumer 

fraud complaints. !-lost of these are routinely settled by 

the fraud unit. See Phila. D.A. Annual Report 239-40 (1969). 

50~ Of 276 cases disposed of during 1970-71, 21~ 

were arbitrated, 34 were withdrawn by the complainant 

prior to hearing and 29 wer~ returned to court because the 

def,~ndant did not appear for the hearing. Herbert, supra, ((' 

no'te 48, at 5. 

51. In one hearing observed during the field study, 
'~,~ (? 

"j 

the arbitrator made several efforts to produce a reconciliation, 
c'? " 

i'r 
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but norte occurred. 

Respondent admitted assaulting the 
complainant. The parties were cousins 
and next door neighbors. They had been 
good friends for many years. The h~a.ring 
developed the fact that the assu1t derived 
from problems \-li th the in-laws of the 
complainant. The complainant wished to 
achieve a reconciliation, but it was apparent 

'that both parties continued to harbor 
an.imosity. The hearing officer requested 
that the parties speak to each other during 
the hearing and express their feelings. 0This 
failed to produce a settlement. Later, 
speaking privately with the complainant, he 
indicated that an awa~d of damages was justi,fied, 
'but that it would merely stiffen the animosity 
of respondent. Complainant agreed to accep't 
an avard \vithout damage?, but this failed to 

. produce better fe.elings· bet\-leen the parties. 

52. See generally P~aut, Alcohol Problems: A Report 

to the Nation (1967). 
(\ 
l~ •• J 53. See Alcoholism and Law Enforcement 35-45 (D. 

\ 

.; Gillespie ed ~ P. 169) i V. St:r~cher, Law Enforcement Police .. 
Development Source Book (1968). 

54. See Levin, San Francisco Court School Alcoholism 

Prevention, 53 ABAJ 1043 (1967). See also Soden, How a 

Municipal Court Helps Alcoholics, 24 Fed. Probe 45 (1960). 

55. Pinnardi, Chronic Drunkenness Offender, 12 

Crime & Delinq. 339 (1966). 

'56Q See R. Nimmer, Two Million Unnecessary Arrests 

(1971). 

57. 

Center: 

See Nimmer, St~ Lou,is Di~no,stic and Detoxifica~0n 

An Experiment in Non-Crimicna1'Processing of Public 
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Intoxicants, 1970 Wash. U.L. Q. 1; Nimmer, The Public Drunk: 
\ 

Formalizing the Police Role as a Social Help Agency 58 Geo. 

L. J. 1089 (1970). 
'\ 

58. See, e.g., J. Weber, Final Evaluation Report, St. 
-. ~:-'., 

Louis Detoxification and Diagnostic Center (1969). 

59. \\J(See R. Rock, Hospitalization and Discharge of 

t~e Mentally I~l 87 (1~68). 

fiO. See Foote, Tort Violations Remedies for pdlice 

o 

Violations of Individual Rights, 39- Minn. L." Rev .. 493 (1955)., 
• • '>, '-

Other factors work to make' the police reluctant to 

sing the required petition. 

One of these is the fear of public 
criticism if the commitment turns out to be 
unwr.lrr,A.nted and the matter reaches the news 
mediCI.. The J;.I1:'oblem of "railroading" appears 
c1~eply imbedded in the ,public mind and its 
specter can easily be raised • • . • This fear 
causes the police to use extreme caution in 
dealing with the mentally ill and few care 
to accept more than the minimum responsibility 
for such persons. 

Rock, supra, note 59, at 91. 

61. As reported py ~,ock, the two lists of criteria 
• 

employed by the Los A~geles unit were: 
,:1 

Symptoms indicating hospitalization: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. , 
5. 

6. 

Pronounced depression or agitation 
Pronounced paranoia trends 
Pyromaniac proclivities 
Destructive behavior 
Hallucinations or delusions with, 

reactive behavior a ~ 
Complete loss of cohtact not caused 

by stroke or brain injury 
:.~ 
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, symptoms. not indicating hospitalizati(:m: 

1. Stroke 
2. Physical infirmities 
3. Moderate loss of memory 
4. Childishness , 
5. Irritability or restlessness 
6. Careless toilet habits 
7. Feeding problems 
8. Occasional periods of mild depression 
9. Moderate confusion 

Rock, note 59 , at 99-100. Obviously the list would be 

difficul t for even a professional mental health wOl=ker 
o 

to apply. Its application by members of the unit results 

in largely subjective, individual decisions. The decisions 

~",aJ;'«=c, also influenced by II feedback" from the hospital staff 

Ii' 1., Y:l1ich must also pass judgment on each case referred for 

hospitalization. Id. at 102. 

62. Rock, supra, note 59, at 104. 

63. Rock, supra, note 59, at 89-90. 

64. gee Rock, supra, note 59 and Gilboy & Schm~dt, 

nVoluntary" Hospitalization of the Mentally Ill, 66 Nw U. L. 
".. 

Rev. 429 (1971). 

65. See, e.g., A. Goldstein, The Insanity Defense 

(1967); T. S.zasz, Law, Liberty, and Psychiatry (1963). 

66.. See generally A. Mathe\·lS, Hental Disability 

and the Criminal Law (1970). 

ff7. Repoxt by the D.C. Crime Conunission 543 (1966). 

68. See, e.g., R. Arens, Make Mad the Guilty, ch. 3 

(1969) • " 
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6,9 •. See E. DeGrazia, Report on Pre-trial Diversion 

of Accused Offenders to Community Mental Health Treatment 

Programs p. 1 (1972). 

70. Id:'? Feasibili'ty as defined by the project 

included the extent of acceptance of such referrals by the 

prosecutor, the defenants, as well as the treatment agencies 

and an analysis of the effect of treatment on the~' referred 

defendants. Id. at 13. 

71. Id. at App. 4-9. 

72~ The expansion to marijuana offenses may not be 

a function of tr..e program's performance. The u.S. Attorney 

who initially regarded these offenses as IIserious" was 

:new to the criminal justice system. Id. at '2.7. His,later 

willingness to allow diversion may resulted from his 

grm"ing practical experience \\7i th these offenses. 

73. Difficulties with referral agencies are not 

uncommon ,,,hendi version practices attempt to utilize 
'\ 

existing non-criminal agencies. These agencies function 

'Under standards and objective~ that are not always consistent 

wi th receiving and servic:~ng crimina,l justice clients. See 
1.,\\ 

Bard, supra" 'note 41, at 30 and Rock, supra, note 59, at 

102-103. 

74. As is true in most of the comparative studies 

of diversion effectiveness, selected comparison defendants 

were taken fl~om available court records'. The primary 
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similarity between these defendants and progralm participants 

was the crime charged. Factors such as motiva:tion and 
II 

underlying personal or health problems could ~lot be control":' 
u 
j~ 

led, comparisons in performance are, at best,!! only sugges-

tive, at worst, misleading. See deGrazia, ~era, note 69, 

at 51. , 

75. See generally" Robinson v. Califor'nia, 370 US 660 
I.' 

'I. 

(19G2); J. Kaplan, Marijuana~-The New Prohibition (1970); 

T. J)us:te;t:', The Legislation of Morality: 'I 

Lawl~ Drugs .and 

Horal Judgments (1970) i E. Schur, Crimes without Vi.ptims 

(1965) . 

76. See chapt~r Four, in'tra. 

77. The severity of narcotics statut~)s has belen much 

discussed. See references in note 75, supr~. See also 

,:-w. Eldridge, Narcotics and the Law (19G8). 

In many jurisdictions these provisions are ameliorated 

in praqtice by plea bargaining on the lesser charges. In 

such circumstances the statutes provide thE~ state with an 

additional lever ito induce an early guilty plea from the 

defense. See, e:~c~:',~-Nrmmer, A Slightly Hoveable Obj ect: 

A Case Study in Judicial Reforrn--The Omnibus Hearing, 48 

Den. L.J. 179 (1971) • 

. 78. See, e.g., 21 US(>.,840 et. seq. (1972); Ill. Rev. 

Stat. ch. 56-1/2, -8704 et. seq. (1972 Supplement). 
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79. See, e.g., Narcotic Addict Rehabilitation Act: of 
'" , 

1966,18 USC 4251 (1970); Cq.l. WeI. & Inst. code~3050 (1971). 

80. See, Note, Addict Diversion: An Alternative 

Approach for the Criminal Justice System, 60 G~o. L. J. 667" 

670 (1972). 

81. Possession cases were assigned to the court for 

preliminary hearing. The court simply failed to act on the 
':1 

case for more than six months.. Under Ne'll Mexico procedures, 

t,his delay ca~sed the charges to lapse. The pro!:?ecutor 

was technically free to refile, but possession charges were 

seldom refiled. Both officials were in agreement that 

prosecution was inappropriate. 

82. Sess. La'llS of N. Y. Ch. 1042 (McKinney, 1971). 

83. Mass. Gen. Law Ann. ch.94C,~ 34 (l972). 

84. See Narvalz, Tough Drug Stand Urged by Both 

':Sides at Albany, N.Y. Times, Jan. 5, 1973, p.l, col. 6. 

85. When applied to sale cases, diversion is' discre-

tionary (Hass. Gen. Law. Ann. ch. 123 (1972» or limited 

to si tua·tions in which the sale was solely for the purpo~e 

of S upporting a 'habit. S 11 NARA t eE;! genera y , supra, no e ' . 

79. 
. 

86. Unlike other programs menti:oned in Chapter Four, 

the drug abuse program does not limit its caseload to 
C'I ." maintain low counseling ratios. Instead, defendants are 
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;admitt~d to the program, but required to wait for counseling 
" 

procedures. The delay has some negative 'effect on the 

participants' attitudes, which is mitigated somewhat by 

= providing I through Gate\llay House, access to a stroefront 
o 

~assistarice" office. 

87. See e.g q Mass. Gen. Laws Ann. ch. 123, §"38 et. 

seq. (197l); N. Y. Mental Hygiene Law.§ 210 (McKinney 1971); 

Ill. Rev. Stat. ch. 91-1/2, ~120.1 et. seq. (Smith Hurd 

Supp. 1971); Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann.,§' 19-484 et. seq. (1939); 

28 USC~' 29101 at. seq. 

88. Conn. Gen. Sta;~., Ann.~ 19-484 (1969). 

89. See T. Capsha,'l, 4th Annual stat. Rep., Conn. 

".Adult Probe Dept. (1971) • . " 

'. 

90. J. Cooper, The Heroin Addict in the Ne,'l Haven 
\ 

Criminal Justice System 57 (1971). 

91. Ma s s. Gen. La\,ls Ann. c 12 3, .§" 47 ( 19 7 2) • 

92. J. Robertson & P. Teitelbaum, Optimizing Legal 

Impact: A Case Study (1972). (unpublished). See also 

Reobertson, Pre-trial Diversion" of Drug Offenders: A 

statutory Approach, 52 BU L. Rev. 335 (1972). 

93. Id. at 44. 

94. Id. at 64-66. 

For the majority of defendants in the 
sample studied, the possibility of treatment 
in lieu of prosecution or sentencing offered 
little attraction • • • • The expected 

.' 
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\~ , disposition for many of these charges was as 
good if not better than coul~ be obtained by 
invoking the la\'1. .!£. at 63 .. 

95. Id. 

96. Id. at 66. ' . 

97. Id. at 73. 0 

98. Brakel, sUEra, note 21, at 225. 

99. This judge follo'Vled a published schedule of 
,~ 

lenient sentences and fines for convicted yOuths. He also 

used extralegal diversion procedures for many caseS':" There 
I) "i 

was, for· example, a device forf'orcing __ charity. Youths 
/- '... "~~ 

._/;:.... \\ 

convicted of val'~c1alism, crirriirlal tr~spass, or similar 

offenses were lectured on the need to re80gnize the sanctity 

of property and the rights of others. They were then £ined .. , 

In lieu of paymentl:of the fine and conviction, however, the 

judge allowed the offender to make a contribution tq a 

:religious or other charity. 

100. Municipal Court Social Servo Dept., Boys Court 6 

(1967 unpublished). 

10~, N .. Y.. Code of Crim. procedure.§ 913e-19 3m (repea.:.ed 

1971). For a discussion of the act, s"ee S. Rubin, the 

Law of Criminal Corr.~ction 446-450 (1st ed. 1963). 
t:;' 

102. " See Zivin v.County o,f Nassau, 186 N.Y.S. 2d·ll0 

(Sup. Ct. 1959) ~ 

103. 

Ii 
~ '" 

See Levin(e, The Youthful Offender under the New 

York Criminal Procedure, 36 Albany L. ,neve 24'1 (){1972) ; 
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N. Y. !brim. Proc. Law $ 720, commentary (MCKinne~, 1971). 

I The current statute (N.Y. Crim. Proc. Law '720 

(McK~lnney, 1971) resembl~s thf3 Model Youth Correction Act 
r 

in, that both are applicable only at the sentencing stage. 

After conviction, a youth will be sentenced and his convic-
(J 

t:bon en;tered as a youth offender, not an adult criminal. 

See American Law Institute Model Youth Corrections Act 
~ 

(19,40). The model act is widely used. See Luger, The 

Youthful Offender, in President's'Commission on Law 

Epforcement'and Administration of Criminal Justice, Task 

Force Report: Juvenile Delinquency and-Youth Crime 119 (1967). 

104 .+,iitia+ estimates 'Vlere that the program could 

divert 2500 ca8~sper year. M~,morandum from J. Cr'awford, 

Deputy District Attorney, to A. Sp"ector, District Attorney, 

,'lApril 1, 1971. In fact, the diversion process is employed 
-: Gl 

for more than twice that number of defendants, During its 

fir~:::, six months f slightly more than 20% of all cases 

pendingPindictment were diverted. 

'lOS'. See National Commission for Children and Youth, 
I) 

Project Crossroads (1971); Vera Institute of of Justice, 
"\ 

Pretrial Intervention: The Manhattan Court Employment 

Project (i972} [hereinafter cited as Manhattan Report]. 

106. The experience of the !-1anhattan program with 

addicts has been that they record lesser success rates than 
,;,,'\ 

other participan,~s. 
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At first the staff tried to help 
[addicts] kick their habits without entering 
treatment centers .••• This practice was 
discontinued when' it became obvious that 
they were unable to hold a job and that 
their condition had not been helped by the 
experience. But ~lhen the Proj ect decided 
to refer them to treatment centers, it had 
difficulty getting them admitted • • • • , 
Drug addiction programs in the City screen 
heavily for motivation. The'addicts coming 
into the Project are randomly selected and 
predictably fe\., want to shake their habits. 

[T]he staf'f has devo'ted disproportionate 
amounts of time to working ~7i th addicted partici-

. Ipants. . Hany have been forced to. admi't they have 
a problem. Some have decreased drug use; some 
have given up drug use al'together. Fifteen to 
twenty percent of those "rho have been identified 
have entered treatment centers--though few have 
completed their residency. 

~~nhattan Repor~ 72-73. 

107,,0; Roughly 71% of the part;icipants are unemployed. 

Evaluation Report--Operation De NovO 4· (1972 unpublished). 

'In comparison, the Manhattan project r~cords the following 

figures for its first three. years: 

1st, year 
79.3% 

Manhattan Report 41. 

2nd year 
54.9%. 

3rd year 
49.1% 

108. The counseling benefits to younger defendant 
p 

clients is limited. The Manhattan program reports,. that 

counse1in.g is more difficult for persons under 17 Y:i2:ars 
'C" 

of age. 

, . 
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Sixteen year old defendants present 
present many special problems. Usually 
they are failing in or have dropped out of" 
school, and are incapable of assuming the 

, kind of responsibility necessary for achieving 
stability and economic independence. 

Manhattan Court Employment Project, Quarterly Report: Third 

Qua;ter Fisbal Year 1971-72,5 (1972). 

Nevertheless, De Novo has recently expanded to include 

services for juvenile ·,defendants and Proj ect Crossroads has 

dealt primarily with a young adult caseload. 

109.' See Henschel & Skrien, Operation De Novo, Hennepin 

La\';-ryer I May-June, 26 (1972). 

110. Minn. Stat. Ann.~609.l35 (1971). 

Ill. See geneially, Statements of Mr. Ennis Olgiati 

and Mr. vlilliam Henschel, Hearings on S 3309', SerIate Sub-

Committee on Penitentiaries, July 19, 1972. 

Persons charged ""i th minor offenses may lack motivation. 

to cooperate with counseling efforts. The' probable consequences 

of conviction on ordinance violation charges is minor a~d 

may be seen as less onerous than diversion counseling. Manhattan 

Report 24. J3ut see, Semi-annual Report, Manhattan Court 

Employment Program 11 (1973) (dismissal rate for misdemeanor 

offenders found to be identical to that of felony offenders). 

112. See note 82, supra. 

113. Althouqh these counselors are generally success-
"'.(." 

ful, selection of" applicants for counseling positions often 
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. , 
requ~res innovative screening interv~ews. See Manhattan 

, Report 43; Boston Court Resources Proj ect, The Selection 

of Advocates and Screeners for a Pre-trial Diversion 
r 

Program (1972). 

114. See Manhattan Report 7. See also ABT Associates, 
" 

Second Interim Progress Summary of the Pre-trial Intervention 

Program of the U.S. Department of Labor 14 (1973). 

115. See Evaluation Report, supra, note 107, at 7. 

116. APT Associates, supra, note 114, at Minneapolis 

Table lIB. 

117. See Manhattan Report 8. 

118. See, e.g., Manhattan Court Employment Project, 

Quarterly Reports (1970-1972); ABT Associates,' supra, note 114. 

Id. 

,., 

119. ABT Associates, supra, note 114, at 15. 
" 

Of the entire group of 1433 participants 
favorably terminated [from l?even monite,red 
programs] only 233 (16%) we~e not granted a 
dismissal of charges . • . : the majority of 
these were participants at the California site 
where judges in the two project locations refuse 
to entertain •••• dismissal recommendations. 
All other sites experienced very low rates of 
[refusals]. 

120. During its initial period, the Hanhattan program 
• ~) 1 

.. 

had a 12% rate ofre-arrest for active participants. However, 

as the program gained ex~erience,the arres~ rate w~ile in 

the program fell 'to under 3l?; and has remained at this low 
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level. See Manhattan Court ~mployment Program, Quarterly 

Reports (1970-72)., 
\ 

121. APT Associates, sUEra, 

122. See Manhattan Report 55 

),,23·.- Id. at 60. 

124. c Id. at 72-73. 

note 

et. 

(\ 

125. See Nassau County Probation 

o tion Midway (1973 pamphlet) . 

114, at Minneapolis 

seq. 
, 

Department, Ope.ra-

4. 

126a See generally, B. Cohen, Proj ect Operation Mid'(riay 

(1972) • 

127. Of 140 participants accepted to Midway,the 

following is a breakdown of"lrnost serious crime charged. 
//' 

128. 

~29. 

130. 

(~ .. - . 

Sale of narcotics 64" 

Burglary 

Possession of narcotics 

Robbery 

Grand Larceny 
Forgery 
Ass,ault 

Criminal mischief 
Other 

44 

23 

17 

9 

8 

7 

6 

2 . 
See generally Cohen, supra, note 126. mrnittee 

!) 

Cohen, supra, note 126, at 11-12. 

See generally, Cohen supra, note 126. 

131. "In addition to di~rnissa1 as a feasible 
disposition, it was also possible for the 
Operation Midway staff to become involved in 
plea negotiations. This may be considered 
in those cases ,vhere the alleged crirrinal 
act was of such severity that the District 
Attorney's office \-lould not consider dismissal." 

Id. at 9. - ... 
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132. The President r s Commission,/' in discuss'ing diversion " , 

noted several factors which might be considered in the 

ev.entual decision. They reflect the mix~d prosecutorial 

and correctional nature of the decision. 

Among the factors that might be'weighed 
in determining whether to. adopt a noncr iminal 
disposit.i,on are.,:' (I) the seriousness of the 
crime and the effect upon the public sepse of 
security and justice if the offender were to 

o 

be treated without criminal conviction; (2) the 
place of the case in effective la't.v enforcement 
policy, particularly for such offenses a's tax 
evasion, white collar crimes, and other in~tal1ces 
where deterrent factors may loom large; (3 ) whether 
the offender has medical, psychiatric, family, 
or vocational difficulties; (4)"",whether there 
are agencies in the community capable of dealing 
with his problems; {5} whether there is reason 
to believe that the offender will benefit from 
and ccoperate vTith a treatment program; and (6) 
what the impact of criminal charges would be 
upon the witnesses, the offender, and his family. 

President's Corn.llll.::,sion Ol! Law Enforcement and Administ,ration 
. 

of Justice, T~sk Force Report: The Courts '8 (1967). See 

also 1<lodel Pre Arraignment i(~Code, Draft 5. 

133. J. Robertson &,P. Teitelbaum, Optimizing Legal 

Impact: A Case Study 73 (1972). 

134. Brake1, Di vers.ion from the Criminal Process: 

Informal Discretion, Motivation and Formalization, 48 

Den. L. J. 211, 229 (1972). 

135. See pp. 99-103, supra. 

136. E. DeGrazia, Pre-trial Diversion of Accused 

Offenders to community Mental Health Treatment Programs 5 

(1972). 
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137. See Skolnick, Social Control in the Adversary 

'System, 11 J. Con. Res. 52 (1967); Note, In Search of the 

Adversary System--The Cooperative Practices of Private 

Criminal Defense Attorneys, 50 Tex. L. Rev. 60 (1971) • 
. , 
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